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HIRUTES

BOARD OF GOVEUOJlS EXECUTIVE COHMIrrEE
THE UlllVE'RSITY OF IlIDESorA HOSPITAL AND CLDIIC

February 23, 1987

CALL TO ORDER:

Chairman Robert Latz called the meeting of the Executive Committee to order at 5:00
p.m. in the Board Room of the University Hospital.

PRIMAR.Y CAllE NETWORK BACKGROURD DiF01lMATION:

Mr. C. Edward Schwartz reviewed the development of the Primary Care Network (PCN)
and the history of the hospital's participation with PCN. The University of
Minnesota Hospital and Clinic (UMHC) and the University of Minnesota Clinical
Associates (UMCA) acquired 34% of the shares of stock in the Primary Care Network
Management Company (PCNMC) in August of 1985. The primary Care Network Management
Company was formed in conjunction with the development of a health plan, Primary
Care Network.

The initial investment in PCNMC required a $744,000 equity contribution and a
$190,000 credit line guarantee by UMHC and UMCA. Whitehead and Associates provided
the remainder of funds and credit needed. In August of 1986 all parties increased
their credit line guarantees. U~ffiC and UMCA increased their guarantee from $190,000
to $600,000.

C1JUENT STATUS:

Mr. Schwartz reported that PCN subscriber enrollments have not met original
forecasts. In the fall of 1986 a new Chief Operating Officer was recruited, Dr.
Louis Filiatrault. In December of 1986 an updated forecast of activities, revenues
and expenses was reviewed by the PCN Board of Directors. At that time, the PCNMC
management projected that an additional investment of up to $2.3 million dollars
would be necessary to reach a positive cash flow position in two years.

DISCUSSION OF IHVESTHERT:

The members of the Executive committee discussed the original reasons for
participating in PCN at some length. They also reviewed, from several perspectives,
the reasons for lower than expected enrollment rates and strategies for achieving
enrollment projections.

The specific issue of additional investment in the PCN will be placed on the Board
of Governors agenda for discussion and vote on February 25, 1987.

ADJOUDMEII'l' :

The Board of Governors Executive Committee was adjourned at 6:30 P.M.

Respectfully submitted,

~a~
Assistant Director and
Secretary to the Board of Governors



Board of Governors

The University of Minnesota Hospital and Clinic

February 25~ 1987

CALL TO ORDER:

Chairman Robert Latz called the February 25, 1987 meeting of the Board of
Governors to order at 1:35 P.M. in 555 Diehl Hall.

A'J.'TENDARCE:

,
Present

Absent:

APPBOVAL OF THE MDlUTES:

David Brown, M.D.
Shelley Chou, M.D.
Phyllis Ellis
Donald Gilmore
George Heenan
Robert Latz
David Lilly
Jerry Meilahn
James Moller, M.D.
Robert Nickoloff
Barbara O'Grady
Ed Schwartz
Neal Vanselow, M.D.

Leonard Bienias
Al Hanser
Kris Johnson

The Board of Governors seconded and passed a motion to approve the minutes of
the January 28, 1987 meeting as written.

CHAIRMAN'S REPORT:

Chairman Robert Latz introduced Ms. Barbara Muesing, Secretary to the Board of
Regents, Ms. Bev Hall, AFSME Business Manager, and Ms. Dee Lutz of the
Minnesota Daily.

DIRECTOR'S REPORT:

Mr. C. Edward Schwartz reported that two departmental chairman searches are in
progress. Mr. Schwartz indicated the Neurology Chairmanship search committee
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is examining a pool of candidates. The Pediatrics search committee will begin
interviewing candidates within a week.

Dr. Neal Vanselow reported that the Hospital Director search committee
interviewed five executive search firms and chose Heidrich & Struggles of
Chicago. Heidrich and Struggles participated in the search for the Humphrey
Institute Director and the UMD Chancellor. Candidates for Hospital Director
may be interviewed as early as mid-April.

JOIIiT CONFERENCE COHKITTEE REPORT:

Mr. George Heenan noted that the first draft of a severity indexing position
paper has been reviewed by the Committee. Following some revisions, the
position paper will be reviewed with the full Board.

Mr. Heenan reported that the Credentials Committee Report was endorsed by the
Joint Conference Committee. The Board of Governors seconded and passed a
motion to approve the Credentials Comittee Report as submitted.

Dr. Neal Vanselow alerted the Board to legislative bill 11345 which proposes
the establishment of a Minnesota Cancer Surveillance System. The Clinical
Chiefs will be following this bill carefully. A Center for Biomedical
Engineering, Dr. Vanselow noted, is being established at the University of
Minnesota involving the Medical School and the Institute of Technology.
Medtronic has donated 1/2 the money for an endowed chair for the Director.
The University is requesting planning funds from the legislature for a
building to be erected across from the Owre/Millard/Lyons/Jackson complex to
be occupied by the Center and 5 other departments.

PLAlDIIBG A1ID DEVELOPMEIIT COMMITTEE:

Mr. Ed Schwartz reported that the committee heard a presentated on MIST, a
phone referral system for physicians. No recommendation was made at this time
to become a part of the system.

The Quarterly Purchasing Report, Mr. Schwartz noted, was discussed in detail
and endorsed by the Planning and Development Committee. This quarter, 8,500
purchase orders were processed at a dollar value of about $12.5 million. The
Board of Governors seconded and passed a motion to approve the Quarterly
Purchasing Report as submitted.

FINANCE COHKITrEE:

Mr. Fearing reported that admissions are running 9.1% above budgeted levels;
outpatient visits are 8% above budgeted levels; operating expenses 5.1% above
budgeted levels. Revenues exceed expenses by $2.8 million year-to-date.

The audited financial statements, Mr. Fearing reported, show a number of
adjustments made by the auditors. The auditors deleted $1,463,000 as a
liability due to contested payments for 1984-85 from Wisconsin. A contractual
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allowance of $360 ~ 000 was added. Finally ~ $59 ~ 600 was deducted from our
accrued interest payments. These adjustments resulted in a slightly decreased
net profit.

Mr. Schwartz briefly reviewed the discussion of the Executive Committee
regarding the Primary Care Network. The Board seconded and unanimously passed
a motion to approve the following resolution:

WHEREAS, in August, 1985, the Board of Regents approved the purchase by
the University of 34% of the stock in Primary Care Network Management
Company; and,

WHEREAS, the closing with respect to the acquisition of Primary Care
Network Management Company occurred on September 5, 1985; and

WHEREAS, it has become necessary for Primary Care Network Management
Company to increase its credit line;

HOW~ THEREFORE BE IT RESOLVED that the Board of Governors recommend to
the Regents of the University of Minnesota that the appropriate
administrative officers be authorized to sign the requisite financial
documents to increase the University's guarantee of Primary Care Network
Management Company debt from the University's current obligation of
$600,000 to an amount not to exceed $1,120,000.

The Regents will will be asked to act on the resolution at their March, 1987
meeting.

SURVEY OF FIJTURE MEETIRG TIMES:

Mr. Latz noted the that Board members received a survey evaluating options for
meeting times. All members were encouraged to return their surveys as soon as
possible.

PRESEBTATIOB OF GIFT:

Ms. Barbara O'Grady presented Mr. Ed Schwartz with a gift of appreciation from
the Board for his exemplary service to the Board of Governors and the
Hospital.

ADJOURHMEIiT:

There being no further business, the February 25, 1987 meeting of the Board
of Governors was adjourned at 2:20 P.M.

Respec~bmftted,

K~. FU~Cker~
Secretary
Board of Governors Office
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MINUTES
Planning and Development Committee

~arch 9, 1987

CALL TO ORDER
Committee Chairman, Ms. B. Kristine Johnson, called the March 9, 1987 meeting
of the Planning and Development Committee to order at 12:18 p.m. in Room 8-106
in the University Hospital.

Attendance: Present

Absent

Staff

Guest

B. Kristine Johnson, Chair
Leonard Bienias
S. Albert Hanser
Greg Hart
Clint Hewitt
Peter Lynch, M.D.
Ted Thompson, M.D.

Geoff Kaufmann

Fred Bertschinger
Cliff Fearing
Nancy Janda
Mark Koenig
Lisa McDonald

Don Gilmore

APPROVAL OF MINUTES
The minutes of the February 12, 1987 meeting were approved as distributed.

PURCHASING POLICY AND PROCEDURE MANUAL REVISIONS
Mr. Koenig reviewed the changes and revisions made to the purchasing policy
and procedure manual. The changes included: Deleting the words annual and
blanket contract throughout the document because some contracts are in effect
for more than one year. There were two changes in procedure that included:
Returning the responsibility for expediting purchase orders to the department;
and eliminating one level of approval (University Vice-President for Finance)
for Memorandum of Agreements and Contract for Services. Mr. Koenig also
clarified the authority of the University Hospital Consortium in purchasing
items for the hospital. The remainder of the changes were cosmetic.

The Purchasing Policy and Procedure }~nual Revisions were endorsed by the
committee.

Mr. Hart suggested to the committee that they may want to see and endorse only
those policy changes that were substantive in nature and leave the cosmetic
types of changes to management. A document will be drafted to address this
matter and will be presented at a future meeting.

6.



UKCA UPDATE
Dr Lynch reported on the following items that UMCA is addressing or plans to
address: 1) UMCA continues their support of the Health Partners concept; 2)
UMCA is re-evaluating their agreement with PHP and will be asking for full
member status when the contract comes up for approval; 3) billing and col
lecting system - the next person that is hired in the UMCA office will have
expertise in this area; 4) ambulatory care facility fee and governance; 5)
contract negotiations with MedCenters; and 6) a physician Medical Information
System via Telephone (MIST) in conjunction with the hospital.

OFFICE OF DEVELOPMENT QUARTERLY FINANCIAL AND ACTIVITY REPORT
Mr. Bertschinger referenced the material mailed to members prior to the
meeting and said that the three-quarter million dollar goal should be reached
by the end of the year given six-month trends. He said that many of the
donations come from bequests and that is why it is important to continue
cultivating them. He also discussed other sources of revenue and informed the
group of the next major event, Soiree 1987, on April 5, 1987.

OTHER BUSINESS
Mr. Hart reported that the underground link between the hospital and the new
parking ramp is completed and invited the committee to see it.

ADJOURNMENT
The Planning and Development Committee adjourned at 1:10 p.m.

Respectfully submitted,

Ann Frohrip
Secretary
Planning and Marketing
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UNIVERSITY OF MINNESOTA
TWIN CITIES

The University of Minnesota Hospital and Clinic
Harvard Street at East River Road
Minneapolis, Minnesota 55455

March 18, 1987

TO:

FROM:

SUBJECT:

Members of Board of Governors

Greg Har
Interim tal Director

Purchasing Policy and Procedure Changes

Attached are several changes to our Purchasing Policies and Procedures Manual.
They are being presented today for your approval, having been endorsed by the
Planning and Development Committee at their most recent meeting.

You may recall that the manual was last updated in September, 1986.

The majority of recommended changes are procedural only and have no
significant impact on Hospital policy.

Additions to policy are noted by underlined text, deletions are noted by
dashed out text.

Thank you for your attention to this matter.

GH/kf

Attachments

~:EALTH SCIENCES
8.
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PURCHASING POLICY AND PROCEDURE MANUAL

(REVISIONS ONLY)

UNIVERSITY OF MINNESOTA HOSPITAL AND CLINIC

REVISED
JANUARY 1987

-------------_._- 9-.



UNIVIUUITY 0'"' M'NN••OTA HO...'TAL.. AND CL.INICa

POLICY AND PROCEDURES MANUAL

SECTION
Page 1 of 2

SUBJECT

DELEGATION OF PURCHASING RESPONSIBILITY

SOURCE

MATERIALS SERVICES

VOL.

EFFECTIVE

1/3/84
REVISION

1/2/87
REVIEWED

12/31/86

POLICY NUMBER

..
Pol icy

In order to insure compl iance with approved purchasing pol icies and pro
cedures, the University of Minnesota Hospital and Clinic, through the Hos
pital Director, delegates purchasing responsibility to the Director of Mater-
ials Services.

Procedure

A. Definition of responsibilites:

1. Director of Materials Services will be responsible for:

a. The Hospital's adherence to the stated policies and procedures.
b. The coordination of all purchasing activity at the University of

Minnesota Hospital and Clinic.
c. The actions and conduct of buyers within the department and the

assurance that those buyers transact business within the guidel ines
and spirit of the University of Minnesota Hospital's and Clinic's
policy and procedure manual.

2. The Materials Services Buyers will be responsible for:

a. Bidding of inventoried items.
b. Reviewing requisitions and payment requests prior to release.

c. Reviewing all capital equipment purchases.
d. Reviewing of all iRRWat iRQ BtiRket contracts .

APPROVED

TITLE

.

BOARD OF GOVERNORS
DATE

10/24/86

10,



4.

·EeTlON

Page 2 of 2

VOL. POLICY NUMBER

SUBJECT -:.JDELEGATION OF PURCHASING.
RESPONS IBILI TI ES

3. The Materials Services Buyers and Assistant Buyers will be responsible
for:
a. Assisting hospital departments with the purchasing function.
b. Reviewing all purchase orders.
c. Coordinating all initial vendor EeAt,aEts~contacts.

d. Tabulating bids.
e. Entering data into the computer.
f. Assigning and logging all purchase order numbers.
g. Ordering stock items into inventory.
h. Screening sales representatives.
i. Expediting all vendor returns.
j. Expediting past due orders.
k. Updating vendor list.

The Product Evaluation and Standardization Committee or its approp-' ":J
subcommittee will be responsible for:
a. Providing evaluations on non-pharmaceutical products.
b. Standa rdi zati on of non-pharmaceuti cal products wi thin the Hospital

wherever possible.
c. Reviewing general use inventoried item contracts prior to re-bidding

or renewal.
d. Providing product guidance for hospital departments.

11.



UNIVlIlla'TY OP' M,NNllaOTA NOa"ITA",a AND C"'INICa

POLICY AND PROCEDURES MANUAL

SECTION
Page 1 of 2

VOL. POLICY NUMBER

SUBJECT

APPROVAL REQUIREMENT FOR PURCHASING

SOURCE

MATERIALS SERVICES

EFFE~TIV~

1/3/84

REVIEWED
12/31/86

•

•

Policy

In order to achieve appropriate purchasing accountability, the University of
Minnesota Hospital and Clinic shall have defined approval requirements for
purchase commitments.

Procedure

A. All designated purchasing personnel shall obtain the required approval prior
to the issuance of the purchase order. The following table provides levels
of required approval based on the dollar amount of the order.

Amount of Depa rtment Director of

Order or Departmental Head Materials Hospital

Contract Purchaser Or Designee Or Designee Administration

$500 or less X X

More than $500 X

Capital
Equi pment X X X

B. In situations where one or more of the persons whose approval is
required in accordance with the above table is not available, the
approval of the next higher level of authority will be obtained.

APPRDVED

TITLE

BOARD OF GOVERNORS
DATE

10/24/86
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SECTION

Page 2 of 2

VOL. POLICV NUMBER

..J
SUBJECT

APPROVAL REQUIREMENTS FOR
PURCHASING ,.

C. If a purchase order change is issued to correct or supplement an e~eR order
te not involving a contract, and it is apparent additional expenditures will
exceed the previously approved amount by 20~ and the total difference (by
line) is $50.00 or more, then the change order must be approved by the appro
priate approval level identified in the table above. See chan e order olic
on a e 38. This does not apply to capital equipment. See Capital Equip-
ment Policy.

D. Signature cards for all authorized Purchasers must be on file in Hospital
Accounts Payable.

13.



l5TI POLICY AND PROCEDURES MANUAL
SECTION

Page 1 of 4

SUBJECT

PURCHASING PROTOCOL

VOL.

EFFECTIVE
1/3/84

REVISION
1/2/87

POLICV NUMBER

SOURCE

MATERIALS SERVICES

Policy

REVIEWED
12/31/86

...
In order to assure appropriate documentation flow of information and com
pliance with established Purchasing Policy, all non-inventoried supplies and
equipment shall be procured by utilizing established Purchasing Protocol.

Procedure

A. University Hospital's Form 126930, "Requisition-Order/Payment Request," is to
be used by Hospital departments for ordering all non-contract supplies..1. aRE!
services, equipment and for making payments to persons or organizations R8t
~R~8+~4R~ e8RtFaetYa+ 8F &~El a~Fee~eRt5.

Instructions for filling out the Requisition-Order/Payment Request:

1. Sub-Acct: Completed by Hospital Accounting only after thorough audit of
the document as fi 11 ed out by the department. Thi s audit will i ncl ude
correct account number, class number, vendor reference number (op
tional), extension of unit price times quantity, total extension of
funds, and authorized signature.

2. Account No.: Fund, account, and budget number completed by originating
department.

3. Class No.: Classification of funds to be completed by originating
department. (Complete listing of classification numbers available from'
Hospital Accounting.)

4. Bid No.: Number assigned by Materials for purchases requiring bid
ding. This same number will be referenced on the Request for Quotation
(the document for requesting bid quotations).

,
APPROVED

TITLE

BOARD OF GOVERNORS
DATE

10/24/86

14.



SECTION

Page 2 of 4

VOL. POLICY NUMBER

""'.....
SUBJECT

PURCHASING PRQTOCOL

5. Computer Customer No.¥eAieF RefeFeAee Ne~: To be inserted ee~,letei by
the ori g; nat i ng aeeeliAHA~ department..:. eA tRe eFieF,c,a;'RleFlt Fe~liest

feF~ WReFl te4A~ lisei te Make ,ayMeAt te a veAieF~ ;R4s FefeFeAee AWMteF
FefeFS te tRe veAieF~s 4Ave4ee AWMteF~

6. Sequence No.: Individual line item number to be completed by origin
ating department.

.. 7.

8.

9.

10.

11.

12.

13.

Quantity: Amount to be ordered. Unit of issue is also to be included
(i.e •• 2. box/10 or 10 cases). To be completed by originating depart
ment.

Description: Full description of products to be purchased (including
manufacturer's product number) or full explanation of payment to be
made. completed by originating department.

Unit Price: Price per unit of issue. to be completed by orderir,: de-
partment. This must be up-to-date and exact. ~'

Extension: A total figure per line item obtained by multiplying qL,l
tity ordered times individual unit price. This is to be completed by
originating department.

Total: A grand total figure of the extensions of the line items. To
be compl eted by originating department. An exception is made for
annual contracts: $00.00 is filled in for the total amount.

Source/Payee: Ori gi nating department is to speci fy source{s) to be
purchased from or sent bids. or the payee to receive payment. If the
total is over $2.000.00. the department should list all known competi
tive sources or appropriate bid list category to be specified; or if
only one source is known and only one source is known to be acceptable,
a sole source letter should accompany the requisition; OR if only one
source is known. a specifi c descri pti on of the type of equi pment/pro
duct to be bid should be offered in the requisition. allowing the
Materials Buyer enough information to research other sources. Any
payee receiving payment should be listed with home address for mailing
of the check.

Social Security Number: Any payee designated to receive payment for
salary expenses must list Social Security number for reporting to In
ternal Revenue Service.

15.
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SECTION

Page 3 of 4

VOL. POLICY NUMBER

SUBJECT

PURCHASING PRCiOCOL

14. Deliver to: The originating department should specify exact delivery
instructions. The first box should be checked for all deliveries to be
received at the Hospital's main receiving dock at 425 East River
Road. In addition, the building and room number should be designated
so that receiving dock employees are able to deliver to an exact loca
tion. The second box will be used for deliveries to the Hospital's
Distribution Center. The third box should be checked for those loca
tions off-site not serviced by the hospitals' main receiving dock.
Persons at these off-site locations must forward receiving packing
slips to Materials Services.

15. Hospital Department, Prepared By, Authorized Signature: Originating
department should 1ist the department name and the person responsible
for the preparation of the document who can answer questions regarding
the purchase or payment. The Authorized Signature must be filled in by
the authorized person on the particular account number used.

16. PrepaymentbAeEk Request: In order for payment to accompany the pur
chase order, a check must be placed in the box in this area and a sig
nature of the department head or designee is required.

17.

H18.

Invoice Payment: To pay an invoice for services such as telephone
bills, repairs, testing, etc., and "X" must be placed in the appro
priate box and the invoice, approved for payment, must accompany the
regui sition.

Reference: In order to aid the Material s Services Buyer in processing
the order or contract request, the originating department is to 1ist
previous contracts or orders. If it is a new request, it should be
designated as "new".

B. The Requi siti on - Order/Payment Request Form is a three-part form processed
as follows:

Part 3: Pink - Retained by the originating department.

Part 2: Yellow - If a purchase order is generated, this part is forwarded
to Financial Accounting.

If a bid is generated, this part is filed at the Distribution
Ceenter by bid number.

,
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SECTION

Page 4 of 4

VOL. POLICY NUMBER

)
SUBJECT

~

PURCHASING PROTOCOL.

Part 1: White - ~f a ,YF€AaSe eF~eF ~5 !eReFate~, tA45 ,aFt 45 aS54!Ree a
,YF€hase eF~eF RYlIleeF aR~ filed by account number in the Material s
Qe,aFtllleRtServices.

tf a 84s ~5 !eReFates, tA45 ,aFt ~5 f4tes 4R 84~ RWIIl8eF 5e~YeR€e

4R MateF4a+s'l

..
C. Abbreviations

The following abbreviations
Symbol Definition

for unit purchase are recommended:
Symbol Definition

BB Barrel LT Lot
BTL Bottle LF Linear Foot
BG Bag M Thousand
BX Box OZ Ounce
BF Board Feet MF Per 1,000 Ft
C Hundred PC Piece
CO Card PO Pad
CF Cubic Foot PG Page
CI Cubic Inch PK Pac kage
CS Case PR Pair
CW Hundred Weight PT Pint
CY Cubic Yard QT Quart
OM Drum RL Roll
OZ Dozen RM Ream
EA Each SF Square Ft.
FT Foot SH Sheet
GA Gall on SI Square In.
GM Gram SP Spool
GR Gross ST Set
HF Hundred Feet SY Square Yd.
IN Inch TU Tube
KG Kil ogram TN Ton
LB Pound TO Troy Ounce
LG Length UN Unit

17.



UNIVII'UITY or .IINNaeOTA Moep'TA~e AND C:~INIc:e

POLICY AND PROCEDURES MANUAL

SECTIOtt 1page of 5

SUBJECT

BIDS

SOURCE

MATERIALS SERVICES

VOL.

REVIEWED
12/31/86

POLICY NUMBER

..

Policy

It is recognized that, in most cases, competitive bidding provides the best
opportunity to obtain a product or service at the best price. Therefore,
transactions on material and/or services with an estimated total price that
is establ ished by the Hospital Director will be bid. The Hospital has the
authority to allow the State of Minnesota and University Hospital Consortium
to accept bids on its behalf if the entity follows the basic purchasing pol
icies and practices of the University of Minnesota Hospital and Clinic.

Procedure

A. The individual departments have the option of establishing a bidding require
ment of less than the $2,000 limit.

B. Bid requests should be typed by the Requestor using the standard Requisi
ti on/Payment Request form. Compl ete infonnati on must be provi ded i ncl udi ng,
but not limited to, quantity, description, bidding period, delivery require
ments, special conditions, drawings, specifications, suggested vendors and
date information required. If replies are to conform to a certain format,
this should be clearly stated.

C. An attempt shall be made to obtain a minimum of three bids, providing that
the Purchaser is familiar with the market and the prices of the material in
question. In the case of sole source items, more than one price is not pos
sible and should be so noted on the Requisition (see Sole Source pp. 23-24.

D. The Purchaser, when obtaining bids, should keep in mind other departments of
the Hospital or University that may be able to provide the desired material
or service. This interaction will be coordinated by the Materials Services
Department.

APPROVED

TITLE

BOARD OF GOVERNORS
DATE

10/24/86

18.
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SECTION

Page 2 of 5

VOL. POLICY NUMBER

~t
SUBJECT

BIDS -

E. Bids will be solicited only from vendors whom the Purchaser knows are qual
ified or can be qualified to meet all requirements. Examinations of the
financial condition of a company. its ability to perform. and its facilities
shoul d be part of the criteria for an acceptabl e vendor. The Material s De
partment will maintain and pUblish. on a quarterly basis. an acceptable ven
dor 1i st.

F. Answers to technical questions arising during the bidding process should be
provided by the requestor. The Purchaser must coordinate the reply and en
sure all potential suppliers are provided with consistent information.

G. All bids. unless obtained verbally such as in the case of phone bids. must be
sealed and must arrive prior to bid closing date and time. All vef'&a~ ~

bids must be confirmed in writing prior to an award or purchase commitment.

1. Phone Quotes From Vendors

a. Phone quotes ShOUld be directed to the Buyer at the Distributi"\
Center. If the said person is unavailable. another BUyt'~ ,~ ""'"
Assistant Buyer should take the quote

b. The quote should be written out on a t,~~~ RFQ noting the following:

1. Bid number

2. Company name and address

3. Bid closing date

4. Products offered with prices

5. Person's name offering quote

6. F.D.B.

7. Delivery

8. Discount Terms

9. Time and date of quote

19.
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SECTION

Page 3 of 5

VOL. POLICY NUMBER

SUBJECT

BIDS ...

c. The vendor will be required to submit written confirmation of the
phone quote within five (5) days.

2. Instructions For Departmental Use Of Phone Quotes

a. A mi nimum of three vendors shoul d be contacted for the fol 1owi ng
minimal information:

1. Company name and address;

2. Company person's name who supplied the phone quote;

3. Date the phone quote was supplied and the date. if any. when the
phone quote expire;

4. F.O.B. (who pays for freight and the type of freight: ie. Air.
UPS. Common Carrier, etc.);

5. Cash discount, where applicable; and,

6. Price obtained.

b. Once the three or more phone quotes have been obtained, recommend the
vendor who best complies and reasons why (ie. low bid, vendor's abil
ity to ship immediately, etc.).

c. List all the above information on the -Requisition Order/Payment
Request Form" and process through the appropriate channel as des
cribed in the Hospital Purchasing Policy and Procedure Manual.

H. Bids from vendors that do not comply with applicable Federal and State laws
and regulations relating to equal opportunity of employment or the applicable
University of Minnesota Hospital and Clinic policies relating to affirmative
action and equal opportunity of employment, or the applicable regulations
relating to the Set Aside Program, will not be accepted.

1. If the products offered by each of the bidding vendors are of substantially
equal quality, if each vendor can provide the same delivery date. and if
there were no other pertinent considerations, the award/contract should go to
the lowest bidder. For conditions to award to other than low bidder, see
policy "Acceptance of Other-Than-Low Bid". (pp 21-22).
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~

SUBJECT
BIDS •

Weighing the Importance of Delivery, Quality, and Price:

In many cases the relative importance of delivery, quality, and price have
already been established and documented on a prior order. In such cases, the
available information should be reviewed to establish that it is still cur
rent and rel evant and if so the i nfonnati on may be used as a bas i s for the
award •

After all bids have been received and examined for completeness, a summary
sheet is to be prepared noting all the pertinent data and deviations from
specifications. Determination of the lowest bidder and award of the order
will be made by the Purchaser only after all aspects have been considered.

In order to ensure that vendor E8RtfaEtS contacts have responded to a bid
request, Materials will identify on the Request for Quotation all vendors
solicited and the responses. ..:)

For all bids, unsuccessful low bidders will be notified in writing V;~ :0
bid award t~at t~e 84s ~as 8eeR El8sei, and the specific reason for reJ~~~lng

the vendor's bid.

Supp1 ier quotations should be in response to a request from Hospital Pur
chasing. However, unsolicited bids will be considered if the vendor complies
with all requirements after reviewing the open bid board located at the Hos
pital Distribution Center.

When a supplier is given the opportunity to re-bid, all competing suppliers
must also be given an equal opportunity to re-bid. Those conditions in which
it is in the Hospital's best interest to allow re-bidding include, but are
not 1imited to, changes in requi rements, changes in state-of-the-art con
cepts, new vendors on the market, drastic price changes, aRs lack of response
from a sole source vendor~1 and the absence of a competitive bid situation.

It is imperative that the supplier knows that:

1. Precontract discussions should be considered infonnational;

2. Any agreements reached are tentative until the Purchase Order is awarded.
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3. The Hospital assumes no contractual obligation to the supplier until a
formal purchase order or letter of agreement is executed.

4. The Hospital is not under any obligation to procure the items for which
the discussions are conducted, and any cost incurred by the supplier
prior to the placing of the order is at the supplier's expense unless
otherwise agreed to in advance by the Hospital and supplier •

Q. The Request for Quotation form will be used for all bid requests. Utiliza
tion of this method will provide necessary documentation and efficient com
munication pertinent to competitive transactions.

R. The quote number will be cross-referenced to the contract or purchase order
number. All communications or correspondence must reference the quotation
number.

s. Bids will be opened on Tuesday and Thursday at 1:00 PM at the University of
Minnesota Hospital and Clinic Distribution Center located at 883 29th Avenue
SEe All bid openings are public knowledge and any interested parties may
attend.

T. Departments involved in specification drafting are encouraged to use various
Hospital resources such as Hospital Engineering to help provide adequate
technical support.

U. All bidders must comply with the University of Minnesota Policy as it relates
to Buy USA.

v. If any bids are equal in all aspects, then the decision will be made by a
coi n fl i p. All concerned vendors wi 11 be invited to witness the fl i p and
will sign a statement that they will abide by the decision of the flip.
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SECTION
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1/3/84
•

REVISION
1/2/87

REVIEWED
12/31/86

..
Policy

In an effort to assure availability of needed products and maintain predict
able pricing, the University of Minnesota .!!ospitals and Clinic will issue
annual contracts when market~R! conditions warrant.

Procedure

A. The issuance of aRRija+ contracts should be considered when the Hospital will:

1. Purchase repetitive, specified services or items or categorie~. of items
from the same vendor over the period of a year. ~

2. Order standard materi al s or mai ntenance suppl i es whi ch requi re iL...nerous
shi pments.

3. Enable the Purchaser to obtain more favorable pricing through volume
commitments and firm pricing guarantees.

B. ARRija+ contracts generally should not be used when:

No benefit will be derived over and above a regular purchase order.

Purchase volume cannot be ascertained for specified period of time.

Quality of product or services is questionable.

Prices are unknown at ordering time, or subject to change later without
notice.

10/24/86

DATE
BOARD OF GOVERNORS

Substantive product changes are imminent.

Product or service delivery time is not enhanced.

l.

2.

3.

4.

5.

6.

"

APPROVED

TITLE
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C. ARRl:lat contracts are prepared using the formal requisition/payment request
form and shall include the following information:

1. The period to be covered {ReFMa~ty, Ret te eKEee4 eRe yeaF~~

2. An extension clause, if applicable. (Provided all terms and conditions
remain the same)

3. Items and/or categories of items included.

4. Minimum or maximum quantities, if any.

5. Product or service description.

6. Terms and billing arrangements.

"h PeFseRRet illltl:leF4ze4 te ef'4eF fFeM tl:le eeRtFiet~

87. A cancellation clause.

98. A "ship as called for," or standing order clause, if applicable.

lQl. Manufacturer's catalog number and specifications, if applicable.

D. In all cases, iRRl:lat contracts must have the approval of the Director of
Materials Services or designee prior to their placement.

E. Price, F.O.B. terms, and quantity must be established before issuance of the
annual contract. Specified quantities result in a contract for that quan
tity. Occasionally, where an order is intended to cover any item handled by
the supplier, commodity, price, and quantity are not covered. Instead of the
exact price, the manner or method of computing price should be agreed upon at
the time the iRRl:lat contract is drawn (i.e., list percentage of discount for
price list).

F. ARRl:laHy, The appropriate user area will review all contracts specifically
ass; gned to them and re-bi d as requi red.

24.
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REVISION

1/2/87

REVIEWED
12/31/86

..

PoHcy

In an effort to facilitate the purchasing process. obtain favorable prices.
assure product availability. and obtain multiple items from an individual
vendor. the University of Minnestoa Hospital and Clinic may issue blanket
contracts based upon the following procedures.

Procedure

A. Blanket contracts are to be used when:

1. Varied items from the same vendor are purchased over the period
year.

2. Total individual orders will not exceed $2000.

j
3. Volume commitments will enable the Purchaser to obtain more favorable

pricing.

B. Blanket contracts generally should not be used when:

1. No benefit will derive over and above a regular purchase order.

2. Prices are unknown at ordering time. or subject to change later without
notice.

3. Quality of vendor or service is questionable.

C. A blanket contract is prepared using the formal Requisition form and shall
include the following information:

1. The period to be covered~ ~Ret te eKeeee eRe yeaF1~

2. Items and/or categories of items included.

APPROVED

TITLE

BOARD OF GOVERNORS
DATE

10/24/86 -
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3. Maximum quantities, if any.

4. Prices and pricing arrangements.

5. Terms and billing arrangements.

6. Personnel authorized to order from the contract.

D. In all cases, blanket contracts must have the approval of the Director of
Materials or designee prior to their placement •

E. Price, F.O.B. terms, and quantity should be established when possible before
issuance of the bl an ket contract. When an order is intended to cover ~
item handled by the supplier, commodity, price, and quantity are not
C"O'Vered. Instead of the exact pri ce, the manner or method of computi ng pri ce
should be agreed upon at the time the blanket contract is drawn.

F. Annually, the Department of Materials Services will review iRi ,e-e~i all
blanket contracts. A 1ist of all effective blanket contracts will be issued
to Hospital users each year and will be updated as changes occur.

26.
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Policy

In order to m1n1m1ze purchasing related cash flow commitment. the University
of Minnesota Hospital and Clinic may accept consignment stock through the
Department of Materials Services.

Procedures:

A. The use of consi gnment contracts by departments will be
ported when the inventory item(s) to be consigned can be
more of the following criterion:

1. Hi gh bul k

2. High individual acquisition cost

3. High risk of obsolesence

encouraged and sup
described by one or

~

4. Long acquisition lead time

B. Under a consignment contract a vendor delivers to the Hospital a quantity of
product as speci fied by the agreement at no charge to the Hospital. The
product remains the property of the vendor. The Hospital is responsible for
safeguarding the inventory and ordering replacement stock as the product is
used. Contract language should address. but may not be limited to. the fol
lowing issues:

1. Control

2. Audit

3. Renewal/extension

4. "Cancellation

APPROVED

TITLE

BOARD OF GOVERNORS
DATE

10/24/86

27.
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5. Wear/tear

6. Defective products

7. Reprocessing (if required)

8. Insurance

9. Vol ume

SECTION

Page 2 of 2

VOL. POLICY NUMBER

SUBJECT

CONSIGNMENT CONTRACTS

C. For Processing Consignment Contracts refer to ARRYa~ Products Contracts.

D. All consignment contracts must so state in the body of the Requisition/Order
Payment.

28.
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Policy

In order to provide the appropriate safeguards over Hospital resources, all I

legal procurement transactions must be codified through the utilization of an
official University of Minnesota Hospital and Clinic Purchase Order.

Procedure

A. All formal purchase orders for non-contract purchases shall be prepared from
a properly completed requisition. The requisition is designed to contain all
of the necessary information and signatures. The completion of the recuisi-
tion by the Purchaser is the principal document used to prepare a ·...,al
purchase order. :)

All purchase orders for contract purchases will be prepared by the USE je
partment based upon a properly awarded contract.

B. The formal purchase order will be distributed as follows:

1st white copy is mailed to the vendor by Materials Services. This copy
is either retained bv or returned to the department for disposition (when
the order is a confirming order.)

2nd !,eeR aRd a,d yellow coPY is ee,~es a,e held in Hospital Accounts
Payable.

3rd4tR blue copy is filed in the Materials master file

4thitR pink copy is routed to Hospital Receiving.

5thitR gold copy is returned to, or retained by the Hospital department
placing original order.

APPROVEO

TITLE

BOARD OF GOVERNORS DATE

10/24/86

I
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C. The formal purchase order is used as a written order to a vendor and may be
either an original order or may confirm a verbal order. This form may also
serve as a written change order. This form is typed or computer generated
from information supplied by a properly completed requisition as follows:

1. Account Number: The department being charged for the purchase.

2. Class: The category of the expense.

3. Bid Contract Number: The number of the annual contract, or bid, if
appl icable.

4. Purchase order number

5. The date the order was ,~a£e8, Ret wheA 4t was typed~or computer gener
ated.

6. To: Name and mailing address of vendor.

7. Ship To: The Hospital location where goods are to be delivered or the
service performed.

8. Bill To: Hospital Accounts Payable preprinted.

9. Address Questions To: Ordering Department, contact Person.

10. Phone Number: Number of contact person

11. F.O.B. Point: Point where the Hospital assumes responsibility for the
merchandise.

12. Cash Discount: Vendor terms~ ,eF £eAtFa£t~

13. Del ivery Due: The date that the goods are to be del ivered or the ser
vice performed.

14. Sequence Number: Each separate 1i ne i tern on the order shoul d be num
bered consecutively.

15. Quantity: How many are being purchased on the order.

30.
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16. Unit of Measure: What is the vendors sale quantity.

17. Part Number and Description: What is the item being ordered including
special conditions of the purchase.

18. Unit Price: What is the individual price of the item being ordered.

19. Total Extension: Unit price x quantity.

•
20. Buyer Signature: Name of person authorizing the purchase •

21. Ori ginators Name: Name and Department of i ndi vi dual ori ginati ng pur
cha se.

22. Confirming: Check confirming box if this is a confirming order. Also
insert the date the order was placed.

- Date of Order
- P.O. Number (in numerical sequence)
- Vendor Name
- Department originating document

Purchase order numbers will be issued in numerical sequence and must be care
fully controlled. Purchasing will keep a master log of all numbers iss',"

~This log is to include:

D.

E. Additions or changes to an order may be afe made by utilizing the procedures
outlined under the "Change Orders" policy on page 38.,Fe,aF4R! a ~etteF 4RS4
eaHR! wAat EAaR!es aFe ite4R! IRaSh The same purchase order number wi 11 be
cited on the order.

WAeR 4RH4aHeR aReteF EeRnFIRaUeR ef a EhaR!e ReEessHates ,Fe,aF4R! a
seEeRe ,wFEAase 8FeeF f8'IR, tAe f8~~8W4R! a,,~4esi

l~ Ma4Rta4R tAe eF4!4Ra+ ,wFEAase eFeeF RWIReeF aRe FefeF te 4t ey eate aRe
RWIReeF~ tRe4Eate EAaR!e 8FeeF aEFess iteey ef ,WFEAase eFeeF~

2'1 FeHew the wswa~ e4stF4ewt4eR ste,s feF ,wFEAase eFeeFs aRe attaEA a
Ee,y te tAe ,WFEAase Fe~w4s4t4eR'I

6~ Re~west tAat tAe swppHeF aEkRew+ee!e tAe EhaR!e -lR WF-lt4R! 4f tAe
EAaR!e 4s Ret aEEe,ta8+e te tAe veReeF'I
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F. Written confirmation, plus the following steps, are required for al or er
"Cancellations".

1. Refer to the original purchase order by date and number.

2. Follow the usual distribution steps for purchase order, and attach a copy
to the purchase order.

3. Request the supplier's acknowledgement of the cancellation in writing.

G. Purchasers are encouraged to negotiate freight into the material cost F.O.B.
Destination.

H. It is recognized that requirements will arise whose urgency will dictate
ilTlTlediate processing (i.e., LP.O.'s). In such cases, the department may
contact the Purchasing Department to receive an emergency purchase order.
The Purchasing Department will complete the requisition and send to the
ordering department for authorized si gnature if the purchase is for $500.00
or more. If the order is for less than $500.00, a purchase order will be
issued and processed. No requisition will be required.Under these circum
stances the department will give the Materials Buyer:

1. The ordering Department Account Number

2. Class Number

3. The quantity to be purchased

4. A description of the item or service

5. The exact unit price

6. The extended price

7. The vendor name and address

8. Delivery address

9. FOB point

10. Invoicing terms

32.
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11. The name and phone number of the individual requesting the emergency
purchase order.

Upon recei vi ng the above informati on, a purchase order number will be given
to the department. The department will then call in the order.

It is up to the discretion of the Buyer or the Assistant Buyer if a situation
warrants an emergency purchase order. Emergency purchase orders cannot be
issued for capital equipment items.

Every effort shoul d be made by departments to mi nimize "emergency" trans
actions.

1. In order to accomplish prompt receipt of materials as required by the user
and efficient purchase request closure, Purchasing shall :Review the open
order report week+y and:

1. Exami ne all orders past due. Past due is defi ned as any ord~r

ceived by the delivery date.

2. Forward the information to the requestor for action. GReEk WHR Fe~l:leS

teF te is£eFti4Ri

B~ .Re MiteF~i+ ~s st~++ Fe~I:l~Fee

3. The If requestor has the option to: stites tRit MiteF~i+ RiS Ret BeeR Fe
Ee4Yes Bl:lt 4s Re teR~eF ,e~1:l4Feei

a. Cancel the order (refer to Change Orders page 38; or tR !!QesEF4,
HeR!! if'eil wFHe uGiREe+ U eR PI:lf'EAiSe Qf'eeF aRS Riye Fe~l:lestef' s4'
iRS eith

b. Expedite the order. Should the vendor consider the order shipped,
obtain the date shipped and proof of delivery where appropriate.
Ioliye Fe~l:lestef' uH yeRSef' iRe isyhe tRit ,1:lf'£AiSe eFeef' hiS BeeR
uREeHes~
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4. The If requestor shall notify Materials Purchasing of the action taken.
states tRat Matef~a~ Ras Aet &eeA fe€e~Yes aAS ~s st~~~ ,e~~4fes~

a~ 'i~~ 'leASe, aAS as€e,ta4A SR~"~A! sate~

&~ Nete eK,e€tes sate ef ,e€e~,t eA aA e,eA e,sef ,e,eft ee,y a~eA! w~tR

aAy etRef ,eft~AeAt 4Afe'Mat4eA sef4yes f,eM YeASe,~

a~ 9&ta4A sR4,,4A! sate aAs ea,,~e,~

B~ If sR4,MeAt eYe,s~e, ea~l ea,,~e'1 e, 4f yeASef ,es,eAs4&4~4ty, Raye
'leASe, t,aee aAS asy4se stat~s~

e~ If 'leASe, states tRat Mate,4a~ Ras BeeA seHye,es, e&ta~A AaMe ef
,eee~Yef aAs sate Se~4YefY s~4, was S4!AeS~

i~ ;,aee s~eR ,eee~,t~

a~ IA~t~a~ ~'aAee~~ 4A ~Qes€,4,t4eA~ seet4eA~

B~ Fe,wa,e eaA€e~~ee epee, ee,y te AeeeYAts Paya&~e~

7~ If 'leASe, states tRat Mate,4a~ Ras Aet &eeA sR~"es &~t was s,e€~a~

e,se,es aAs a eRa,!e ~ey4ee fe, eaAee~~at4eA~

a~ Ask YeAee, te ie~ay EaAee~~at~eA Aet4Ee~

B~ AsY~se yeASef ef PWfeRasefls iee~s~eA~

e~ Make a"fe'f~ate Aetat4eA eA 9,eA 9,se, Re,e't~

8~ Make ee,y ef e,eA e,eef ,e,e,t w4tR a~l Aetat~eAs aAe seRe te ,e~~estef~

a~ eKaM4Re a",e'f4ate efeef 4R'f4~e~

B~ GeRtaet yeASef te setefM4Ae stahs ef e,sef aRe Ha&HHy te eK,e
s4th

~~ Net~fy wse, ef f4Ae~R!s~

i~ ge,eRe4R! ~,eR fes~~ts, €eM,~ete tfaRSa€t4eR ,ef 4Ast,y€t4eRs aeeYe~
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Policy

Due to the potential implications and nature of certain purchases, the Uni
versity of Minnesota Hospital and Clinic has established a listing of pro
ducts and services which will be acquired consistent with the University
procedures for purchasing such items or services.

Procedure

The following are to be regarded as restricted products/services purchases.

A. Consul tants

A consultant is defined as -an individual or organization" who is engaged'
give professional advice or services, for a fee, but not as an employ -~
the party that engages for consultant. This includes paid guest lect ... rers
(and other paid guest speakers) when not acting as employees of the depart
ment or unit that engages them.

If the cost of the service to be provided by the consultant will be more than
$600. or is to be paid from sponsored program funds, the department utilizing
the service must prepare and process a Memorandum of Agreement (BA Form 206)
or a Contract for Servi ces for Corporati ons or Partnershi ps (BA Form 757).
This must be reviewed and endorsed by the Senior Associate Hospital Director
for Fi nance,. "h, te fe,wa,i~,,! te the l:I"he,sHy \I~ee "es~ie"t fe,:' H,,
aREe fe,:' f~"a~ a",eva~T

If the cost of the service to be provided by the consultant will be less than
$600 and is to be pai d from non-sponsored funds, the consul tant may perform
the service without a written aggreement. After the consultant has performed
the service, prepare a eelR~~ReEt ,eEtl:lhH~eRI~Rve~ee e, a Requisition/Order
Payment Request to initiate payment to the consultant; include on the payment
request a "Certification of Services Statement".

APPROVED

TITLE

BOARD OF GOVERNORS
DATE

10/24/86
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B. Radioactive Material

1. User contacts radiation protection indicating need to purchase radio
active material.

2. Radiation protection will contact the Materials Buyer indicating approval
of the specific amount of radioactive material authorized to purchase.

3. The Materials Buyer contacts the user department with a confirming pur
chase order number and obtain all of the infonnation indicated on the
P.O.

4. Type the user's NRC (Nuclear Regulation Number) license number in the
body of the Hospital purchase order.

NOTE: Users must have approved copies of the Application for Radio
isotope Use in their possession.

5. Clearly specify unit of measure as mc. (millicurie) or uc. (microcurie).

6. In the "Deliver Toll space, type address stated below:

Receiving Room, 118 Boynton Health Service
410 Church Street

Mpl s., Mn. 55455
Attn:

Attention: (Give name and location of approved radioisotope user)

NOTE: The Health Physicist must approve the order. It is reguired by
the University's radiation protection program.

When the shi j:X1lent arrives, it will be del ivered to the Boynton Health Ser
vice, which is the central receiving point at the University for all radio
active materials. After it is logged in and checked for damage by the Health
Physicists, it will be delivered to the department without delay.

C. Controlled Substance

1. Complete a Hospital Requisition/Payment Request Form.
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2. Have the user fill out and sign either a BNDD (U.S. Bureau of Narcotics
and Dangerous Drugs) form 222 for schedule 1 and II substances or a DEA
(Drug Enforcement Administration) form 336 for all schedule III. IV. and
V substances.

3. Stapl e the BNDD form 222 or the DEA form 336 to the Requi si tion/Payment
Form.

4. Send the forms to Materials Services. If the cost of the order will
exceed $2000. the BNDD or the DEA form should be held in the department
until a vendor is selected from the bids.

Any user (doctor. research i nvesti gator) who wants authorizati on to use
controlled substances must have a DEA registration number. This regis
tration number requires an approved application of BNDD form 224 or 225.
available from:

Department of Justice
Drug Enforcement Administration
Room 402 U.S. Courthouse
110 S. 4th Street
Minneapolis. Minnesota 55401
Tel: 725-2783

The address entered on the application form must be the address to which
the drug will be shipped; it will not be shipped elsewhere.

The user should complete the form through item 4. The user's immediate
supervisor must sign item 5. The form should then be sent to the address
noted on the upper right corner of the form.

D. Al cohol

1. Register with the Chemical Storehouse the names of two staff members who
will sign orders and be responsible for the use of alcohol in the depart
ment.

2. Complete an Order for Alcohol. The form is supplied by the Chemical
Storehouse along with the billing of the previous order.

Ethyl alcohol may be ordered only by departments having proper storage
" facilities and prior approval from the University police.

------J
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3. Use the Alcohol Requisition (SA Form 434) for withdrawing alcohol from
the department's supply. Complete this each time an individual withdraws
alcohol.

Accurate. complete. and current records must be kept by the department
to account for all alcohol received from the Chemical Storehouse.

4. Complete and send a Monthly Alcohol Report (SA Form 435) along with
copies of form 434 to the Chemical Storehouse on the first working day of
each month. Report all quantities in gallons or portions thereof to two
decimal places.

The Monthly Alcohol Report is required by the United States Treasury.
It shows how much al cohol was used during the month and how much the
department has left at the end of the month.

These forms must be received by the Storehouse no later than the 5th of
each month. whether or not any alcohol has been used.

Eo Travel

1. All travel documents must be processed by Hospital Accounts Payable. once
all required approvals have been obtained.

2. All travel documents must be accompanied by a completed Travel Authoriza
tion (type 06) and/or advance request.

3. All requests must be signed by the appropriate administrator.

4. Guidelines for travel are published in a pamphlet entitled ·University of
Minnesota Travel Regulations."

5. Upon completion of the requested travel. a "Travel Expense Voucher" must
be prepared and returned to University of Minnesota Travel. 1919 Univer
sity Avenue. after obtaining the appropriate administrative signature.
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MINUTES
Joint Conference Committee

Board of Governors
March 11, 1987

ATTENDANCE: Present: George Heenan, Chair
Phyllis Ellis
Patricia Ferrieri, M.D.
Donald Gilmore
Greg Hart
James Moller, M.D.
t1ichae1 Popkin, M.D.

Absent: Bruce Work, M.D.

Staff: Jan Halverson
Nancy Janda

Guests: Marjorie Carey
A1 Dees
Pat Jacobberger

APPROVAL OF MINUTES

The minutes of the February 11, 1987 meeting of the Joint
Conference Committee were approved as submitted.

SEVERITY INDEXING POSITION PAPER

Mr. Dees presented a revised draft of the position paper on
severity indexing and quality measurement. The Committee
discussed the revised draft and asked that further revisions be
made emphasizing the need for a definition of quality and
clarification of responsibility. The Committee requested that
Mr. Dees make the necessary revisions and present it to the
Committee next month.

END STAGE RENAL DISEASE POLICIES

Ms. Jacobberger presented the policy changes for the Hemodialysis
units. The Committee asked several questions and endorsed the
changes with one amendment to the hepatitis protocol that would
require nursing personnel to wear surgical masks as well as gowns ..~
and gloves. ....",
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MEDICAL STAfF-HOSPITAL COUNCIL REPORT

Dr. Moller presented changes to the Medical Staff Bylaws, Rules
and Regulations. The Committee requested from Dr. Moller a
periodic report on physician compliance of the completion of
medical records. The Committee discussed the proposed Rule on
Withdrawal of Treatment at some length. Dr. Popkin agreed to
initiate contact with the Bioethics Committee in order to better
define competency as it relates to the physician/patient
discussion. The Committee endorsed the amendments.

Dr. Moller then presented the changes made to the appointment and
reappointment applications. The Committee approved all changes.

CLINICAL CHIEFS REPORT

Mr. Hart reported on recent meetings of the Clinical Chiefs.
First, the Clinical Chiefs have discussed the possibility of a
unified medical malpractice plan. This is still in the
investigative stages. Secondly, Mr. Hart reported that a group
of physicians in the metro area are collectively expressing
dissatisfaction with a local HMO. Thirdly, Mr. Hart reported
that the Clinical Chiefs heard a presentation by Paul Abramowitz,
Director of Pharmacy, on the increasing emphasis on clinical
pharmacy practice.

OTHER BUSINESS

Mr. Heenan raised the question of restraining patients and if
there is a Hospital policy addressing this issue. Mr. Hart and
Dr. Popkin responded, indicating that such a policy does exist.

ADJOURNMENT

There being no further business the Committee adjourned at
6:30 p.m.

Respectfu~ submitted,

~.~~
Ma:~rie Carey

MC/kj
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UNIVERSITYOF MINNESOTA
TWIN CITIES

The University of Minnesota Hospital and Clinic
Harvard Street at East River Road
Minneapolis, Minnesota 55455

March 17, 1987

TO:

FROM:

Members of the Governing Board

Barbara Volk Tebbitt, Chief Executive Officer, Kidney Dialysis
#

unl~J<t'

Medicare regulations require any changes in pol icies or procedures for the
End Stage Renal Disease Program be submitted for approval by the Board of
Governors on an annual basis. This review is completed first by Joint
Conference and then submitted to the Board at the fol lowing meeting.

The changes this year, as in the past, are not substantive. The index
briefly identifies those changes. The Joint Conference Committee endorsed
the pol icy changes at their March 11 meeting and is submitting the pol icies
for your approval March 25.

Thank you for your attention to this matter.

bvt.1.03387

HEALTH SCIENCES 41.



SUMMARY OF CHANGES/ADDITIONS IN

POLICY AND PROCEDURES MANUAL

Organizational Structure for Kidney Dialysis

U. of M. Hospital and Clinics - Chart of Organization ESRD Program
Role of Fellows and Residents for the Renal Unit
Nursing and Technician Coverage - Dialiysis Unit
Guidelines for On Call Personnel in the Dialysis Unit
Permanent Shifts In Dialysis Unit

(Removed reference to 12 Noon Nursing Shift)
Vacation Policy - Kidney Dialysis

(Revised minimum staffing numbers)
Chief Executive Officer Responsibilities

(Identified backup for CEO)
Dialysis Hepatitis Protocol

(re: bagging of linen and use of equipment
Handling and Disposal of Wastes and Contaminants

(deleted use of separate Hepatitis delivery system)
Checking the Emergency Cart and Defibrillator

(stated carts no longer need to be opened-practise is to
check integrity of seals)

2 Policy on Drugs and Equipment for Emergency Procedures
(reflect changes in carts on Peds and Adult)

2 Fire Policy - Dialysis Unit
(reflects placement of instruction)

3 Patient Scheduling During Emergency
3 Discontinuing Dialysis in Emergency Situations
2 Policy for the Maintenance of Quality Water

(added cleaning schedule for new system)
2 Assurance of Water Quality

(added disinfection schedule)
2 Electrical Safety Policy

(removed reference to redundant ground - no longer needed)
2 Storage of Food and Biologicals

(indicates new food areas in new hospital)

C
1
1

1

1
1,2
2

2

2
~

2

2

2

Key: 1 - reflects change in personnel and/or nomenclature

2 reflects change in practice

3 - new procedure
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UNIVERSITY OF MINNESOTA
TWIN CITIES

The University of Minnesota Hospital and Clinic
I Harvard Street at East River Road

Minneapolis. Minnesota 55455

..

I have reviewed all of the following Policies for the Hemodialysis Units

and approve those changes made .

Chief Executive Officer

-, 1/, 1,1'1
7Ui-ra-- II,/~ _

Medical Director - Adult Stations

~~,.a.r (l<.I?
Medical Director - Pediatric Stations

Date

Date

2.-27-P7
Date

/

tf: i (- / ( f ~ , ./// / / .. l'
~ / I, -

Head Nurse

HEALTH SCIENCES

Date

J
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NURSING SERVICE

ORGANIZATIONAL STRUCTURE
for the

DIALYSIS UNIT

Director of Nursing Service
Barbara V. Tebbitt

,..---__I-------.,.jI-------..-oI'II"---__1

Director of Associate Director
Education Services Nursing Operations

Susan Brakke Helen Pitt

I
Staff Development Director of

Instructor Critical Care
Kate Porter Ruth Krueger

- _.- - - - - -- -- -
I 1

\
I

, Head Nurse
Di a1ys is Un it

! Patricia Jacobberger

1

I I I

Assistant Head Nurse Assistant Head Nurse Chief Dialysis Technician
Mary Biersach Anne Sheridan Isaac Otieno

I 1

Nursing/Technician Staff
- Charge Nurse
- General Staff Nurse
- Principal Lab Technician
- Nursing Station Assistant/Secretary
- Nursing Assistant

..

LEGEND:
indicates direct responsibility and authority---

-indicates consultation, education, reference/resource-sharing, etc.

Revised 1/20/87
44.
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Rev i sed 1/20/87
University of Minnesota Hospitals and Clinics

Chart of Organization
End-Stage Renal Disease Program

Renal Transplant Service and Dialysis Unit

Network Coordinating
Council Member

Or. Thomas F. Ferris

BOARD OF GOVERNORS
r

, !Acting General Director/CEO I !Medical Review Board Member

Mr. Greg Hart I Or. Richard Simmons

i
Director of Nursing Services

Ms. B~rb~ra Tebbitt

//~
// ~'"

Alternate CEO - Dialysis
Associate Director, Nursing

Operations
Ms. Helen Pitt

CEO Dialysis Unit I
Senior Associate Director

Ms. Barbara Tebbitt i

"'-,

"

" "

Chief of Staff and Chairman
Medical Staff Hospital Council

Or. James H. Moller

,/,

Medical Director
Adult Stations

Or. Thomas Hostetter

Medical Director
Pediatric Stations

Or. S. Michael Mauer

Medical Director
Renal Transplant Service

Or. John Najarian

IRenal Transplant Service
Medical/Surgical Director

Ms. Carole Gongaware

Dialysis Unit
Critical Care Director

Ms. Ruth Krueger
i

Attending Staff
Housestaff

...
CJ1 L

Attending Staff
HOlJsestaff

Attending Slaff
Housestdff

Transplant Coordin -Qr

u
Head Nurse

Nursing Staff
Head Nurse

Nursing Staff
Dialysis Technicians

u



UNIVER.ITY O~ MINN••OTA HO'PITAL.. AND CL.INIC.

POLICY AND PROCEDURES MANUAL

SUBJECT
ROLE OF FELLOWS AND RESIDENTS
FOR THE RENAL UNIT

SOURCE

Medical Directors - Adult and
Pediatric Dialysis

SECTION
Personnel Policies

VOL. PON~3 NUMBER

EFFECTIVE
3/79

REVISION
6/83, 1/84, 1/86, 1/87

REVIEWED
1/84, 1/85, 1/86, 1/87

..
POLICY

Pediatric and Adult Renal Fellows will, from time-to-time, have patient care responsibilities
under the direction of the Medical Director and/or Attending Physician for that Dialysis
Area. A current schedule of Physician Rotation and on-call rotation will be posted in each
Dialysis Area.

PROCEDURE

I. Areas of Responsibility

Resonsible Individual Action

Thomas H. Hostetter, M.D.
S. Michael Mauer, M.D.

Thomas H. Hostetter, M.D.
Thomas F. Ferris, M.D.
Mark S. Pallor, M.D.
Karl Nath, M.D.
Connie L. Manske, M.D.

Medical Director, Adult Stations
Medical Director, Pediatric Stations

Attending Physicians
Adult Stations

S. Michael Mauer, M.D.
Thomas Nevins, M.D.
Blauche Chauers, M.D.
Jeffrey L. Platt, M.D.

Attending Physi cians
Pediatric Stations

TITLE

DATE

(1........ I ,..,...rvt ;JJ..jJ.,,-

I: ;.
J-,~~ ~:.... ~.~. .... .:: .

,
t ". '!-~,' (". I...... -(
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n. Pediatric Renal Fellow Responsibilities

Responsible Individual

Medical Director

Pediatric Renal Fellow

SECTION

Page 2 of 5

VOL. POLICY NUMBER ,"~

IV.3 ~I

SUBJECT

Role of Fellows and Residents
for the Renal Unit

Action

Assigns the rotations of coverage which are
approximately 6 months per year.

Attends daily rounds conducted by the
Attending Physician every week day at 9
a.m. and 4 p.m.

Attends the Friday Patient R.eview Con
ference at 12 noon.

Carries a hospital pager while on duty
and a long-range pager when on-ca;l.

Manages patient care of the pedia:
dialysis patient with the direct aSSb
tance of the Attending Physician for the
first 3 weeks.

After the first 3 weeks, manages patient
care of the pediatric dialysis patient in
dependently. Daily rounds will continue.

With input and corroboration of the
Head Nurse and/or Assistant Head
Nurse, makes arrangements concerning
patient schedules, written orders, noti
fies unit of patient problems and in
forms staff of admissions.

During rounds, examines patients, sets
finishing weights, sets ideal hemato
crits, orders laboratory tests and blood
products, resolves dialysis related care
problems and write necessary orders on
the order sheet.

47
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Responsible Individual

Pediatric Renal Fellow (continued)

m. Green Medicine Resident Responsibilities

Responsible Individual

Green Medicine Resident

SECTION

Page 3 of 5

VOL. POLICY NUMBER

IV.3

SUBJECT

Role of Fellows and Residents
for the Renal Unit

Action

Makes monthly notes regarding the
patient's condition.

During dialysis, is available to solve
problems not left up to nursing judge
ment, rearranges schedule with Head
Nurse and/or Assistant Head Nurse, is
present when acutely ill patients arrive,
and is available by pager for needed
changes.

Reports off to the Resident on call at
the end of the day.

Action

Cares for renal patients on the Green
Medicine Service under the guidance of
the Green Medicine Attending Physi
cian.

Coordinates and completes transplant
work-ups.

Correlates the management of the renal
dialysis patient with the Dialysis
Attending Physician.

Discharges patients with chronic renal
failure and/or dialysis patients and
arrange their follow-up.
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Responsible Individual

Green Medicine Resident (continued)

IV. Renal Fellow - Consultation Responsibilities

Responsible Individual

Renal Fellow on Consultation

SECTION

Page 4 of 5

VOL. POLICV NUMBER "'''tIV.3 ...-
SUBJECT

Role of Fellows and Residents
for the Renal Unit

Action

Sends a discharge sum mary and registers
the patient with the Transplant Office
on patients who are discharged after a
Transplant Work-up.

Presents potential transplant recipients
at the Friday Patient Review Confer
ence.

Action

Attends the following Conferences: J
• Nephrology Conference every

Tuesday - 4:30 to 5:30 p.m.

• Renal Clinics and Clinic Confer
ence every Thursday - 1:00 to 5:00
p.m.

• Journal Club every Wednesday at
4:30 p.m.

Alternate call with other fellows to
cover the Dialysis Unit and CAPD from
5:00 p.m. to 8:00 a.m. on weekdays and
5:00 p. m. Fridays to 8:00 a. m. on week
ends.

Answers all requested Renal Consults
for adult services.



..

v. Renal Fellows - Dialysis Responsibilities

Responsible Individual

Renal Fellow in Dialysis

va2-P288

SECTION

Page 5 of 5

VOL. POLICY NUMBER

IV.3

SUBJECT

Role of Fellows and Residents
for the Renal Unit

Action

Attends conferences as outlined above
for Renal Fellow on Consultation.

Alternate; call as described above•

Coordinates the management of patients
requiring dialysis with the Dialysis
Attending Physician.

Participates in the therapy plan for
patients with acute or chronic renal
failure.
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SOURCE
Dialysis Leadership Team

SUBJECT
NURSING AND TECHNICIAN COVERAGE 
DIALYSlS UNIT

l5iI
UNIVIUUITY 0,.. MINNIE.OTA HO."ITA... AND CL.INIC.

POLICY AND PROCEDURES MANUAL

SECTION

Personnel Policies

<~IVOL. POLICY NUMBER
IV.S ........

EFFECTIVE
6/83

REVISION
6/83, 1/86, 1/87

REVIEWED

1/84, 1/85, 1/86, 1/87

..
POLICY

The Critical Care Director, designated by the Senior Associate Director and Director of
Nursing Services, the Head Nurse and the Assistant Head Nurses are responsible for the
quality of nursing care and the organization of Dialysis Unit, and are under the direction of .
the Director of Nursing Services. Input and direction are also received from the 1\1edical
Directors.

PROCEDURES

Responsible Individual

Assistant Head Nurses

Chief Dialysis Technician

Head Nurse

Action

- Coordinate the training and assimu. --.J
of Registered Nurses and also of Diai:, ,-"s
Technicians in the nursing aspects of dia
lysis.

- Coordinates the training and assi mulation
of Dialysis Technicians in the operation
and maintenance of dialysis related
equipment.

- Assures that there will be adequate staff
present to safely care for patients requir
ing dialysis and that the following hours
of operation are staffed:

o Monday through Friday:
7:30 a.m. to 4:00 p.m. and
3:00 p.m. to 11:30 p.m.

I
I.';' . (:,.

/ .. d..,~LC.·,

~·r I. ~

DATE
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Responsible Individual

Head Nurse (cont.)

pv2-P286

SECTION

Page 2

VOL. POLICY NUMBER

IV.8

SUBJECT

Nursing and Technician Coverage -
Dialysis Unit

Action

o Saturday:
7:30 a.m. to 4:00 p.m.
9:00 a.m. to 5:30 p.m. and
11:00 a.m. to 7:30 p.m.

Assures that an adequate on-call staff
(R.N. and technician) are available for'
emergiencies when the Dialysis Unit is
not open:

o ~10nday through Saturday:
11:30 p.m. to 7:30 a.m.

o Saturday and Sunday:
5:30 p.m. Saturday evening to
7:30 a.m. Monday morning

(Both dialysis areas are closed on Sun
days.)
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UNIVERSITY 0 .. MINNESOTA HOS"ITAl.S AND Cl.INICS

POLICY AND PROCEDURES MANUAL

SUBJECT
GUIDELINES FOR ON CALL PERSONNEL
IN THE DIALYSIS UNrr

SOURCE
Dialysis Leadership Team

SECTI~N
ersonnel Policies

,-)VOL. pOW.l ~UMBER

EFFECTIVE
6/83

REVISION
1/84,8/84, 1/86, 1/87

REVIEWED
1/84, 1/85, 1/86, 1/87

..
POLICY

New employees are assimilated into the Call Schedule 4 to 6 months after completing Dialy
sis Orientation. From time-to-time, this may vary depending on the new employee's back
ground and experience in this Dialysis Unit.

Weekday Call starts at 12 Midnight Sunday and lasts until 7:30 a.m. Monday morning. From
Monday - Friday, call begins at 11:30 p.m. and ends at 7:30 a.m. the following morning. Call
starting at 11:30 p.m. Friday ends at 9:00 a.m. Saturday morning, resumes at 5:30 p.m. Satur
day and ends at 12 Midnight Sunday.

On-call pay is $1.75 per hour. Call pay must be taken as pay rather than time back. Whe
on-call staff are called in, the hours worked begin from the time they are called in anc
continue until they leave the hospital. When personnel are called in and dialysis is cancelle:
staff should claim three hours on their paycards. If staff are called in, hours worked may b~

claimed as paid hours or time back.

Dialysis personnel are to be called in only by Dialysis Physicians. When on-call staff are
contacted by others, such as a unit secretary or another physician, staff should feel comfor
table in instructing that individual to contact the Dialysis Physician on-call. The Dialysis
Physician will then contact the on-call staff.

Staff should not hesitate to discuss the need for emergency dialysis with the Dialysis Physi
cian. On-call personnel should be called only for emergency situation OR when the dialysis
schedule runs past the usual hours of Unit operation. On-call staff (nurse and technician) will
not work more than 16 consecutive hours.

Pregnant staff members are deleted from the Call rotation because of the possibility of being
called in to dialyze patients with contagious infections.

PROCEDURE

Responsible Individual

Nurse and Technician On Call

,1 . ,Il,. /;~"

A.",._ '. '. C :/ .:':~ I J,

Action

- Carry a long range beeper when away
from home.

DATE

:,... /"
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Responsible Individual

Nurse and Technician On Call (cont.)

Nurse On Call

The Resource Nurse

."

SECTION

Page 2

VOL. POLICY NUMBER
IV.1S

SUBJECT

Guidelines for On Call Personnel in
the Dialysis Unit

Action

- Report to the Unit within 20 minutes
when called in.

- Picks up the Unit and narcotic keys in the
Resource Office on arrival•

- Locks the Unit and returns the Unit and·
narcotic keys to the Resource Office
when leaving.

- If the Resource Office is locked, pages
the Resource Nurse at the front desk of
the Hospital.

- If the patient's acuity is such that assist
ance is needed, requests help from the
patient's Unit and/or the Resource
Nurse. 1:1 patients require that the Unit
nurse provide care during dialysis.

- Contacts the Resource Nurse if:

* staff anticipate exceeding 16 consecu
tive hours of work

* the number of patients to be dialyzed
exceeds

one acute patient or
- one pediatric patient or
-- three stable chronic patients

- Contacts other dialysis staff to come in
to assist. If additional staff cannot be
located, the Head Nurse is contacted
first, then each Assistant Head Nurse if
the Head Nurse is not available•
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Responsible Individual

Dialysis Physician On-Call

pv2-P287

SECTION

Page 3

".VOL. POLICY NUMBER ~
IV.15

SUBJECT

Guidelines for On Call Personnel in
the Dialysis Unit

Action

- Contacts both the nurse and technician
on-call if emergency dialysis is needed.

- Sets priorities when more than one pa
tient requires emergency dialysis•

5!



SOURCE

Dialysis Leadership Team

SUBJECT
PERMANENT SHIFTS IN THE
DIALYSIS UNIT

.l5i1 UNIVlu.aITY 0 .. MINN.aOTA HOaPITA..a AND C"INICa

POLICY AND PROCEDURES MANUAL

SECTION
Personnel Policies

VOL. porv~IrUMBER

EFFE§j!r:r

REVISI71N
1 84, 1/86, 1/87

REVIEWED
1/84, 1/85, 1/86, 1/87

..
POLICY

Permanent Day and Evening shifts are available to allow nurses and technicians the oppor
tunity for permanent hours. Personnel who are not assigned a permanent shift will rotate
days and evenings. All staff, permanent shift and non-permanent shift will work every other
Saturday except for staff working 40% or less who will work one Saturday out of every four
and Unit Leadership.

New employees may not occupy a permanent shift until an appropriate orientation and assim
ilation period has elapsed. Employees engaged in formal discipline will not be considered for
permanent shifts.

Staff who are assigned a permanent shift are expected to sign an intra-unit contract. This
contract will dilineate the hours and conditions of the permanent shift. In times of short
staffing and emergencies, the employee will be expected to rotate shifts.

Permanent shifts wil be assigned based on seniority. For these purposes, seniority will be
based on the date of hire into the classification in the Nursing Department.

PROCEDURE

Responsible Individual

Leadership Team

Action

Determines the number of permanent
shifts available for nurses and for tech
nicians.

"
..... /1,./1 ,I ~:,'

/11'. , (.
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SECTION

Page 2 of 2

VOL. POLICY NUMBER

IV.16

SUBJECT

Permanent Shifts in the
Dialysis Units

Responsible Individual Action

Leadership Team (continued) Permanent ~hifts - Nurses

Days - 5 positions

1. Head Nurse.. 2• Assistant Head Nurse - Adult
3. Assistant gead Nurse - Pediatrics
4. General Staff Nurse
5. General Staff Nurse

Reliefs - 4 posi tions

1. Relief Charge Nurse
2. General Staff Nurse
3. General Staff ~urse
4. General Staff Nurse J

Permanent Shifts - Technicians

Days - 4 positions

1. Chief Dialysis Technician
2. Staff Technician
3. Staff Technician
4. Staff Technician

Reliefs - 3 positions

1. Staff Technician
2. Staff Technician
3. Staff Technician

Head Nurse or Assistant Head Nurse Post permanent shifts as they become
available.

Award shifts based on seniority.

Staff \1ember who acquires a permanent Signs an intra-unit contract for a per-na-
shift nent shift.

va2-P290
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UNIVERSITY 0" MINNESOTA HOSPITALS AND CLINICS

POLICY AND PROCEDURES MANUAL

SUBJECT

VACATION POLICY - DIALYSIS UNIT

SOURCE

Dialysis Leadership Team

SECTION

IPersonnel Policies

VOL. POLICY NUMBER I
IV.21 I

i
I

EFFECTIVE

7/84 ;

REVISION

1/86, 1/87

REVIEWED

1/85, 1/86, 1/87

POLICY

The granting of time off for vacations is subject to staffing needs, leaves of absence (i.e.,
.. military, paternity or maternity LOA's), and other circumstances (i.e., patient population and

acuity). Vacation requests over the Christmas and New Year holidays will not be automa- .
tically granted.

Under usual circumstances, no more than two nurses and two technicians will be granted
vacation in the same time period.

PRODECURE

Responsible Individual

Head Nurse

Action

- Determines minimum staffing necessary
to deliver safe patient care:

Nurses: 7 - 6 on M
6 - 6 on WF
5 - 5 on TTh
5 - 1 on Sat

Technicians: 4 - 4 on MWF
3 - 3 on TTh
4 - 1 on Sat

- Posts vacation sign-up sheets quarterly as
per Nursing Department Policy.

- Grants vacation time based on Unit and
patient care needs and Nursing Depart
ment seniority and posts the list of
granted time off.

- Posts opportunities for extra shifts when
necessary to fill in for vacation and
LOA's.

I I ~/ r .I' ... :: '-I ! - '. ~," ~ ,

"jl ! .~, :".

/J/
/1

~ ~ t,!, . .J '.
(I.

iI
DATE

.2/ /.,... , .. '/
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Responsible Individual

Nursing and Technician staff

pv2-P289

SECTION

Page 2

VOL. POLICY NUMBER

~)IV.21

SUBJECT
Vacation Policy - Dialysis Unit

Action

- Sign up for vacation during the sign-up
period.

- Use consideration for co-workers when
signing up in peak vacation periods and
try to limit their requests to two weeks
when possible•

- Provide the dates of expected LOA's to
the Head Nurse as soon as they are
known.

- Make a notation in the Request Book as
well as on the sign-up sheet for vacation
time.

- Notify the Head Nurse as soon as POS:~i:Jll2

if unable to use granted vacation time.

59.



C. DEPARTMENT OF NURSING SERVICES

SUBJECT

CmEF EXECUTIVE OFFICER
RESPONSmILITIES

SOURCE

Barbara Tebbitt

SECTION

Job Descriptions

VOL. POLICY NUMBER

V.2

EFFECTIVE

1/85

REVISION

8/86

REVIEWED

1/85, 1/86, 1/87

..

c

The responsibilities of the Chief Executive Officer for the End-Stage Renal Disease (ESRD)
Facility are to:

1. Implement the policies of the facility and coordinate the provision of services in accor
dance with delegations by the Board of Governors.

2. Organize and coordinate the administrative functions of the facility, redelegating duties
as authorized, and establish formal means of accountability.

3. Ensure that expenditures are in accordance with established policies and procedures.

4. Provide for the instruction of staff in policies, roles and regulations, and with applicable
Federal, State and local laws and regUlations.

5. Maintain and submit such records and reports as may be required by the Medical Review
Board for the ESRD program and other agencies including the Secretary of Health Edu
cation and Welfare.

6. Participate in development and implementation of agreements into which the hospital
may enter, subject to approval policies of the University and Board of Governors.

In the absence of the Chief Executive Officer, the Associate Director of Nursing Operations
will cover the above responsibilities. This individual has been oriented to the Dialysis Unit
and is aware of communication regarding policies, rules and regulations.

pv2-P291

Medical Director

ATE
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CEO 9/12/86
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POLICY AND PROCEDURES MANUAL

SUBJECT
HEPA'ITI'IS PROTOCOL FOR
DIALYSJS TREATMENTS

SOURCE

Dialysis Leadership Team

SECTION

Infection Control

VOL. POLICY NUMBER
VI.3 ~

EFFECTIVE
8/84

REVISION
1/87

REVIEWED

1/85, 1/86, 1/87

..
POLICY

During the dialysis of a patient with a positive HBCAB or a HBSAG' every effort will be
made to comply with current Hospital Infection Control Policy to prevent cross contamina
tion and the spread of serum B hepatitis.

PROCEDURE

Responsible Individual

Station Secretary or Staff Member

Staff member providing patient care

Action

Stamps all blood request slips and tube
labels with a red "HEPATITIS" warning.

Bags out all blood specimens individually
after first cleaning any blood off the
tUbes.

Uses intact run record documents and
recopies any records that become spat
tered with blood.

Wears mask, gowns and gloves when
working with the blood access of posi
tive patients.

Posts the proper isolation sign outside
the patient's door during treatment.

Removes food trays in the same manner
as non-infectious patients.

~.

/itt<.-~i0.<.
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,

Responsible Individual

Staff member providing patient care
(continued)

Dialysis Technician

va2-P292

SECTION

·Page 2 of 2

VOL. POLICY NUMBER

VI.3

SUBJECT

Hepatitis Protocol for
Dialysis Treatments

Action

Bags out laundry and used equipment.

Cleans all equipment, furniture and de
livery machine with Osyl and then with
bleach.

Bleaches the delivery system after the
dialysis treatment is completed.
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UNIVERSITY O~ MINNESOTA HOS"ITALoS AND CLoINICS

POLICY AND PROCEDURES MANUAL

SUBJECT

HANDLING AND DISPOSAL OF
WASTES AND CONTAMINANTS

SOURCE

Dialysis Leadership Team

SECTION
Infection Control

VOL. POLICY NUMBER

""aVI.13
.~

EFFECTIVE
2/79

REVISION
6/83, 1/87

REVIEWED
1/84, 1/85, 1/86, 1/87

..

POLICY

Wastes, contaminants and contaminated items will be handled by personnel in the Dialysis
Unit in such a way so as to prevent crosscontamination within the Dialysis Area and with ad
jacent Units.

PROCEDURE

Responsible Individual

All nurses, technicians and nursing assist
ants

va2-P293

Action

Bag all laundry for removal.

Double bag all solid waste into a trash
can liner, and then into a bio-hazardous
trash bag. All bags are then placed into
a dumpster for collection by Environ
mental Services.

Clean all bedside equipment after use
with the proper solution.

Flush no blood into the sewage system.
It is autoclaved by the Hospital and in
cinerated.

Store any blood and serum samples only
in the Dialysis Unit lab refrigerator.

DATE

/ /
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UNIVERSITY 0 .. MINNESOTA HOSPITA ..S AND C: .. INIC:S

POLICY AND PROCEDURES MANUAL

SUBJECT

CHECKING THE EMERGENCY CARTS
AND DEFmRILLATORS

SOURCE

Head Nurse, Dialysis Unit

SECTION

Emergency Preparedness

VOL. POLICV NUMBER
Vn.1

EFFECTIVE
1/79

REVISION
12/79, 6/83, 3/84, 1/86, 1/87

REVIEWED

1/84, 1/85, 1/86, 1/87

..
POLICY

An emergency cart and defibrillator will be kept in each Dialysis Area. The integrity of the
cart and the function of the defibrillator will be evaluated each operating shift on Monday
through Friday and on the A.M. shift on Saturday.

PROCEDURE

Responsible Individual

Day and Evening Charge Nurses in the
Adult and Pediatric Areas

Head Nurse

va2-P294

1('. _:: ~

Action

Check the date and the integrity of the
em ergency cart seals.

Replace any cart that is outdated by
calling Dispatch.

Test the defibrillator for power on,
charging and discharge.

Document the checks by indicating the
date, status of equipment and signature
on the Emergency Cart check list.

Maintains old check lists in the Adult
Dialysis Area.

DATE

,~ .
L ~ "~' / _'( ,,, ~(.' ',1. r . (:... ~ I L ~ t (
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SOURCE

Head Nurse - Dialysis

SUBJECT
DRU~ AND EQUIPMENT FOR
EMERGENCY PROCEDURES

.l5il UNIVI:"SITY O~ MINNI:SOTA HOS"ITAI.S AND CI.\NICS

POLICY AND PROCEDURES MANUAL
SECTt,0N

mergency Preparedness

~~VOL. PQ{ff.\NUMBER

EFFE~}+V~

REVI~I~ , 1/86, 1/87

REVIEWED
1/84, 1/85, 1/86, 1/87

POLICY

Drugs and appropriate equipment will be available in both the Adult and Pediatric Areas for
.. patient and equipment emergencies.

PROCEDURE

Reseonsible Individual

Head Nurse and Chief Technician with the
input of the Medical Director and Assistant
Head Nurses

Head Nurse

Action

Assure the availability of standby dialy
sis delivery machines, infusion pumc'
venipuncture equipment and air lea~

teetors.

Assure the availability of separate dial
ysis delivery machines for patient with
infectious disease such as Acquired
Immune Disease Syndrome.

Assure the availability of bed and chair
scales for all patients (i.e., Adults and
Pediatrics).

Assures that a Cardiac defibrillator is
available in both areas and that Peds
paddles are available on the unit in the
Peds Area.

t', :. ~ ~, . "', it ./ ;,~ I. ~ A. • ~_ f.I ~~, : :... -

f.. ,.l~ J.{c.( t
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Responsible Individual

Head Nurse (continued)

SECTION

Page 2 of 3

VOL. POLICY NUMBER
VTI.4

SUBJECT
Drugs and Equipment for
Emergency Procedures

Action

Assures that Cardiac Monitoring equip
ment is available in both areas and that
Monitoring equipment is available at
each station in the Peds area.

Assures that an Emergency Cart is lo
cated in both areas and that these carts
contain:

*

*

*

*

*

Emergency Ventilation Boxes for
Adults and Adults and Peds (in Peds
Area) and that those boxes contain
ambus, airways, laryngoscopies with
sized blades, endotracheal tubes,
02 now filters and masks and
cannulas.

Pericardiocentesis/Thoracostomy
Tray

Tracheostomy tray in Adult Area 
A pediatric tray is stocked on the
supply shelves in the Pediatric
Area.

Vascular Cutdown Tray in the Adult
Area - a pediatric tray is stocked
on the supply shelves in the Pedi
atrics Area.

Emergency Drug Boxes.

Charge Nurse on the shift where an emer
gency occurs.

Assures that the used Emergency Cart
Drug Box and Ventilation Box are re
placed.
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Responsible Individual

CSP

Cardio-Respiratory Department

Radiology

Hospital Engineering

va2-P295

SECTION

Page 3 of 3

"VOL. POLICY NUMBER .~
VITA

SUBJECT

Drugs and Equipment for
Emergency Procedures

Action

Will provide compressed air cylinder if
needed for the operation of Ventilators
in the Adult Area when contacted.

Will provide a respirator in emergency
situations when contacted.

Will provide for any portable x-ray when
contacted.

Assures the availability of wall suction
and wall oxygen.
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UNIVERSITY 0" MINNESOTA HOS"JTALS AND CLINICS

POLICY AND PROCEDURES MANUAL

SUBJECT
FIRE POLICY - DIALYSlS UNIT

SOURCE

Head Nurse - Dialysis

SECTION
Emergency Preparedness

VOL. P~lf.5NUMBER

EFFECTIVE
10/77

REVISION
6/83, 1/86, 1/87

REVIEWED
1/84, 1/85, 1/86, 1/87

POLICY

..
Evacuation routes for use in the event of a fire are posted prominently for quick evacuations•

PROCEDURE

Responsible Individual Action

•

Head Nurse - Assures that Evacuation routes are
prominently displayed in both areas.

• Adult Area - route is displayed in
main patient care area•

Pediatric Area - route is displayed
immediately outside the main
entrance to the Pediatric Dialysis
Area.

- Assures that there is a written policy
for the emergency discontinuation of
dialysis, that the policy is posted on the
bulletin board and that the dialysis staff
is aware of the policy.

va2-P296

68.
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SOURCE
Dialysis Leadership Team

SUBJECT
PATIENT SCHEDULING DURING EMERGENCIES

.l5i1 UNIVIU'.ITY 0'" MINNaSOTA HOSPITA1-S AND C1-INIC.

POLICY AND PROCEDURES MANUAL
SECTtgN

mergency Preparedness

VOL. 'OV'fi;!fUMBER ....)
EFFE1T)~1

REVISION

REVIEWED

..
POLICY

In cases of emergency (e.g., blizzards, natural disasters, etc.) it may be necessary to alter
the usual practices of patient scheduling to accommodate patient care needs•

PROCEDURE

Responsible Individual

Charge Nurse and the Renal Fellow and/or
Attending Physician

Head Nurse and/or Assistant Head Nurse

va2-P297

Action

Make a determination as to how to best
utilize the available staff and provide
safe patient care.

Prioritize patient needs based on patiL
acuity and availability of staff.

Decide which patient's treatments can
be shortened, delayed or postponed.

Contacts extra staff depending on patient
needs.

J )'1' , • ,i <: c; ( .. : '...
I~ ,I.. .. '- - .

.:.' I {; /'.'-

I

I. : '-

DATE
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UNIV."SITY 0 ... MINN.SOTA HOSPITALS AND CLINICS

POLICY AND PROCEDURES MANUAL
SECTION

Emergency Preparedness

SUBJECT

DISCONTINUING DIALYSIS IN
EMERGENCY SrrUATIONS

SOURCE

Dialysis Leadership Team

POLICY

VOL.

EFFECTIVE
1/87

REVISION

REVIEWED

.. In the event of an emergency situation (e.g. fire, loss of power, natural disaster, etc.) that
could be life-threatening to patients and staff, all dialysis treatments in progress will be
quickly and immediately terminated.

PROCEDURE

Responsible Individual

Charge Nurse, Assistant Head Nurse or
Head Nurse

Nursing and Technician Staff

••_ft --- //
vH'Z-L.~1V

TITLE

/.; .<.' - ~ '. ~ ---

! . J ,,6- . ,. I ( ,,/,. ,If { '.• ' ;-t. ~ _-{~" -

:J ,II ~: I {,

Action

- Decides if patient's are to be transfused
back or if the blood lines are to be
clamped and cut to expedite evacuation.

- Gives the order to transfuse back or
clamp and cut.

- Leaves the Unit last and brings a supply
cart for emergency care.

- Transfuses each patient back if that is
the order.

- If the order is to clamp and cut, turns
off the dialysis delivery machine, places
two clamps across both blood lines and
cuts between them with a scissor. For
children with Hickman Catheters, turns
off the machine, clamps the catheter and
disconnects the blood lines. Attach a
saline syringe to the Hickman Catheter.

- Evacuate all patients as quickly as poss
ible according to established evacuation
routes.

DATE

-- .,,'

/ .
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SOURCE

Head Nurse - Dialysis

SUBJECT

POLICY FOR MAINTENANCE OF QUALITY
WATER

l5i1
UNIVERSITY 0" MINNaSOTA HO...ITA... ANO C ..INICS

POLICY AND PROCEDURES MANUAL

SECTION

VllI. Equipment and Water

VOL. POLICY NUMBER -J
Vrn.1

EFFECTIVE

10/77

REVISION

1/79, 1/83, 1/87

REVIEWED

1/84, 1/85, 1/86, 1/87

..
POLICY

The maintenance of biologically and chemically safe water will be the responsibility of the
Medical Directors and under the supervision of Chief Technician and Head Nurse.

Responsible Individual

Chief Technician

Head Nurse and Chief Technician

,

/(, / I , I. ( l.·, ."-?tt.
I.tt '('.i.'"., ,

") :,,,:.. ~ ~. J

,J
I.,

Action

- Daily, checks and records:
o parts per million (PPM) of dissolved

solids of tap water and R/O permeate
water

o chloramine levels and free chlorin",J
levels of the R/O permeate

- Records repairs of the reverse osmosis
equipment in the R/O Log Book.

- Establishes a schedule for and assures
that the reverse osmosis membranes are
cleaned and the system sterilized:

o Mayo R/O is cleaned every two weeks
(or PRN) and the system is disinfected
every two weeks (or PRN).

o New hospital R/O is cleaned on a PRN
basis depending on bacteriologic and
PP M readings.

- Reports any abnormality to the Head
Nurse.

- Informs the appropriate \1edical Director
of abnormal test results.

DATE

.i/
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Responsible Individual

Environmental Health Specialist

pv2-P299

SECTION

Page 2

VOL. POLICY NUMBER

Vlli.l

SUBJECT

Policy for Maintenance of Quality
Water

Action

- Periodically samples the R/O permeate
for its bacterial content•
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UNIYIU'.ITY O~ MINN••OTA HO."ITAL.. AND CL.INIC.

POLICY AND PROCEDURES MANUAL

SUBJECT
ASSURANCE OF WATER QUALITY - DIALYSlS

SOURCE
Medical Director & CEO - Dialysis

SECTION
VIll. Equipment and Water

~»
VOL. POLICY NUMBER

VIII.2

EFFECTIVE
5/84

REVISION
5/84, 1/87

REVIEWED

1/85, 1/86, 1/87

..
POLICY

The University of Minnesota Hospital Dialysis Unit will utilize the standards and methods
established by the Association for the Advancement of Medical Instrumentation (AA MI) in
determining the bacteriologic and chemical quality of water used for hemodialysis.

PROCEDURE

Responsible Individual

Environmental Health Specialist

Chief Technician

Action

- Assesses the level of bacteriologic
growth in treated water on a mo"
basis and when clinical indications :.>ur;
gest the presence of pyrogens (i.e., fevers
of 1000 or above and chills occurring in
two or more patients at the same time in
the absence of obvious infection).

- Obtains samples from the R/O holding
tank and from two random stations.

- Forwards the results of bacteriological
testing to the Head Nurse and Chief
Technician.

- Oversees the disinfection of the Reverse
Osmosis systems along the following:

* The RIO in the Adult Area is disinfect
ed with 4% formaldehyde every other
Sunday.

* The water distribution is disinfected
with peracitic acid every other Sunday.

* The RIO system that serves the Pedia
tric Area will be disinfected every 6
weeks.

TITLE

I . t j • (. ':'(
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Responsible Individual

Chief Technician (cont.)

Chief Technician and Head Nurse

Medical Director

pv2-P300

SECTION

Page 2

VOL. POLICY NUMBER

VIII.2

SUBJECT

Assurance of Water Quality - Dialysis

Action

* Decides, with input from the Head
Nurse, if either system require more
frequent cleaning.

- Obtains sample of feed and product water
from the RIO system serving the Pedia
tric Area and sample of the product
water from the RIO system serving the.
Adult Area every Mayor June and every
October.

- Sends these water samples to an outside
laboratory for chemical contaminant
conce nt ra tion.

- Forward the results of tests for chemical
contamination to the Medical Director of
each area.

- Orders the use of distilled or deionized
water should the test result exceed the
AAMI recommended allowances.
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UNIVIEItSITY OP MINNIESOTA HOSPITAI.S AND CI.INICS

POLICY AND PROCEDURES MANUAL

SUBJECT
ELECTRICAL SAFETY

SOURCE

Dialysis Head Nurse

SECTION
IX. Miscellaneous

VOL. POLICY NUMBER
IX.3 ."-1

EFFECTIVE
3/79

REVISION
6/83, 1/87

REVIEWED

1/84, 1/85, 1/86, 1/87

..
POLICY

The Dialysis Unit has an equipotential ground system•

PROCEDURE

*

Responsible Individual

BioMedical Engineering

va2-P301

Action

Performs electrical safety checks on
dialysis related equipment:

* dialysis delivery systems are
checked every month.

defribrillator output area ECG
operation is checked every three
months

Places a sticker on the tested equipment
indicating the date checked.

Records results of checks and keeps the
records in the BioMedical Engineering
Department.

DATE

""I
.7 .

, . .".
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UNIV."SITY 0" MINN.SOTA HOS~ITALS AND CLINICS

POLICY AND PROCEDURES MANUAL

SUBJECT
STORAGE OF FOOD AND BIOLOGICALS

SOURCE

Dialysis Head Nurse

SECTION
IX. Miscellaneous

VOL. POLICY NUMBER
IX.4

EFFECTIVE
3/79

REVISION
6/83, 1/87

REVIEWED

1/84, 1/85, 1/86, 1/87

•

POLICY

Food and biologicals shall be properly stored.

PROCEDURE

Responsible Individual

Head Nurse

va2-P302

Action

- Provides for the storage of medication,
sterile culture and coagulation tubes in
a refrigerator separate from the storage
of food.

- Provides for the storage of patient nour
ishments in a refrigerator separate from
the storage of medication and biologi
cals.

- Provides for the storage of staff food in
a refrigerator separate from the storage
of patient food.

- Assures that all refrigerators are
cleaned weekly and defrosted monthly.

TITLE

I>, ,I ,I /.. , ,'j,

l' ...-J... :'.

IIJ/)(~
DATE
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UNIVERSITY OF MINNESOTA
TWIN CITIES

The University of Minnesota Hospital and Clinic
Harvard Street at East River Road
Minneapolis, Minnesota 55455

March 18, 1987

TO:

FROM:

SUBJECT:

Members of the Board of Governors

James H. Moller, M.D., Chief of Staff
Chairman, Medical Staff-Hospital Council

Proposed Revisions to the Bylaws, Rules and Regulations
of the Medical Staff

The Medical Staff-Hospital Council and the Joint Conference Committee have
approved the attached revisions to the Bylaws, Rules and Regulations of the
Medical Staff.

I am forwarding these recommendations to you for your review and approval on
March 25, 1987. If you should have any questions, please feel to call me.

Thank you.

JHM/kff

Attachments

HE:P.LTH SCIENCES 77
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Proposed Revision to the Bylaws of the Medical Staff

ARTICLE VI Committees of the Medical Staff

PART C: CREDENTIALS COf44ImE

Section 1. Composition:

The Credentials Committee shall consist of~ seven (~7) members of the

Attending Staff who are not serving as a clinical chief. or as iR officir of tRQ

stiff Chief of Staff.

~ART 0: UTIlIZATION M.t.NAGEMENT COMMITTEE

SectioR 1. Co~positioR:

TRe Ytili~itioR MiRige~iRt Co~ittee sRill cORsist of tRe bRief of Staff iRd

it liist four CliRieil CRiefs iRd/or seRior ~idicil staff ~9~bersj tRe GeRiril

Di~ecter, er ~is/~e~ eesi~Aee, aAe t~e Directer at N~rsiA~ Ser¥iees.

SectiaA 2. D~ties:

T~e 6l:Jties at t~e UtilizatiaA PlaAa~ellleAt CeRlftittee shall ee:

(i) to divelop eRg i~ple~9Rt e written progri~ eRg iRRUil pleR WRiCR

iRtegrates utili~atioR review activities of tRe iRStitutioR. TRise

progri~s eRg pleRs SRill eORfor~ to ixistiRg rei~burse~iRt aRg

acc~eeitatieA staA6a~es.

(b) to ~oRitor utili2itioR of resources by tRe ~idieil stiff eRd to

ideRtify Rospitil wide utiliIitioR proble~s iR'd, as iRdicated, to

for~ulite iRd i~ple~eRt corrective strategies iRd ~oRitor tReir

effectiveAess.

(c) to idQRtify, tRrougR profile eRelysis, utili2itioR eRd resource USi

veriiRees fro~ Ror~s for specific pRysieieRs or cliRieil depirt~iRt,
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with referral of sych proble~s to the appropriate CliRical Chief for

resel~tieR aA6 s~eseq~eAt repert te the Cemmittee.

(d) to reco~eRd policies iRd proced~res iRteRded to provide ~edicil

records that are adeq~ately co~preheRsive to sypport high q~ility

patieRt Cire aRd historicil vilidity. iRd to for~ulite reco~eRditioRS

fer resel~tieR et preelems relatee therete.

(e) to reco~eRd policies or other ictioRS relited to the co~positioR iRd

pro~pt co~pletioR of ~edicil records. iRcl~diRg the develop~eRt iRd/or

review of all for~s iRtiRded to be iRcl~ded iR ~edicil records. iRd

shall eRteree the r~les aRe reg~latieAs geverRiR§ these matters;

(f) to reco~eRd policies related to ~atters of privileged cO~~RicitioR

aRe legal release et iRfermatieR.

SectioR Jo ~eetiR9s:

The UtilizitioR t1iRage~eRt Co~ittee shall neet at least quarterly. 'Rill

~iiRtiiR i pir~iReRt record of its fiRdiRg,. proceediRgs aRd actioRs. aRd sRill

~ike periodic reports thereof to the ~edicil Staff Wospitil bouRc;l. the CouRcil

ef Chiefs ef CliRieal Serviees aRe the GeReral 8ireeter.

PART D: MEDICAL RECORD AND PATIENT CARE INFORMATION COftllITlEE

Section 1. Composition:

The Medical Record and Patient Care Information Committee shall consist of

seven members of the ~·1edical ~taff, 4Director of the Medical Record Department,

~irector of Quality Assurance Services or designee, and repreSQRtitives fro~

Wospitil ~iRagi~iRt. one each from Hospital Ad~iRistritioR Management and Uursing ~
Services.
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Section 2. Duties:

(a) Recommend policies and procedures intended to provide medical records

that are adequately comprehensive to support high quality patient care

and ~istgricil Yilidit¥ historically valid.

(b) Review representative samples of medical records and/or review findings

of such reviews to determine the adequacy of documentation being

provided and formulate recommendations for resolution of problems

identified.

(c) Recommend policies and procedures for the development and review of all

forms to be used in medical records for the documentation of patient

care.

(d) Recommend policies or other actions related to the prompt completion of

medical records, regularly review reports of compliance with these

policies, and recommend action to be taken when completion is not in

compliance.

(e) Recommend policies related to matters of privileged communication and

legal release of information.

(f) Review and recommend proposals for application of automated data

processing technology to patient care information communication,

storage, and retrieval.

sn.
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Page 4

Section 3. Meetings:

The f1edical Record and Patient Care Information COll111ittee shall meet asJ
often as necessary or at least quarterly and shall maintain a permanent record of

its proceedings and actions and shall make reports and recommendations as

appropriate to the Medical Staff-Hospital Council and the General Director.

PART E: QUALITY ASSURANCE STEERING COtI1ITTEE

Section 1. Composition:

The Quality Assurance Steering Committee shall consist of the chairmen of

the Cirdio Ri,piritory Advi,ory CO~ittii, t~i Credentials Committee, ~

EmergeR'y gepirtmiRt Committee, t~e IRfe,tioR CORtrol Co~ittee, t~e QpiritiRg

Roo~ Co~ittee, t~e Tissue and Procedure Review Committee, ~ Outpatient

Committee, tRe PllirmlbY IRd TRiripeuti" Co~ittie, tRi UtilizitioR Midi'il

Ri,ord, Co~ittii, two clinical chiefs, one of whom shall be the chairman of the

Council of Chiefs of Clinical Services, three other representatives of the

mMedical .staff, represiRtltiviS of ~YrSiRg £ervi'iS, Director of Nursing, or

designee, ~eneral Director, or ~i, or Rir designee, Cire,tor of OperitioR',

Director of Medical Staff Services, Director of Quality Assurance Services,

Director of Patient Relations, and Chief of Staff who will serve as chairman.

Section 2. Duties:

The committee shall advise the Medical Staff-Hospital Council as to

directions that should be taken to improve the hospital and clinic's quality

assurance and utilization review systems. The advice will be based on the

committee's evaluation of patient care concerns and of the effectiveness of the

continuous monitoring and other quality assurance and utilization review

activities carried out by hospital departments, clinical departments, and medical

staff committees.
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( a) To pliR the Qualit3' eRhaRcelileRt prograAls iR the iRStitutioR, iRcludiRg

evaluatioR of the qualit¥ of care aRd the reductioR of Alorbidit~ iRd

Alortalit¥, which shall take the forAl of aR aRRual plaR aRd aRRual

rea~~raisal at these aetivities.

Evaluate the continuous monitoring systems and other quality assurance

and utilization review activities of each department and of Medical

Staff-Hospital Council committees at least annually.

..
(b) To coordiRate the iRStitutioR'S qualit~ eRhaRCeAleRt activities IRd

coordiRate the co~uRicatioR of iRforAlatioR aRd fiRdiR9s froAl these

activities, which iRclude the eViluatioR of the qualit¥ of health care

reRdered iR the iRstitutioR; statistics aRd iRforAlatioR relative to the

treatlileRt IRd preveRtioR of diseases; illRess IRd iRjuries; IRd cost

aRa q~ality StaRaaraS aRa Rarms.

Identify problems with the quality of patient care and utilization of

services, and recommend assignment of assessment, resolution, and

follow-up activities for these problems.

(c) Develop an annual work plan for quality assurance and utilization

review activities. The work plan will be submitted for approval to the

Medical Staff-Hospital Council, thi ~ospitll IRd eliRi,'s

aamiAistrative staff, and the Board of Governors.

(d) Serve as an advisory group to Quality Assurance Services.

(e) Coordinate and monitor compliance with JCAH, PRO, and other external

quality assurance and utilization review requirements.
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(f) Recommend organizational changes in the hospital and clinic's quality

assurance and utilization review systems, as needed.

•

PART R: TISSUE AND PROCEDURE REVIEW COMMITTEE

Section 2. Duties:

The duties of the Tissue and Procedure Review Committee shall be:

(a) to perform qYalit¥ review activities wRicR relate to tRe review of

e~erat;Ye aA6 ether ~reee6ijre5.

to oversee and review, as appropriate, cases referred by members of the

medical staff and cases identified through the ongoing screening

process of all cases in which a specimen (tissue or non-tissue) is

removed. The scope of review may encompass indications,

appropriateness, and extent of operative and other procedures;

procedures in which there is a marked disparity between the

preoperative diagnosis and the pathologic findings; and cases ~~ich

raise issues of a policy nature;

(b) to perform r@vieu activities particYlarly rQlatQd to iRdicatioR&,

appropriateRe&&, aRd ixteRt of operativi aRd otRer procedYre&;

pro,edyre& iR wRi'R tRere is a marked dispirit)' bQtw99R tR9

preoperative diagRosi& aRd tRe patRologic fiRdiRg&i aRd cases wRi'R

ra;se ;ssijes et a ~el;ey Aatijre.

to monitor the non-tissue procedure review activities carried out by

each clinical department and other committees and r?commend changes in

the review activities, as needed.
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Section 3. Meetings:

The Tissue and Procedure Review Committee shall meet at least mgRt~ly

quarterly, shall maintain a permanent record of its findings, and shall make

reports to the Medical Staff-Hospital Council and the General Director.

Rev.bylaws/rules(2).dl.m
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Proposed Revision to the Rules and Regulations of the Medical Staff

SECTION VII. MEDICAL/LEGAL

H. ~riiR QQitR Making Patient Care Decisions To Forego or Withdraw Life

Sustaining Treatment.

In some instances, foregoing or withdrawing life sustaining treatment

is consistent with sound medical practice. The patient has a legal

right to self-determination, including the right to consent to or to..
refuse treatment, based upon information about his or her diagnosis,

prognosis, options and the risks and benefits of each option. To

facilitate this right of self-determination, decisions about treatment

shall be made by the patient and in most cases, his or her family

members or legal guardians, with assistance from the patient's

physician and/or other health care providers. The patient's choice

shall be honored whenever possible. However, the patient's decision

may not be honored when the attending physician or health care

providers determine that the patient's treatment decision would be a

violation of professional judgment, standards of medical practice, or

the law. For a patient deciding to forego life sustaining treatment

or have it withdrawn, a patient care plan shall be developed at a

patient care conference. Such conference normally includes the

responsible physician, house staff, nursing personnel, and other

involved health care providers. The patient, family, or legal

guardian should be involved in developing the patient care plan

whenever possible. (See Policy and Procedure #4.7.)
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1. AUt9~6Y ArraRge~eRt5. Bra;n Death.

..

,

J. R9~ortiR9 Riquir9~9Rt' Autopsy Arrangements.

K. Reporting Requirements •

rev.bylaws/rules(2).dl.m
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Minutes

Meeting of the
Board of Governors Finance Ca-ittee

The University of Minnesota Hospital and Clinic
February 25, 1987

Carol Campbell
Edward Ciriacy, M.D.
Clifford Fearing
William Krivit, M.D., Ph.D.
Jerry Meilahn
Robert Nickoloff
Barbara O'Grady
C. Edward Schwartz
Vic Vikmanis

Kay Fuecker
Greg Hart
Nancy Janda
Nels Larson
Helen Pitt
Dan Rode

The meeting of the Finance Committee was called to order by
Mr. Robert Nickoloff, Chairman, at 9:40 A.M. in the Dale
Shepherd Room of the Campus Club.

The minutes of the January 28, 1987 Finance Committee meet
ing were approved as written.

Mr. Cliff Fearing reported an average daily census for
January, 1987, year-to-date of 417 with a current year daily
census high of 490 on February 25, 1987. Admissions for the
month were 1,607 or 7.9% above budget and patient days in
January were 12,669 or 7.8% above budget. Outpatient clinic
visits totaled 20,167, 8% above budget.

The Hospital, Mr. Fearing noted, shows total revenue over
expense through the end of January of $2,796,527 for a
favorable variance over budget of $9,285,047. Ancillary
revenue was 18.9% above budget and reflected a favorable
variance in admissions and clinic visits, and a higher than
anticipated per patient utilization of services. Operating
expenses through January were 5.1% above budget, primarily
due to increased personnel costs and patient care supplies
related to the increase in demand for patient services.

Mr. Fearing reported a positive cash flow of $815,00 despite ,
accounts receivables running 109.3 days outstanding. The """""
increase of 1.8 days in January was primarily due to the
Blue Cross/AWARE and Blue Cross Out-of-State categories.
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c

PEAT, HAIlWICK
MITCHELL 1986
MANAGEMElIIT
LETTER

1985-86 AUDITED
FIlWiCIAL
STArKMEIft'S:

GRADUATE MEDICAL
KDUCATIOJl
SURVEY

Mr. Cliff Fearing briefly reviewed the Peat Marwick Mitchell
1986 Management Letter. He noted that the Hospital's new
financial system will correct the major weakness in the
reporting systems and until the new system is in place, a
monthly reconciliation with University accounts will be
completed.

The new computer system, Mr. Fearing noted, will be located
on the 1st floor or the Rehabiliation building where it
should be running parallel to the old system in May and June
and then switch to the new system exclusively on July 1.

Mr. Fearing reviewed the Audited Financial Statements for
the fiscal year ended June 30, 1986. In comparing the
Audited Financial Statements to the Hospital's preliminary
statements issued in September, 1986, Peat Marwick &
Mitchell made the following adjustments: 1)$1,643,000 to
reduce income for a claim made by the State of Wisconsin to
recover payments made to UMHC in 1984 and 1985 which were
deemed overpayments. UMHC is contesting this claim, but
since it will most likely require litigation to settle the
matter, the Auditors made the adjustment to conservatively
represent UMHC's financial position. This claim came to
light in October of 1986 after publication of UMBC's
Preliminary Financial Statements. 2) PM&M increased UMHC's
estimated liability for Medicare paybacks by $366,000 for
fiscal year 1985-86. The difference between UMHC's and
PM&M's estimates is due to approach only. UMHC did not feel
the adjustment significant enough to strongly oppose it. 3)
PM&M corrected UMHC's accrued interest calculation on
Hospital Debt which reduced interest expense by $59,000.
UMHC concurred with this adjustment.

Mr. Fearing reported one-half of Primary Care Network's
equity contribution by the Hospital was written off during
1985-86, with the remaining half being done this year. The
guaranteed loan will not be included in the hospital
financial statement until they become payable.

The main purposes of the Graduate Medical Education Survey
were to determine if UMHC was paying for a proportionate
share of residents as compared to the other hospitals in
relation to both inpatient and outpatient volumes, to
determine the extent to which the other hospitals paid for
medical fellows, to determine the level of stipend payments
and to determine the extent to which the other hospitals
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paid for graduate medical education supervision. The major
findings of the survey included: 1) there is no consistent
or agreed upon formula for supporting residents; 2) UMHC
pays for fewer residents than the hospitals in the survey;
3) the number of residents at UMHC is proportionately higher
than at the other hospitals in the survey; 4) 38% of the
hospitals surveyed paid for medical fellows; 5) all surveyed
hospitals contracted with individual departments for
specific residents and paid at that stipend level; and 6)
50% of the surveyed departments paid the medical school or
clinical departments for associated supervisory functions.

Based on this survey, UMHC has agreed to: 1) increase its
support from 196.5 FTE residents to 227 residents; 2)
increase stipend support from the G-2 level to the midpoint
level of the certification program; 3) will not provide
specific funding for medical fellows; 4) Clinical
Development Fund will be reduced to partially offset the
increased costs; and 5) the new agreements will be effective
July 1, 1987 and reviewed each January thereafter.

ACCOURTS REC
EIVABLE RED
UCArIOR PLAN:

PRIMAR.Y CAR.E
NETWORK IWf
AGEMEIIT COMPANY,
INC.

Mr. Dan Rode briefly reviewed the source of the accounts
receivable: 1) 19% of receivables are u~mc's

discharged not final billed accounts; 2) 27% are the
collection and patient follow-up accounts; and 3) 54% are
third party receivables. Mr. Rode noted that although the
Hospital's accounts receivables are generally comparable to
other Twin Cities Hospitals, a great variance occurs in how
hospitals are reporting them.

Mr. Rode noted UMHC will be adopting the following
procedures by increasing overtime, hiring of short-term
part-time students or staff and/or the hiring of additional
full-time personnel: enhance the discharged not final billed
coding process; follow-up with insurance carriers, and where
necessary seek the patients and employers assistance in
obtaining payment whenever possible; in industrial
compensation accounts UMHC will use the hearing process and
legal counsel; seek an increase in our BCBSM PIP payments;
and temporarily add additional staff with nursing
backgrounds to attempt to resolve the backlog of audited
accounts.

Mr. Ed Schwartz briefly reviewed the highlights of materials
sent under separate cover to the committee. PCN invisions a
break-even point in December, 1989 while maintaining minimum. ,
staffing levels. Mr. Schwartz then reviewed the financial ~
obligations of UMHC and UMCA and noted UMCA is not in a
position to increase its liabilities at this time.
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Mr. Schwartz noted the Executive Committee of the Board
recommended funding for 1 year with close monitoring of the
plan. Committee members felt the Finance Committee should
be following PCN's progress each month at its meeting. Dr.
Krivit requested that UMCA should be present at all meetings
when PCN's financial positions is discussed. ---

The Finance Committee seconded and passed the motion to
approve the following resolution and forward it to the Board
of Regents:

WHEREAS, in August, 1985, the Board of Regents approved the
purchase by the University of 34% of the stock in Primary
Care Network Management Company; and,

WHEREAS, the closing with respect to the acquisition of
Primary Care Network Management Company occurred on Sept
ember 5, 1985; and,

WHEREAS, it has become necessary for Primary Care Network
Management Company to increase it's credit line;

NOW, THEREFORE BE IT RESOLVED that the Board of Governors
recommend to the Regents of the University of Minnesota that
the appropriate administrative officers be authorized to
sign the requisite financial documents to increase the
University's guarantee of Primary Care Network Management
Company debt from the University's current obligation of
$600,000 to an amount to to exceed $1,120,000.

ADJOURNMENT: There being no further business, the meeting was adjourned
at 12:00 Noon.

Respectfully submitted,

~Qtf4:;;;L
Kay F. Fuecker
Recording Secretary
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UNIVERSITY OF MINNESOTA
TWIN CITIES

University Hospital and Clinic
420 Delaware Street S.E.
Minneapolis. Minnesota 55455

March 25. 1987

TO: Board of Governors Finance Committee

FROM: Clifford P. Fearing
Senior Associate Director

SUBJECT: Report of Operations for the Period
July 1. 1986 through February 28. 1987

The Hospital's operations through the month of February contin'.:sJ ."\
to reflect both inpatient admissions and outpatient visit ~
activity that were above budgeted levels. In addition. we
continued to experience ancillary service utilization that was
higher than anticipated. To highlight our position:

Inpatient Census: For the month of February. inpatient
admissions totaled 1.548 or 246 above budgeted admissions of
1.302. Our overall average length of stay for the month was 8.4
days. Patient days for February totaled 12.318 and were 1.483
days above budget. The increase in admission levels was
primarily in the areas of Gynecology. Medicine. Pediatrics. and
Urology.

To recap our year-to-date inpatient census:

1985-86 1986-87 1986-87 %
Actual BU~&~.! Actual Variance Variance
11:555 ----- --1:15"2 --------

Admissions 11.279 12.431 10.2
Avg.Lnth.of Stay 8.3 8.3 8.3 0 0.0
Patient Days 95.222 93.675 102.103 8.428 9.0
Percent Occupancy 66.3 64.2 71.3 7 • 1 11. 1
Avg. Daily Census 391. 9 385.5 420.2 34.7 9.0

Outpatient Census: Clinic visits for the month of February
totaled 19.299 or 2.092 (12.2%) above budgeted visits of 17.207.
The increase in activity was experienced in nearly all clinic
areas with the largest increases occurring in Medicine.
Opthalmology. Emergency Services. and Urology.

HEALTH SCIENCES
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To recap our year-to-date outpatient census:

1985-86 1986-87 1986-87 %
Actual !~~a~! Actual Variance Variance

Clinic Visits 144:991 145.020 161:973 --16:953 ---11:7-
CUHCC Visits 26.710 24.768 30.788 6.020 24.3
HHA Visits 5.766 9.907 6.534 -3.373 -34.0

Financial Operations: The Hospital's Statement of Operations
shows total revenues over expense of $ 2.475.730. a favorable
variance of $ 9.848.677.

Patient care charges through February totaled $154.426.815 and
were 16.3% above budget. Routine revenue was 9.3% above budget
and reflected our favorable patient day variance. Ancillary
revenue was approximately $17.899.800 (19.4%) above budget and
reflected (1) the favorable variance in both admissions and
clinic visits; and (2) the utilization of ancillary services per
patient being higher than anticipated. Inpatient ancillary
revenue has averaged $6.646 per admission compared to the
budgeted average of $6.199 per admission. Outpatient revenue per
clinic visit has averaged $169 compared to the budgeted average
of $153.

Operating expenditures through February totaled $148.143.000 and
were approximately $9.130.100 (6.6%) above budgeted levels. The
overall unfavorable variance continued to relate to the increase
in demand for patient services and was seen primarily in
increased personnel costs (salaries and fringe benefits) and
patient care supplies (drugs. blood. medical supplies).

Accounts Receivable: The balance in patient accounts receivable
as of February 28. 1987 totaled $73.955.056 and represented 111.1
days of revenue outstanding. The overall increase in our patient
receivables in February of 1.7 days occurred primarily in the
Minnesota Medical Assistance. Medicare/ESRD. and Blue Cross/AWARE
(1987) categories.

Conclusion: The Hospital's overall operating position continues
to be positive and above budgeted levels. Both inpatient and
outpatient census levels remain above budget. We continue to
monitor our demand for service closely and make those operating
changes that are necessary and appropriate.
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UNIVERSITY OF MINNESOTA HOSPITAL & CLINIC

EXECUTIVE SUMMARY OF FINANCIAL ACTIVITY

FOR THE PERIOD JULY 1. 1986 TO FEBRUARY 28. 1987

Budgeted Actual

Variance
Over/-Under Variance

Budget %

Patient Care Charges

Deductions from Charges

Other Operating Revenue

$132.731.031

-20.641.951

$154.426.815 $21.695.784 16.3%

-11.5%

3.8%

Total Operating Revenue 115.617.921 135.076.848 19.458.927

Total EEpenditures -139.012.981 -148.143.043 -9.130.062

16.8%

-6.6%

Ne~ Operating Revenue

Non-'" cerating Revenue
and EEpenses 16.022.113

-13.066.195

15.541.925

10.328.865

-480.188 -3.0%

Revenue Over EEpense $-7.372.947
=========== =========== ==========

( 1)

(1) Variance equals 7.5 % of total budgeted revenue.

Variance
Over/-Under Variance

Budgeted Actual Budget %----- ---- ------ -----
Admissions 11.279 12.431 1.152 10.2%

Patient Days 93.675 102.103 8.428 9.0%

Average Daily Census 385.5 420.2 34.7 9.0%

Average Length of Stay 8.3 8.3 0.0 0.0%

Percentage Occupancy 64.2% 71.3% 7.1% 11.1%

Outpatient Clinic Visita 145.020 161.973 16.953 11.7%
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QUALITY GETS A CLOSER LOOK

by

Judith Graham

This article includes the following sub-articles:

Consumers' View of Quality, National Research Corporation

PPS, Managed Care Raise Quality Concerns, Judith Graham

Ambulatory Quality Eyed, Judith Graham

Lawmakers May Raise Long-Term Care Standards, Lynn Wagner

Severity Plays Crucial Role, Kim Carter

Providers Tout Quality to Get Edge in Marketing, Kari E. Super

Buyers Are Smarter, Looking for Quality, Don Arnwine

Consumers Base Quality Perceptions on Patient Relations,
Staff Qualifications, Michael D. Hays
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Quality gets acloser look
A renewed emphasis on quality of care is forcing many to consider some basic

questions, such as what it is, how it's best measured and how it's achieved.

Elsewhere, many organizations are
tackling the issue of quality:
• The Health Care Financing Admin
istration organized its first symposium
on quality of care in December. The
agency is soliciting recommendations
from medical and consumer organiza
tions to guide policy decisions affecting
the measurement of quality of care
and the dissemination of that informa
tion to the public. Government sources
believe HCFA will formulate these p0
licies by October.
• General Motors Corp., Det!" ;;.. 'ri .'"
the International Union of t;. ....."J
Auto Workers have begun fl.. ".~ .•

HMOs to provide information about em
ployees' medical outcomes and health
status. Their new quality reporting sys-
tem signals the direction other major
employers and unions are likely to take.
GM and UAW each contract with about
140 HMOs. Some 16.8% of GM's 2.1
million active and retired employees
and their dependents are enrolled in

HMOs, and 700,000 to 1 million UAW members and their
dependents are HMO enrollees.
• Blue Cross and Blue Shield of Minnesota has begun re
quiring hospitals to use MedisGroups, a quality review
software package manufactured by MediQual Systems,
Westborough, Mass. MedisGroups measures severity of ill
ness. Its use of the package could set a precedent for other
Blues plans, experts said. Minnesota Blues executives said
they will use information collected to negotiate contracts
with providers, define medical practice standards and nar
row the range of practice variations within the state.
• More businesses are offering quality review services to
healthcare purchasers and employers. A system deve
loped by National Medical Audit, San Francisco, uses phys
ician reviewers to examine medical records and identify
quality-of-care problems, which are ranked on a scale of one
to seven. The firm also establishes the incidence of quality
of-care problems in institutions. By combining information
about the frequency and severity of quality problems, it has
started developing quality-of-care "report cards" for hos- ,
pitals, HMOs and preferred provider organizations, said....."
Arnold Milstein, M.D., its president.

Basic questions. Despite this activity, some basic questions
remain unanswered. What is quality medical care? Is it a mini
mum or maximum level of acceptable medical perfonnance?
Can it be measured by examining how well providers meet a

"~
JCAH's DennIsO'~, M.D.
Plan protoundIy affects hospitals, doctors.

By Judith Graham
,'lew York bureau chief

The healthcare industry is entering an
era in which the quality of services
will be scrutinized and measured more
precisely than in the past.

More researchers and healthcare or
ganizations are searching for a practi
cal definition of quality. Some believe
quality can be ensured by reducing the
use of unnecessary healthcare ser
vices, while others believe it can be
ensured by setting performance stan
dards for providers. Many experts are
exploring ways to measure patients'
health status and incorporate this in
formation in quality standards.

Hospitals are being challenged to
develop more effective methods to as
sess and ensure quality, experts said.
That's a challenge U.S. manufacturers
have assumed under pressure from
foreign competition, but which hasn't
received much attention from the
healthcare industry, some experts believe.

"The theory and practice of quality measurement and
control in other industries is decades ahead of healthcare,"
said Donald Berwick, M.D., vice president of the quality of
care measurement department at Harvard Community
Health Plans, a Boston health maintenance organization.

"We've been in a rut as we've tried to measure quality,"
said Paul Batalden, M.D., vice president for medical care at
Hospital Corp. of America, Nashville, Tenn.

Hospitals also will face sensitive medical staff issues and
incur extra costs as payers and regulators demand informa
tion about the quality of care. Quality will become a key
issue in contract negotiations with payers as well as an
important element in marketing campaigns, experts said.

Signs of change. Signs exist that key players in the health
care industry are taking the issue of quality more seriously.
Among those who are in the forefront of quality assessment
is Dennis O'Leary (cover), M.D., president of the Joint Com
mission on Accreditation of Hospitals, Chicago.

His plan to refocus the commission's review on clinical
performance measures and outcome8---Qr the health sta
tus of patients who receive medical treatment-is an un
precedented vote of confidence in the possibilities of quality
assessment. It also has the potential to create an enormous
data base on quality measures that eventually could be used
by purchasers, regulators and consumers.

•
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Question: How has the quality of care been
affected by changes ,such as prepaid health
plans and attempts to minimize hospital
lengths of stay?

"Having good performance. data is extremely helpful when
you're trying to pin down a problem and will really help the
(medical) peer review process," Dr. O'Leary said.

On the other hand, the posSibility exists that JCAH's infor
mation could be misused. Recognizing that providers don't
want to be identified by name, JCAH probably will "release

Consumers' view of quality
They say the quality of care can be measured,
and few believe cost constraints harm quality.

Question: Can quality be measured?
Don't
IIMw
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7%
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No Don't
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Not HMO/PPO enrollee
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Louisville, Ky.
Houston
Kansas City, Mo.
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Phoenix, Arii.
Sacramento, Calif.
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PoIIIMIy .......,

Overall sample: 38% 23%
HMO/PPO enrollee 48% 26%
Not HMOIPPO enrollee 33% 23%

Dallas 37% 22%
Cincinnati 40% 30%
Louisville, Ky. 22% 28%
Houston 47% 26%
Kansas City, Mo. 39% 13%
Indianapolis 45% 21%
Phoenix, Ariz. 35% 27%
Sacramento, Calif. 39% 18%
Denver 32% 18%
Source: N8tIoMI"-'dl Corp., UncoIn, Neb.

set of performance standards, or should it be defined in
terms of measurable improvements in the health status of
patients? What is the relationship between the utilization of
healthcare resources and services and the quality of care?

In their search for answers, investigators are trying sev
eral approaches. A number of purchasers and providers
are creating systems that collect information about varia
tions in medical practice patterns and relay that data
to the medical staff and administrators. They believe that
providers who receive comprehensive information will
make better decisions about the care they provide and be
able to improve their performance.

Other initiatives are intended to improve an understanding
of how quality is perceived by the various participants
in the healthcare system, including patients, payers, physic
ians and other staff members in healthcare institutions. In
particular, many providers are using patient satisfaction sur
veys to learn more about what patients want from healthcare
providers and what they recognize as quality problems.

JCAH Initiative. The most dramatic quality assessment ini
tiative is being undertaken by the Joint Commission on Accred
itation of Hospitals under the leadership of Dr. O'Leary.

His plan--focusing the hospital accreditation process on
clinical performance measures and outcome&-has profound
ramifications for hospitals and physicians. The plan will involve
systematizing information about medical practices in healthcare
facilities and developing meaningful measures of clinical perfor
mance adjusted for the severity of patients' illnesses.

Ultimately, JCAH "envisions a full menu of (measures)
across clinical medicine," Dr. O'Leary said. In consultation
with professional medical societies, the commission will de
velop measures for obstetrics and anesthesia this year. Al
together, JCAH will examine about 25 clinical areas after
testing its new methodology-mental illness, cardiology, on
cology, emergency medicine and rehabilitative medicine are
high on its list, he said. The commission's new quality
review system is expected to be completed by 1990.

The JCAH's approach to quality depends on professional
medical consensus and data on providers' actual experience.
The professional societies with which the commission will
work will outline important indicators of care and criteria
for appropriate care. For instance, with normal childbirths,
the number of postpartum infections would be an indicator,
and an acceptable infection rate would serve as a criterion.

Data will be analyzed in this framework, and potential
quality abuses will be highlighted through an "outlier" ap
proach to the data. Under this approach, any measure of
medical performance that either is higher or lower than an
acceptable range of performance will be treated as an "out
lier," or a special case requiring extra analysis by physician
reviewers.

In the JCAH system, as in all systems of quality assess
ment, physicians will consider the special circumstances
of treatment and will make the ultimate judgments about
the quality of medical care.

JCAH data. JCAH will obtain data from about 5,000 hospi
tals and 2,700 other healthcare facilities. One of the most
difficult problems in healthcare quality assessment is the
lack of data that allows comparisons of physicians, services
or institutions. Comparative data has been difficult to ob
tain because investigators have measured quality in differ
ent ways and because competitive institutions have been
reluctant to share information.

"A major difficulty in evaluating quality is answering the
question 'compared to what?' " said Jinnet Fowles, Ph.D.,
vice president of research and development at Park Nicol
let Medical Foundation, Minneapolis.

c
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Carol McCarthy, Ph.D., president of
the American Hospital A....;sn.. said, "We
need to make sure that the kind of in
fOlmation being relea....;ed is, in fact, in
formation about the quality of care. If
we are content . . . to make our deter
minations on quality b~ed ori statistical
manipulations, we're shortchanging
ourselves. Misinformation about qualit~·

is not what the public needs."

D R
Future directions. In a discussion

r, oper C 't 0 b .paper ,or I s ecem er symposIUm on
the quality of care, HCFA said it wants to establish a
routine data reporting system that will provide infonnation
about quality and find a viable way to measure outcomes.

It also said hospital mortality data would be more useful if
they were adjusted for severity of illness and other factors. To
account for shifts in hospital patients' severity of illnes..", it
would seem appropriate" to analyze mortality rcltes for hiWt
risk diagnosis-related groups, HeFA said. Because of differ
ences in hospitals' discharge policies. it might make sense to
analyze mortality rates 30 or 60 days after admission.

Researchers are investigating methods of estimating pa
tients' severity of illness using HeFA data on comorbiditie;.
ancillary charges and lengths of stay, the paper said. EiWtt
PROs are participating in a pilot project testing severity of
illness measures. Although the PROs should begin producing
data by April. the project is "highly developmental and doe;n't
have a specific timetable," a HCFA official said.

PROs also are working .....ith HCFA to find mea.."ure:; of
potential quality problems other than mortality rates.

"We need to heq, PROs get better tools to look at
quality," said Thomas G. Morford. director lit' HeFA's

information in some aggregate form"
with an explanation of the limits of the
numbers and what they mean, Dr.
O'Learv said. "The numbers zealots
will ha~e to realize that the' patient is
an imponderable variable. "

Dr. O'Leary is concerned states will
pass laws that give them access to
JCAH data, which could become pub
lic through Freedom of Information
Act requests. JCAH assumes this will Dr. Berwick
happen, and it plans to place "a great
deal of care into how the information is formated," he said.

HCFA. The Health Care Financing Administration is get
ting more involved in quality assessment through Medicare's
peer review organizations and various research initiatives.

It's not clear whether HCFA will release information
about providers' performance to the public this year.
HCFA's publication last March of mortality statistics gen
erated a storm of protest from hospitals, which complained
about the quality of the data and HCFA's failure to let
them respond to it in advance (MH, March 28, 1986. p. 26).

In an interview last month, HCFA administrator William
Roper, M.D.. said he's committed to releasing information
about quality of care issues to the public. But the agency,
which is trying to determine what information would be
most useful to the public, hasn't decided whether it will
disclose new data this year, he said.

Dr. Roper agreed that mortality statistics are not a good
measure of quality and said "we want to do better with
better measures." To ensure that data about quality are
accurate and fair, "it makes sense to have a phased release
to providers and then to the general public." he said.

PPS, managed care raise quality concerns
There's no evidence the quality of
healthcare services has deteriorated
in the past several years. but sev
eral experts are concerned that
prospective pricing reimbursement
systems and managed care delivery
systems contain incentives to with
hold needed care from patients for
economic reasons.

Providers have responded to
pressure from prospective pricing
and managed care plans by reducing
waste and increasing the efficiency
of operations, most experts believe.

However. continued cutbacks in
reimbursement could force provid
ers to compromise quality or jeopar
dize their operations.

"As physicians. we have concerns
that front-end payments will not be
sufficient to cover the services and
the technology that patients need."
said Alan R. Nelson. M.D., chair
man of the board of the American
Medical Assn.

"We are very concerned about the
prospect of deteriorating care," said
Pamela J. Maraldo, R.N., Ph.D.,

executive director of the National
League for Nursing, New York.

The most dramatic evidence of
threats to quality had been individual
accounts of premature discharges of
patients under PPS. Those reports.
which surfaced in a General Account
ing Office study in early 1985, led to a
series of congressional hearings and
various quality provisions enacted in
federal legislation late last year (MH.
March 29. 1985. p. 54).

Subsequent anecdotal reports
have suggested that some patients
enrolled in health maintenance orga
nizations have had problems obtain
ing needed medical services. The
quality of services provided in man
aged care systems is of special con
cern because their members typi
cally don't have the freedom to
choose providers. Congress re
sponded by mandating quality re
view of HMOs and competitive med
ical plans. beginning this April.

Meanwhile. the Inspector Gen
eral's Office is preparing a study on
the state of quality assurance in

HMOs. It should be completed by
year-end, a spokesman said.

There have been no systematic
studies of changes in the 'quality of
care under PPS. But Rand Corp.•
Santa Monica, Calif., plans to beJOn
a study this spring that will examine
the care of 20,000 patients in 300
hospitals from the period before PPS
through 1986. Researchers will
study medical records of patients
with strokes, heart attacks, pneumo
nia, hip fracturE!s and depression.

One portion of the report will a.."
sess such patient outcomes as mor
bidity, .functional impairment and
death. The other will determine
whether physicians followed stan
dards of acceptable care.

Another survey. conducted by the
Council of Medical Specialty Societies.
Lake Forest. Ill.• has asked 15.000
physicians whether they've noticed
chang-es in their ability to deliver hiKh
quality care. Analysis of the subjective
data should be completed within a few
months, a council spokesman said.
Judith Graham -
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health standards and quality review bureau.
Under their new contracts, which place more emphasis

on quality review, PROs are screening cases for potential
quality problems. When they identify potential problems, such
as a patient's return to an operating room during a single
hospital stay, the cases are sent to physicians for review.

The problem with this kind of review is that "it's all after
the fact." It does little, if anything, to
ensure quality, said Andrew Webber,
executive vice president of the Ameri
can Medical Peer Review Assn.,
Washington.

A more promising approach is being
pursued by various PROs that are in
vestigating variations in medical prac
tice patterns in their states, Mr. Web
ber said. "If we can narrow the range
toward more conservative practice
styles, we can reduce hospital services Dr. Batalden
and improve quality at the same time."

HeA's initiative. Paul Batalden, M.D., who joined Hospital
Corp. of America late last year to direct the firm's quality
initiatives, believes healthcare organizations need a new
yision of quality to match the changing dynamics of the
healthcare system.

The industry is entering an era in which providers are
being held socially accountable for their ability to provide
high-quality care, he said. In this context, ensuring qual
ity means making sure that healthcare products and ser
yices meet the needs of patients, physicians and payers,
he said.

Like the nation's manufacturers, healthcare companies
will have to learn how to incorporate quality assurance in
their operations, Dr. Batalden said. "We've acted as if we
could inspect quality-as if it would emerge if we did

Ambulatory quality eyed
Special quality problems can ame in ambulatDry settings.

"To do complete workups in a timely way is tough,"
and it's difficult to track the results of care, says R.
Heather Palmer, a lecturer at Harvard University's School
of Public Health. She has spent almost 10 years researching
the effectiveness of quality in ambulatory settings. '

In her study of 14,600 ambulatory care patients, pub
lished in 1985, she found that reviews of the quality of
clinical care succeeded in making physicians aware of defi
ciencies in their practices. The reviews also led to some
improvement in physicians' clinical performance.

In conducting the study, Ms. Palmer also discovered
that physicians who used computerized systems to remind
them of the appropriate steps of patient care showed
''very substantial" improvements in clinical perfonnance.

That finding is the foundation of Ms. Palmer's current
research, which is examining in more detail how well
computerized feedback works for physicians and pa
tients. Her study focuses on patients with three medical
conditions. It looks at ways physicians can be reminded
of the important elements of medical care during pa
tients' office visits and when follow-up care is needed.

Physicians in the study receive a summary of medical
information relating to a patient's condition and of treat
ment protocols each time a patient arrives for an appoint
ment. Physicians are free to treat patients as they wish,
however. If they choose, they can receive computer re
minders telling what follow-up care is needed.

The study should show whether a formal reminder system
causes physicians to comply more frequently with treatment
protocols and whether it raises or cuts their use of labora
tory tests and other resources.~udithGraham _

Lawmakers may raise long-term care standards
Lawmakers plan to reintroduce leg
islation aimed at improving the qual
ity of nursing home care for Medi
care and Medicaid beneficiaries.

Proposals that failed in the last
congressional session focused on
tightening Medicare and Medicaid
participation criteria, broadening
penalties for non-compliance with
Medicare regulations and evaluating
nursing homes on the basis of pa
tient care.

Congressional aides weren't cer
tain what changes would be made in
the new proposals or when they
would be introduced. However, they
expect Rep. Fortney "Pete" Stark,
(D-Calif.), chairman of the House
subcommitte on,.health, and Rep.
Henry Waxman (D-Calif.), chairman
of the House subcommittee on
health and the environment, to re
vive nursing home initiatives Roon.

Congressional interest in the qual
ity of nursing home care was
sparked by a report released last

year by the Institute of Medicine.
10M found some residents in gov
ernment-certified facilities received
"inadequate, sometimes shockingly
deficient care."

In response, 10M made recom
mendations to strengthen federal
regulation of nursing homes, identify
poor patient care and enforce sanc
tions for substandard treatment.

So far, the 10M report has "gen
erated a lot of discussion and legisla
tion, but nothing has passed to im
plement 10M recommendations," said
Tina Biondo, associate director of
governmental affairs at the American
Assn. of Homes for the Aging, Wash
ington, a trade group representing
the long-term care industry.

The most significant result of the
10M report has been the implemen
tation of a new state survey process
that emphasizes the evaluation of
patient care standards in nursing
homes. State regulators now must
interview patients and review the

outcome of patient care.
Nursing home advocates who sup

ported the new survey process are
concerned that reimbursement and
ways to pay for improvements got too
little attention in the report.

10M recommended further study of
the relationship between quality of
care and Medicaid reimbursement.
While Medicaid accounts for about 50%
of nursing home revenues, the 10M
report found insufficient evidence to
link poor quality with payment levels.

In Texas, Medicaid reimbursement
has been held at the 1986 level because
of a $5 billion shortfall in state revenue.
Sandy Darrow, executive director of
the Texas Assn. of Homes for the
Agirig, expects a direct relationship
between payment and quality.

''The implications of the freeze for
nursing home care will be a continu
ing downward trend in the quality of
patient care, especially for Medicaid
residents," Ms. Darrow said.-Lynn
Wagner -
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Providers tout quality to get edge in marketing

______________ Cover story

enough utilization review or if we regulated it enough,"
he said. That won't work, he said, adding that "You've got
to design it in."

As in manufacturing companies, quality improvements
will increase productivity and reduce costs, Dr. Batalden
said. "In the old days, the issue was framed as quality
versus cost," he said. However, learning more about an
institution and seeking better ways to perform-the es
sence of quality measurement and assurance---complements
operational efficiency, he said.

Building a method. Under Dr. Batalden's direction, HCA
is trying to incorporate quality in its operations by learning
how well its system works for patients, physicians and
payers. "You ask them and you listen, and then you change
your system," he said. "There isn't any instant system for
quality."

The firm has established 11 areas of activity as a frame
work for its quality initiatives:
• Programs to support and encourage physicians.
• Programs to help physicians communicate more effec
tively with patients.
• Leadership and continuing education programs for phys
icians.
• Commitments to finance quality research in healthcare.
• Development of information systems capable of tracking
quality measures.
• Commitment to act as an advocate for quality with law
makers and healthcare regulators.
• The incorporation of quality cons,derations in decisions
regarding the purchase and use of new technology.

Severity plays crucial role
Quality of care can't be assessed without an accurate mea
sure of the severity of patients' illnesses, experts say.

The lack of a standard measure that incorporates se
verity of illness makes it impossible to compare pa
tients' cases, physicians, services or institutions, experts
said. It also makes it difficult to evaluate patient out
comes and physicians' clinical performance, they said.

MedisGroups software helps hospital administrators as
sess quality by cJ&c;sifying patients by severity of illness, said
Alan Brewster, M.D., president of MediQual Systems,
Westborough, Mass., the software's manufacturer.

At 314-bed St. 314-bed St. Mary's Hospital, Milwau
kee, MedisGroups is used to compare doctors on the basis
of outcome, cost and appropriateness of care, said Dan
Dwyer, vice president of quality assessment. "Medis
Groups . . . only takes objective findings on patients' con
ditions and correlates it with a variety of outcomes."

The software is used to compare charges with a national
norm and detennine the appropriateness of care at 371-bed
St. Clair Memorial ltospital, Pittsburgh, said Clara Ersoz,
M.D., vice president ofmedieai affairs. St. Clair's physicians
don't object to MedisGroups because it's part of the hospi
tal's Quality Utilization Management Program, she said.

Other manufacturers of software that measures severity
of illness include Health Systems International, New Haven,
Conn.; Commission on ProfessioiJaJ Hospital Activities, Ann
Arbor, Mich.; Systemetrics, Santa Barbara, Calif.; and
Pittsburgh Research Institute.-Kim Carter - •

'J
Many healthcare providers are try
ing to take advantage of consumers'
interest in quality healthcare by tout
ing the superiority of their products.
Specifically, these providers are
gathering data that illustrate the
clinical quality of their services, then
using the statistics to show buyers
of healthcare services that their
quality care is a good value.

"Quality will become a marketing
issue," said Frank J. Weaver, direc
tor of public affairs and corporate
development for Cleveland Clinic

. Foundation.
Providers will develop their own

data to provide a wider view of qual
ity and not just rely on government
statistics that rank morbidity.

For example, Cleveland Clinic ad
ministrators plan to select common
diagnosis-related groups of illnesses,
such as cardiac care or hip replace
ments. It will gather data to show
patient morbidity, mortaJity, discharge
and return to productive lifestyle and
use the results as a selling tooL

The clinic is striving to express
"quality in terms that the payers
and patients understand," Mr.
Weaver said. Payers particularly

Modern Healthcare/February 27, 1987

want to see data that show whether
an employee can be expected to re
tum to a productive lifestyle.

Providers agree that communicat
ing data that illustrate an institution's
quality of care is only one aspect of this
marketing focus. wrhe other variable is
the public's perception of the value of a
service," Mr. Weaver said.

Consumers may not know how to
select providers based on criteria
they perceive to be clinical quality,
observers said. Hospitals have done
a poor job of differentiating them
selves based on the public's percep
tion of quality measures, critics ,said.

"A common fallacy among health
care and social service organizations
is that they are distinctive because
of the high quality of their medical
or clinical care," said Philip Kotler,
Ph.D., and Roberta N. Clarke,
Ph.D., in Marketi1l{Jfar Health Care
Organizations.

"Virtually all mission statements
claim to deliver the 'highest quality'
of medical (clinical) care .... This
is clearly not troe. Most organiza
tions deliver reasonable quality care,
but precious few are in the van
guard," the authors said.

The public can get some facts
about'cl~nical quality through gov
ernment data, even though the accu
racy may be questioned by the medi
cal community, some observers said.

"I'm very happy to see these folks
go into competition on outcome,"
said Charles B. Inlander, president
of People's Medical Society, a Wash
ington-based consumer group. "I'm
only concerned that there is a valid
benchmark for quality. "

Mr. Inlander supports the use of
providers' internal data in marketing
effOl:ts when the information is veri
fiable. Internal data used in promo
tions will "force the hospital (lo
cated) down the street to disclose
their data, too," he said.

Hospitals must not label services
as "high quality" when those services
don't merit the designation, Ms.
Clarke said. "No one has high-quality
services on everything/' she said.

Clinical quality isn't always the issue
in consumers' minds. Ms. Clarke said.
In some .cases, consumers may prefer
more amenities, or they may judge a
hospital's quality by how they are
treated oy a facility's staff, she said.
-Kari E. Super -
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A practical quality reporting system being developed at
Harvard Community Health Plan may give HMO managers

information that's reliable, timely and easy to use.
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• The adoption of insights and tech
niques for quality assurance developed
in the manufacturing sector.

nurses and administrators.
• Public relations programs focusing
on quality issues.

Dr. Batalden would not disclose the
budget or timetable for HCA's quality
initiatives. However, he said a priority
is the development of educational pro
grams for physicians with 720-bed
Brigham and Women's Hospital, Bos
ton.

Another priority is the develop
ment of a survey to determine how
patients evaluate hospital quality.
This project involves HCA, Dr.
Berwick of Harvard Community

______________________________, Health Plans and researchers at
Rand Corp., a Santa Monica, Calif.,
research group.

Harvard Community Health Plan. Dr.
Berwick, who is in charge of the qual
ity of care measurement department
at Harvard Community Health Plan,
has devoted the past several years to
the development of a practical quality

, reporting system for his HMO. His

~
goal is to give HMO managers infor-

,.\.....
mation that is as reliable, timely,
easy to use and efficient as financial
data.

"Managers in HMOs need to man
l age costs stringently, and they have
1 very fine financial reporting sys

.~ tems," he said. "If they don't have
comparable information about the

1 performance of the system with re
i spect to quality and ser
J vice ... they'll be hard pressed to
: balance cost and quality."
J.. ' In the absence of reliable quality re
1 porting systems, Dr. Berwick is wor
i ried that information about the utiliza
~ tion of healthcare services and

resources will be repackaged as infor
mation about quality. "I'm afraid there
will be an unconscious conspiracy .of
wishful thinking that low utilization
and high quality are closely con
nected," he said.

Many organizations assume quality
can be enhanced by reducing the use
of medical procedures and tests, Dr.
Berwick said. "Sometimes that's true,
but sometimes it's not. What's desir
able is to find out which elements of
low utilization or high utilization are
high quality or not."

A key problem in the development
of HCHP's system involved finding a
meaningful unit of measurement for
various facets of quality. Unlike finan
cial reporting systems, which use dol
lars as a common unit of measure
ment, there is no standard unit of
measurement for quality, Dr. Berwick
said. He decided on a relative value
scale for quality of zero to 100, with .
zero representing the poorest possible
quality and 100 representing the high
est possible quality.

Dr. Berwirk believes a commit-

• Professional development and
leadership programs for non-phys
ician staff members, including

• The improvement' of coordination
between quality assurance and risk
management programs.

For more facta circle 112 on reply card
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Guarantee Industrial Systems, Inc.
A SUbSldlOry of Guarantee ElectrlCQI Comoony

3445 Bent Ave.' St. louis. MO 63116' (314) 772·5440 ·1·800-325-9524.
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'CUBES Corurructed Unff BuiJdjng ExpOf1SlO(l Systems

vested in quality assurance" or em
braced the applied quality assurance
techniques that other industries have
developed, he said. "We ought to be
embarrassed. "

The development of workable
methods to measure and ensure qual
ity' in healthcare institutions will take
at least a decade, HCA's Dr. Batalden
said. "The task of measuring quality
seems so formidable because we've
really just begun." •

91 CU8fS hO\I8 0C1Cfea f 77 DtMJ18 oamt'OOn"ls !'C
DlIcx::ones:s /'fOIOf'IOf 0' 51 lOlA wrtnou'SOC111Jcrng
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Modernizing or adding space to your building
with a minimum of disruption to your current
operations can be a tough problem. CUBES'. a
new expansion concept developed by Guarantee
Industrial Systems. Inc.. is a building technique
that can help solve some of your greatest reno
vation difficulties.

CUBES are expansion units. pre-constructed with
all fixtures. plumbing and wiring installed before
being transported to the site. Made of concrete
and steel. CUBES unique design can be used for
adding private bathrooms. stairwells. storage
rooms. computer rooms ... practically any
application needing additional space. CUBES
are custom built for your needs!

To learn more about how CUBES by GISMO can
cost-effectively solve your expansion and renovotion
problems. call or write Pat Jennewein.

thing few healthcare organizations
have done, Dr. Berwick said.

"American healthcare has not in-

HCHP's board of directors and pres
ident made a commitment to quality
assessment in 1985. But that's some-

American healthcare hasn't invested in quality assurance
or used the applied quality assurance techniques of other
indu~tries,one expert said. 'We ought to be embarrassed.'

ment to quality should entail "a search
for excellence" rather than the estab
lishment of minimum performance

standards. On a relative scale. the
score for each aspect of quality would
indicate room for improvement and,
ideally, motivate the system to
achieve a higher standard of perfor
mance. A plus or minus sign next to
the score would tell managers whether
the score is above or below an HCHP
average.

Another task was to decide what
facets of quality to evaluate. Dr. Ber
wick decided not to rely heavily on
measuring patient outcomes because
reliable outcome measures require
large sample sizes and are difficult to
obtain. Instead, he decided to define
criteria for the technical processes of
care, or how physicians manage par
ticular conditions. The computerized
system works by issuing regular re
ports on patients' status, then issuing
reminders if physicians fail to follow
certain criteria of care. HCHP has
completed or is in the process of com
pleting standards for 13 specific condi
tions.

In addition to tracking the clinical
components of care, the system also
reports on access, interpersonal care,
integration (communicating and coor
dinating care), staff morale and satis
faction, the interaction of internal
business systems and the condition of
facilities. There are a number of mea
sures for each area; for instance, the
interpersonal category includes scores
for patients' overall satisfaction with
various medical departments and with
staff, laboratory and pharmacy ser
vices. It also evaluates patients' in
tent to return to providers in various
medical departments.

The methods used to gather data
for HCHP's quality reports include
reviews of computerized medical rec
ords and "a tremendous amount of pa
tient interviewing," Dr. Berwick said.

Fourteen part-time staff members
have been trained to inspect facilities
and conduct on-site patient surveys.
The quality measurement depart
ment's staff of about 10 employees also
contacts patients by telephone and
mail. Reports are made to a subcom
mittee of the board of directors every
t\\"o months, and physicians and ad
ministrators at HCHP's nine centers
receive frequent updates.

For more facts circle 113 on reply card
Modern Healthcare/February 27, 1987
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Viewpoint

the government, too, has increased ef
forts to legislate and regulate quality
to protect its constituents. Peer re
view organizations have been given
expanded authority over quality re
view, and several proposed bills calI
for increased quality control by state
and federal government.

Providers should lead. A prolifera
tion of quality measurement ap
proaches is emerging, and this is not
in the best interests of hospitals or
the public. Healthcare providers
must take the lead in coalescing di
verse efforts to define and measure
quality among consumers, employ
ers and government, as well as in
their own ranks.

Information that helps to define
and measure quality is central to the

ability to assure quality in health
care. Such information must be ex
panded beyond the clinical and oper
ational indicators that traditionally
have been used to measure quality.
It now must include several mea
sures that are important to consum
ers and purchasers, such as patient
satisfaction, convenience and com
prehensiveness and continuity of
services.

Information that enables consum
ers-both patients and purchasers-
to assess quality is the single most
important factor in determining
whether quality of health services
will improve or suffer in an increas
ingly competitive environment. If a
way can be found to measure high
quality care objectively, consumers
will demand it, employers will pay
for it, and the government will find
it difficult to back away from a com
mitment to it.

From the provider perspective,
the ability to objectively measure
quality is the key to capturing a
quality position in the marketplace.
VHA is committed to helping its
hospitals, physicians, patients, pur
chasers and the industry as whole
respond to the need for uniform, re
liable and objective measures of
quality healthcare. -

Large employers are developing 'quality' specifications
for prOViders. If hospitals want to capture their business,
they must have the appropriate information on quality.

viewed more than 50 experts on qual
ity. VHA also surveyed consumers,
employers and physicians through its
Market Monitor project (see National
Research Corp. report, p. 33).

VHA's consumer profile. VHA's mar
ket research shows that today's con
sumer is more educated and knowl
edgeable, probably as a result of
hospital advertising combined with ef
forts by professional consumer groups
and the media to educate the public.

More than half of the consumers
surveyed say they can identify high
quality hospitals i..'1 their communities.
The consumers say they can define
quality and are developing hospital
preferences based on such attributes
as hospital employees' caring attitudes
and a qualified medical staff.

In today's marketplace, the typical
quality-conscious consumer is young,
well educated and well paid, VHA re
search shows. These younger consum
ers will continue to seek quality as
they become older and have more con
cerns about cost and access to health
care.

VHA research shows that 40% of
consumers will pay extra for care in a
hospital they perceive to be of the
highest quality.

Employers want data. Employers are
gathering information from insurance
companies and other sources to help
them define quality and are using this
information to make purchasing deci
sions.

Employers continue to be concerned
about costs, but they increasingly are
confident about strategies for control
ling them. The new interest of employ
ers is in value, which implies the need
to measure quality as well as cost.

Large employers are developing
"quality" specifications for healthcare
providers. These include patient satis
faction, health outcomes, physician
and hospital certification and service
complement. If hospitals expect to win
business from large firms, they must
be able to supply the information
sought by these employers on quality.

As pressures to control costs grow,

To gain a bet
ter understand
ing of how these
varied consti
tuencies define
quality, VHA
staff members
conducted exten-

~ sive literature re
views, attended
educational
forums and inter-

Mr. Arnwine is chairman, Voluntary Hos
pitals of America, Irving, Texa••

Mr. Arnwine

Buyers are smarter, looking for quality
By Don Arnwine

! Many healthcare providers and insur
ance companies say the current focus
on quality is just rhetoric. Price is the
key factor behind healthcare purchase
decisions and will be for years to
come, they say.

However, research conducted for
Irving, Texas-based Voluntary Hospi
tals of America, an alliance of 740 hos
pitals, shows the industry is dealing
with increasingly sophisticated con
sumers, employers and government
groups. They seek ways to define and

I measure quality and will make deci
sions about where to obtain health
care based on what they see as the
factors that determine quality.

A number of factors worked to
gether to heighten awareness of qual-

I ity issues:
• Reduced demand for inpatient care,
which causes financial strain for hospi
tals and restricts the resources avail
able to deliver quality.
• Shifts to outpatient settings, where
care is not monitored as closely.
• Growth in alternative delivery sys
tems with financial incentives for par
ticipation in those systems.
• Employer and government initia
tives to hold the line on healthcare
costs.
• Healthcare advertising that at
tempts to differentiate among compet
ing providers.

Defining, measuring, monitoring
and managing the quality of health
care services is a major challenge to
the industry. Arriving at a consis
tent approach will take a concerted
effort among providers, consumers,
employers, physicians, the govern
ment and others.
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Consumer survey

Consumers base quality perceptionsJ
on patient relations, staff qualifications
By Michael D. Hays

Key elements of high-quality
hospitals
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vices, 44%; employees' caring attitudes, In combining consumeJ"f willingnc .....
39%; and a hospital's reputation for qual- to pay more for high-quaiity carE'
ity, 14%. their growing ability to differentiate

Some 7% of physicians said a facil- quality, four consumer groups emerge:
ity's teaching and research functions • The first market segment comprises
were important to quality. By con- consumers who can tell the difference
trast, this criteria wasn't mentioned between the quality of care offered by
by any consumers or employers. hospitals and are willing to pay extra

Employ.rs' views. Employers de- to receive care in higher-quality hospi
fined high-quality hospital care in tals. About 10% of consumers fit into
much the same way as consumers did. this category.
Some 64% of employers cited patient • Some 20% of consumers can be
relations or employees' caring atti- classified in the second market seg
tudes as an important attribute of ment, which is composed of consum
quality. By contrast, only 52% of con- ers who can't tell the difference be-
sumers mentioned this criteria. tween the quality of care at hospitals

However, employers are less likely but would pay more for high-quality
than consumers to be influenced by an care if they could determine which fa
institution's image or reputation for cility offers it.
quality; only 5% of employers surveyed • The third group includes 25% of
said a hospital's image is important, consumers who said they can recog
compared with 14% of consumers. nize high-quality care but aren't

Emerging segments. Some consumers willing to pay extra for it. For the
are more willing to pay extra for what most part, consumers in this seg
they perceive to be high-quality health- ment are in lower- or fixed-income
care, the surveys showed. For exam- brackets. They choose one hospital
pie, more than 33% of consumers said over another mainly on the basis of
they would pay costs not reimbursed by cost.
their insurance to receive services from • The fourth group, or 30% of con-
a hospital they believe offers high-qual- sumers, are unaware that differences "
ity care. These consumers already have in quality exist among hospitals and '~
chosen, on the basis of quality, the spe- aren't willing to pay extra for care at
cific hospitals they would go to for care a hospital that may offer better
should the need arise. care. -

IIr. Hays is president of National Re
I8IIrch Corp., Lincoln, Neb.

Consumers are better able to form
opinions about hospital quality based
on attributes such as employees' car
ing attitudes and medical staff qualifi
cations, according to surveys con
ducted for Voluntary Hospitals of
America by National Research Corp.

The Lincoln, Neb., healthcare mar
keting research finn interviewed 4,000
consumers, 1,600 physicians and 1,600
employers nationwide in the last 12
months in conducting the survey for the
Market Monitor program of Voluntary
Hospitals of America, an Irving, Texas,
alliance of not-for-profit hospitals.

Some 54% of the consumers sur
veyed by NRC said they could tell
which hospitals provided the highest
quality care in their communities. A
higher percentage of physicians (65%)
and employers (58%) said they could
recognize high-quality hospital care.

Consumers' criteria. Of attributes as
sociated with high-quality care, patient

I relations or employees' caring attitudes
were mentioned by 52% of consumers.

A highly qualified medical staff was
mentioned by 38% of consumers. This

:category encompasses the availability
:of specialists and physicians' overall
:competence and knowledge.
. Some 20% of consumers said high
·quality hospitals feature advanced
technological services and a wide
range of services. A hospital's reputa
tion for quality was mentioned by 14%
of consumers.

Consumers also said hospital em
ployees' friendliness, competent ad
ministration, cost efficiency and effi
cient billing and paperwork were
offered by high-quality providers.

Physicians' criteria. Some 49% of phys-
Mr. Hays icia.ns said the

quality of the med
ical staff is the
most important
factor in judging
the quality of a
hospital.

Other criteria
cited by physicians
include technologi
cal services and a
wide range of ser-
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University, Hibbing hospitals affiliate
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Dr. Richerd DInIer. from the MeNbi Regionel Medical Center In Hibbing. I. !eking pert In a axc"'. program with tha
UnI¥enIty Hoapltal.

By Delores Lutz
Staff Writer

Hospital patients in Hibbing, on
Minnesota's beleaguered Iron
Range, want first-rate specialty
medical care close to home.

University Hospital, 200 miles
away, wants patients.

That's why a new affiliation be
tween the two hospitals may be
just what the doctor ordered.

Under the deal, University special
ists travel periodically to Hibbing;
Hibbing doctors come to University
Hospital for advanced training, and
Iron Range patients transfer to the
University when they need the
type of care Hibbing's 175-bed
hospital cannot provide.

launched last month, the arrange
ment involves the University, Hib
bing's Mesaba Clinic, Adams Clinic
and Mesabi Regional Medical Cen
ter. University Hospital administra
tors hope the program will be
successful enough to inspire similar
deals with other rural hospitals.

Th~ affiliation will ensure rural
Minnesotans access to the highest
quality health care in the midst of
difficult times, according to Dr.
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Iron Range hospital patients benefit from U technology

......
::>

Mesabi from 1
Richard Dinter, a Hibbing internal
medicine specialist. He is doing a
three-month postgraduate stint at
University Hospital this winter to
expand his skills in intensive care.

·I'm really worried that we are
seeing rural Minnesota becoming a
ghetto economically," he said.
"There has been a big illusion
about how rural America cannot
have a high quality of life. I think
that's wrong. The issue of the next
20 years is to protect (the quality of
life) rather than have the ghettoiza
tion occur."

Rural Minnesota has good primary
care physicians and some special
ists, but it lacks experts in the most
specialized fields, Dinter said.

Small hospitals cannot afford to buy
all of the new high-technology
equipment, so they are learning
how to share resources. ·We have

L

to accept the fact that we have to
become part of a larger system,·
Dinter said.

The nine-bed intensive care unit in
Hibbing can stabilize heart attack
patients, but the Hibbing hospital is
not equipped for heart surgery, so
patients who need surgery will be
transferred to the University. After
surgery in Minneapolis, the heart
patients will be referred back to
Hibbing for rehabilitation and fol
low-up, Dinter said.

In one recent case, a Hibbing
obstetrician had to deliver a prema
ture baby to a high-risk mother; the
baby was flown to the University
for a stay in the neonatal intensive
care unit, where he remained until
he was well enough to go home,
Dinter said.

The affiliation also has helped
Hibbing doctors to develop an
effective screening program for
colon cancer, he said.

The deal goes beyond care and
education agreements. As part of
the bargain, University Hospital will
aid the Mesabi Regional Medical
Center with administration and
marketing, said Geoffrey Kauf
mann, University Hospital's senior
associate director for planning and
marketing.

University Hospital had to compete
for the Mesabi deal, beating out
other Twin Cities referral centers,
including Abbott- Northwestern
Hospital and Hennepin County
Medical Center, Ka~fmann said.
The negotiations took six months.

"Before the agreement, University
doctors spent two years developing
a rpl..tion~hir with Hibhing doctors.
Hit takes a long time to convince a
medical community that you're a
friend,· Kaufmann said.

Dinter said the choice of a hospital
was difficult for the 35 Hibbing
doctors, especially when they con-

L

sidered cardiology, which is one of
Abbott-Northwestern's strengths..
Iron Range patients also are enthu
siastic about the deal, he said,
although they still have the option
of finding their own specialists.

Last year, if Dinter had doubts
about diagnosis or treatment and
wanted to refer a patient to a
specialist, he had to suggest a 200
mile trip to the Twin Cities. Hln
1987, I can say, 'Come on over
some afternoon and we can resolve
that doubt: • Dinter said.

The affiliation also is ~xpected to
help Hibbing keep its health pro
fessionals satisfied. HWe have a lot
of highly skilled nurses and techni
cians, and we don't want to lose
them: Dinter said. ·You want to be
doing the best. If people feel
they're working for a second-rate
operation, you're not going to have
first-rate people:

L
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Feudwith PHP Has
DoctorsTalking Union
Medical sockty helps doctors wan#ng to organize

-...."....~-~..........- ...-

filiated with PHP. .
Their interest in unionizing - and their an

ger - apparently have been sparked by recent
PHP reimbursement changes and statements
by PHP management.

Late last fall, PHP reduced the maximum
fees it pays physicians for some medical ser
vices and procedures. Richard Burke, PHP's
chief executive officer, says some maximums
were raised and others were lowered to
achieve equity with rates among specialties
here and around the community. The new
rates are comparable with those doctors get
from other HMOs, he says.

Several doctors interviewed by CityBusiness
said they were not told about specific fee
changes. Instead, they said they began notic
ing the new rates in their billing statements.
Burke says PHP informed doctors in its news
letter that the first comprehensive review of
the fee structure in years was under way.

"Did they know how they specifically would
(please turn to page 14)

BY lUll IEULIE
THE HENNEPIN County Medical Society, ex
periencing pressure from angry doctors un
der contract to Physicians Health Plan of
Minnesota (PHP), is helping them explore
collective bargaining options.

"There have been a lot of questions raised
by the members, especially those under con
tract to PHP," says the medical society's ex
ecutive director, Thomas Hoban. "There's
tremendous interest. It has increased by 10
times in the last three months."

The medical soCiety's board of directors
wants to find out how the doctors could be
organized for collective bargaining, yet avoid
the antitrust problems that could accompa
ny unionization, Hoban says. The "initial fo
cus" is on the PHP group, he says.

The Hennepin County Medical Society has
nearly 3,00 physician members in Hennepin,
Anoka, Carver, and Scott counties, and the
bulk of those active in private practice are af-
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Are Unions Next
forDoctors?

""1

(continfled from page 1)

beaffeded? No," Burke said. ''Did they'aD un
dmt'lnd it or all read it? Probably not."
, One 1UJ'IIIOOn, Dr. David Culligan, said PHP

payinenb for many of his most common
procedures have been cut back severely.

For example, Cullipn'. fee for a hernia
operation is $640. PUP used to pay him $437
for that operation, but cut that to $347. PHP
retains an additional $86 for a bonus pool.
That money may or may not be returned to
Culligan at some later date.

For a breast biopsy, Culligan's fee is $252.
Before last fall's cuts; he says, PHP paid $201
for that.procedure and withheld $50 for the
bonus pool. Recetttly, the plan has paid only
$152, and withheld about $38, he says.
',Another surgeon says PHP's maximum
fees 'fat his procedures have dropped about
10 pertent since November or December. He
says PHP management claims that about 40
percent of the surgical fees have been in
creased and 60 percent lowered. But he says
he checked his dozen most common proce
dures and all fees were down.

In addition, some physicians who attend
ed recent PHP informational meetings, which
Jte held routinely at 1\vin Cities hospitals, say
they got. the impression that some, maybe
even all, PHP doctors may nQt get back their
1986 withholding money.

When a doctor turns in a patient's bill, PHP
pays 80 percent O"p18XimUm fee for that
service or 80 pe ]f the doctor's charge,
_ ......; ......__ : ... 1_#0#0 " .......1...a.. I)n nJl:lll~nt rYl"'WMt

among member doctors at the end of the~ .
If PHP turns a profit that y~r, doctOrs are

given rebates based on how cost-efficiently
they treated patients that year.

"Like other rompanies, we pay bonuses in
good years when we make a profit, depend
ing on our reserve needs, growth needs, and
so forth," Burke Illl}'8. "We have not made any
decisions for 1986, because we don't have any
solid claim data yet:'

Burke says PUP is not having financial
problems outside of normal competitive pres
sures, and wiD show a "modest profit" for
1986 when data is tlD'ned aver to the state this
spring. The profit will be lower than 1985's
profit of $1.25 million, he says.

Recettt informational meetings included
some angry eXc1umges between doctors and
PHP management, doctors say.

Burke says other HMOs don't give their
doctors such forums. "It's our biggest asset
and our biggest problem that doctors have
different expectations from PHp," he says.
"Some feel this is the only place they've got
to scream:'
~ doctors intervieMld by CityBusiMss

asked that their names not be used becaU!e
they were afraid of repercussions from P.HP.

Some doctors say their incomes are drop
ping and they feel PHP is forcing them to
compromise patient care - sometimes to the
point that they are worried about malpractice
risks - in order to keep costs down to the lev
el PHP demands.

"They have us in a box:' a surgeon says.
"They have not saved the public the money
they~.claimed. I want people to know thaI
they're watching the best .medical system in
the world being disassembled.

"It's still salvageable. There may be a back
lash from the public when they see they're
not getting the quality product for the
AYnAna~n

,.
"j,-
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cult to earn a living and give the necessary
care while treating patients within PUP price
limits. Female patients are more expensive
than males because they need regular gyneco
logical exams; the doctor says, but PHP
makes no allowances for that.

"I'm living off older patients that I've had
fur a long time:' says another family pity
mcian. .

Rurke says PHP does not force doctors to
apromise quality. "We have 3,700 physi

Cians, and you don't hear 3,700 mmplaining:'
he says. For the most part, the complainers
are the ,ones who charge the most, Burke
sayS, adding that the "vast majority" are ha~
py with the reimbursement systeni.

Burke says physicians want more income,
and the health care system now is goVerned
by free market forces. He says PUP has at
tempted to retain the "liberal system" of fee
for-service medicine. PHP bases its reim
bursements on the average ro8t per patient,
according to Burke.

"We view 'ourselves as intermediaries be
tween the buyers and the sellers:' Burke says.
"Basically, it's a buyer's market:'

About three months ago, with some PHP
physicians' anger mounting, the Hennepin
County Medical Society asked its legal coun·
sel, Moss & Barnett, to find out whether the
doctors could form a bargaining unit without
violating antitrust law.

At the same time, Hoban is researching the
organizational feambility of rollectiVe batgain
ing, assuming a legal avenue is found. He
declined to romment on his or the lawyers'
findings before they were presented at the
medical society's February 26 meeting.

"It's a romplex legal issue:' Hoban says.
Among the legal twists are the absence of a
rommon employer for the PHP doctors,
Hoban said. PHP doctors rontract with the
HMO as indenendent nhvsicians.

ment with PHP. One doctor may rely on PHP
patients for 80 percent of his business, while
another may have just a few patients who be
long to the PHP plan.

MOss & Barnett declined comment on the
legal implications of the doctors organizing,
but Hoban says the lawyers are studying
three options: a multispecialty independent
physician's association bargaining unit; a
single-specialty unit; or joint ventures be
tween hospitals and physicians.

"We don't MDt to start a whole new HMO:'
Hoban says.

If It'i'' options are identified, he says, the
society probably will appoint a committee to
evaluate rollective bargaining alternatives and
make a rerommendation to the members.

The PHP Oversight Committee, a group of
PHP physicians embroiled in a legal battle
with PHP and its management rompany,
United HealthCare Corp., over ronflict-of
interest and management issues, was sched
uled to discuss the rollective bargaining is
sue at a meeting last week.

If 1\vin Cities physicians pursued some
form of rollective bargaining, it would not be
a precedent-setting move.

Dr. Sanford A. Marcus of San Francisro is
founder and president of the Union of Amer
ican Physicians and Dentists, which has more
than 40,000 members.

Marcus was one of three doctors who
shared their views on the future of the medi
cal profession at a forum Sf" . Jred last fall
by the PHP Oversight Committee. He said
doctors should unionize if they want to keep
any ("rmtrol over their practices and incomes.

Hoban says Marcus "is blowing a lot of
smoke" because his union's formula for suc
cess won't work for the PHP doctors.

"He's done well w!Dhe state employs a
lot of physicians,", said, but it is a
different matter to 0 . indeDendent nhv-
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HMO refusing to cover transplant

'.~~
Staff PhOto by Marlm Levilon

Mictlaa'alld Janet ca.... wtttI ....... and Jeremy, who hli a form 0' cane., 11_ al ..... t?

I,. Gordon Siom
SlafTWri~r

WheD the ..~nu ofJemn~ Ca
~ told b)' doctors thai !he 14
mODth-old was a1mosl cmain Ie
die ofcancer unless lit nceivccl
bone IIWTO\\' transplanl they
didn't doubt for I momenlthat
Group HeaI!h would cover !he (

"1My ay~ provide comprt·
~ive coverqe. uid Micllael Ca
Jemn)"s !a!her.

The Carla were wrolll· Group
HeaI!h won'I cover the traospla'
which could COSllnywbm frorr
$60,000 to 1300,000, depetldilli
possible complications.

Dr. Paul Brat. medical director (
Group Health, aid thai ifJererr
bad I cancer ohbt blood·fonnn
tissues. such as anile leukemia.
operation would be cov~. In
stead be has a form ofcancer
known as neuroblastoma...'hict
lins with youn, nerve celh. usu,
in !he Ibdomen jusl lbove !he k
neys. And Group Health's meek
~vic,.. commincc considcrs !hc
transpl&nl fur neuroblulomi "c
pcrimenlal a, !his time"

Sludies indicalt thaI Jmm\"s
cbince ofsur..i>..1evcn ..ilh the
transplant would be leu than SO
pcrocnt "under the best orcircur.
llanees," Bral aid.

Jemn)'s chances withoul the Ira'
planl a~ aboul 10 pcncenl aa:or.
In, to Dr. Willilm Woods. I bon
IIIU1O'" transplant expcn al!he
Univmity of Minncsola. whc~ 1

transplant "'ould be donc "The r
lults ofconveliionaltberarl are
miserable," be said.

Woods uid thatltveral CCDtcra
lround thc world arc ~ponln, SL

. viva' rales or 33 so 4S pcncenl for
cbildren ,.ith neuroblastoma ,.he
ftCeive bone marrow traDIJ)lanu
The technique - in "'hich the be
is IJamaed wilh huJC doses ofIn'
cancer dT\ll!s and radlallon and th..... ~ .,. .
plant - was developed In Los Ar
aries several yean"0.
Jeremy" fint sympsoms were dar
ness or bruisilll under lilt C)'CS II>
larnera' malaise. Dr. Randall W,
~n, a pedialrician It thc Mark
Oinic In ADoU. naled OUI comme
cauleS .-II IS allelJles and sinus·
illS.

The American Cancer Societ\ estl
ma~s thal sao cases of DCunibias
soma arr d..,nOlCd In tht Unlt~
Slales ach year, most or thcm In
infanls and very YOUIII children
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counlff-ofter~ bUt"tbt- .it¥cfaiM ...
black-to .'''ftd.lll &lr~ I .'Y'~w••
M\'erflaUy refilled....... ' a.. ~

..,.. ..... ~ r'41'·· .... '· .....
Ph)'sicians Health Plan, the 'lite"
IlfJell HMO. doel not have I dear
poIiC') on bone marrow tranaplaills
ror neurobwtoma, NaDC)' HunS. -,
lpokesperson for the plan uid. ~~:

Minnesota Blue Croa-'Blue Shield.' :
which nms I cxmveDtionaJ PI'IP'id I
health plan plus two HMOs - HM II
Minnemta and Coordinated Health
Cart - does cover the transplant ror, I

neuroblastoma,aa:ordlnato Dr. I
Mark Banb. one .or the plan's
medical directors.

Wlmll, the doctor who made \he I ~
original diagnosi~ uid he doesn't ~ I
want tQ&Ome down "too bard on I I

Group Health.,. Ifhealth insurers IIJ
forced 10 "cover ever)1hina cane
blanche, then nobody will be able 10
Ifford coverage...

Woods said the bone marrow
transplant may still be experimental
for neuroblastoma, but "HMOs baYf
trouble understandina that tbildren.t
who have I life expectancy of 7S
years ifyou win. sbould be liven ..
ever)' possible chance for survival.")

--

Oifford FeariJll, 811 associate
administrator oI'University Hospital.
llid Group Heahh representatives
bad asked the UDivtrsity if it was
willing 10 "buicalty Iccept SO cents
on the dollar for the case."

Fearilll indiCl1ed the university,
Vibich did .oS boDe marrow
transplants in 1986 and expects \0 do
more than that this year, might have
ea:epted that tiDd ofarrangement if
the therapy weft purely
experimental. But it considers the
therapy 10 be beyond the
experimentaillale·

The Carles are to ask Group Health
to rrverK its policy in In .ppearance
March 16 before the appeals
committee of the orpnization'l
board ofdirectors. Jerem)' is to
undefJo sUfJery at Minneapolis
Children's Medical Center later that
week to remove al much oflbe
neuroblastoma as possible, I step
toward the bone marrow transplant

Carle laid university personnel 'have
assured him that his problems with
Group Health won"I prevent Jeremy
from lening treatment. He said he
bas just Ipplled in Sherburne County
for c:overa&e under the state's
medical assistance proJram in case
M can't tet Group Health to chanle
its mind. .. _. -I'" •.", He said the, uDi~t)' made.J

1Baby COIIIlnutd ,:....1

, In their don 10 persuade Group "They (ClOUn" ..rare offlciala) uy ,
Health to cover thr COSl, the Woods thai we will ban 10 ,prnd $6,800

. have had suppon from Wamn, y.·ho befort mtdical_istance can like
diagnosed Jeremy', iIInrss on Oct. over-" ~r1e IIid.
12: Dr. Lawrence Sinaher. the .
Minneapolil pediatric cancer Carle aid he eIuan't wam to use
lpecialilt who h.. been,U'eaUnl mcdicalassiSlUCr unless he has to.
Jeremy with anticancrr.dl1lll5incr ' ~ .... doD'! Wlnttoltt Oroup Health off
Dec. JII .nd ..aested thalta.e Carica • bool,'!N'... "Tbillbould be

. consider a babe marrow transplant; their responsibility." ,
, and Dr. 'Nol1fta Rlmuy," univtrsit), .

Ibone marrow....niPlant lpecialist Carle earll .... $25,000 a year u •
lOCial wolter ill* chemical

Transplanters would aeed Jeremy'. dependent'y unit.t the Anoka Metro
bod)' with bone marrow from his Regional Treatment ~nter. He
sister Melissa, 7, whose tissue is expects to e8J11lDOthcr $3.000 \0
almost identical to Jeremy'.. $6,000 this year b)' wolting pan time

thrtt nights. week It a counseling
c.enter in BrootlyD Center.

",

,,,
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o
Choosing sides in Twin Cities
In the intensely competitive Minneapolis-St. Paul market, healthcare systems

are battling for market share. They're using mergers, acquisitions and networks.

the Irving, Texas, alliance.
• Fairview Hospital and Health-

Intense competition among hospi- care Services, Minneapolis' oldest
tals in a market dominated by system, is negotiating the merger
health maintenance organizations of its 480-bed Fairview Riverside
is spurring a flurry of healthcare Hospital in Minneapolis with 350-
mergers in Minneapolis-St. Paul. bed St. Mary's Hospital next

Healthcare systems are merg- door. St. Mary's is owned by
ing \\ith each other and acquiring Carondolet Community Hospitals,
formerly independent hospitals. which is part of Health Care
The systems are attempting to Corp. of Sisters of St. Joseph of
build geographically dispersed net- CarondolE;t, St. Louis.
works of comprehensive care to at- • The 122-bed Minneapolis Chil-
tract exclusive HMO contracts in dren's Medical Center, a LifeSpan
an area where 42% of the residents affiliate, on Jan. 1 began manag-
are enrolled in HMOs. Nationwide, ing 54-bed Gillette Children's
·'',f0 enrollment averages 10%, Hospital, St. Paul. This is re-

.d InterStudy, an Excelsior, garded as the first step toward a
Minn., research organization. merger of the two facilities.

For years, Minneapolis-St. Paul In addition to the merger activ-
. has been a healthcare trendsetter, ity, two building projects are

and the current merger mania under way.
may be an indication of things to The Veteran's Administration
come in other markets where Medical Center this fall will open
HMO enrollment's growing. a $189 million, 724-bed replace-

Pressured by HMOs to reduce ment for its 60-year-old hospital.
inpatient utilization, local hospitals The new facility will include a

"

have been forced to look for new 12G-bed nursing home.
sources of revenue. The merging Shriners Hospital for Crippled
systems and hospitals have made DonIIId C. WegmiIIlIr Children plans to begin construc-

\

diversification a top priority. Head of Health One, newly formed six-hospiIaJ system tion this swmner of a replacement
Recent developments include: for its 4o-bed hospital, built in 19Z3,

• Health Central Corp. and Health One Corp. are consoli- that offers free care to children from many states. Funding for
dating under the Health One banner", creating a new sys- the new 4o-bed hospital will be provided by donations.
tern with six hospitals in the metropolitan market. The new Twin City hospitals face another potential threat. Gov.
system, which is expected to begin operations in April, Rudy Perpich has recommended a package of tax in
is headed by Donald C. Wegmiller (cover), former presi- creases to offset a projected $813 million state deficit by
dent of Health Central and chairman of the board of the mid-1989. Under the plan, hospitals and other not-for-profit
American Hospital Assn., Chicago. institutions no longer would be exempt from the state's 6%
• The owners of five St. Paul hospitals formed the tax on supply purchases.
HealthEast system in November. The system is consid- The Democratic governor also has proposed extending a
ering whether to add tertiary care services at its pri- 2% premium tax to some health insurers not affected by
mary care facilities or contract with other tertiary hos- the levy. Those insurers include Blue Cross and Blue
pitals. Shield, health maintenance organizations and some frater
• LifeSpan, the system that oversees the largest hospital nal organizations.
in the market-774-bed Abbott Northwestern Hospital- In addition, some Minnesota businessmen have proposed
acquired its fifth hospital affiliate, 86-bed Cambridge extending the property tax on hospitals and certain other
(Minn.) Memorial Hospital, on Jan. 1. The system ex- not-for-profit organizations. However, the governor has not

!cts to conclude affiliation talks soon with 361-bed Meth- endorsed that proposal, aides said.
udist Hospital, St. Louis Park, Minn., a west suburban Gov. Perpich's sales tax proposal would cost Minnesota hospi
tertiary care facility. And it recently formed a 12-hospital tals $14 million per year, according to estimates from the state's
regional partnership for Voluntary Hospitals of America, revenue service. Broadening the insurance premium tax would

Modem Healthcare/March 13, 1987
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To the new system, Health Central brings
three suburban hospitals while Health One
has two downtown tertiary care facilities.

3 systems that owned five primary care
hospitals in 51. Paul formed HealthEast
to dominate the eastern metro market.

dent of Health One and initiated discussions ",ith Health
Central.

The merger of Health One and Health Central was more
attractive, Mr. Wegmiller said, because it offered a total
consolidation of assets and operations rather than the affili
ation proposed "ith LifeSpan. The combination also offered
a better distribution of hospitals-LifeSpan's three urban
facilities are on one campus just south of downtown Minne
apolis, he said.

The new system owns 13 hospitals in three states \\ith
2,015 active beds. Not included in its estimated $350 mil
lion in revenues are contracts to manage 12 hospitals \\ith
1,005 beds in seven states, worth an estimated $1.8 million
last year, plus shared services arrangements with 225 affi
liated hospitals in 19 states that generated another $2.4
million last year.

Health One expects to expand its services to hospitals in

Fairview CEO G.M. Donhowe HealthEest President John Reiling
"No overwhelming need to merge." River divides area into ''two distinct markets."

suburban patients to be funneled into its two downtown
facilities for specialty care.

In addition, the system will establish new specialty
programs at the suburban hospitals with the assistance
of the experts at the tertiary facilities, Mr. Wegmiller
said. This is expected to help boost suburban market
share.

Although the system plans to consolidate a number
as-yet undetermined administrative functions and re
duce central staff through attrition, it does not antici
pate taking any more beds out of service. The system
has about 8,000 employees, 550 of whom are classified as
managers.

Physicians will be voting members on the system's
board and also will serve in management, said Richard
S. Blair, executive vice president and chief administra
tive officer.

Early last year, Health Central discussed a merger \\ith
LifeSpan. Those talks ended when Mr. Blair became presi-

Health Central brings to the new system three suburban
Minneapolis hospitals, while the old Health One brings two
downtown tertiary care facilities-350-bed United Hospital
in St. Paul and 350-bed Metropolitan Medical Center in
Minneapolis, plus 101-bed Children's Hospital of St. Paul,
which it manages.

The pairing of the two systems makes sense because it
creates a natural referral pattern from the primary care
hospitals to the urban tertiary facilities, Mr. Wegmiller
said.

Conversely, Health Central "needed a strong tertiary
facility in the worst way," Mr. Koppel said. "It 'had no
presence in the cities."

Mr. Koppel and others questioned how United and the.
adjoining Children's Hospital in St. Paul will gain refer
rals from other hospitals in the new Health One. They
say the campus is the only one in the system located on
the east side of the Mississippi River, which divides
Minneapolis and St. Paul. "I don't know any physicians
that practice on both sides of the river," Mr. Koppel
said.

John Reiling, president of HealthEast in St. Paul, said
the river divides "two distinct markets," and HealthEast
expects to dominate the east side.

But Mr. Wegmiller said, "Over the course of the next
six to seven years, this ",ill be vie\l{ed as a single mar
ket," especially by HMOs that want to serve patients
throughout the region. ~ a result, Health One executives
expect the system will benefit from having facilities on both
sides of the river. ,

The former Health Central hospitals already refer pa
tients to both Metropolitan in Minneapolis and United in
St. Paul, Mr. Wegmiller said. However, he admitted that
"all referrals in this area are fragmented," with most
primary care hospitals referring patients to a number of
tertiary facilities. The new Health One expects most of its

LifeSpan President Gordon Sprenger
Also heads n4-bed Abbott-Northwestem

Modem HeallhcarelMarch 13, 1987112 I
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V_ Teal Ani.... Inpdent 'Kt 8dmlalonla PPO, ...- •.. Income

~ formed '-Pft8I8 beda -- HMO -.oIIeM ........ (In 1lIIIIlone) (lnmlll~)

.,-~ ~

Pteftwred OneThe new HeIIIhOnI • 1987 6 1,500 68% 20% $310
-48,000

Fairview 1973 4 959 59% 36% Co-owner of $212 $8
Preferred One

HllllhEMt 1986 5 788 51% 35% ,- NA NA

lifeSpan 1982 3 880 71% 25% Select Care $232 $8.7
50,000

• F''llures combine results of Health Central and Health One prior to merger. Totals include one contract managed hospital and one joint venture.
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produce another $38 million per year, officials said. sota Coalition on Health, an organization of providers, bu-
The new taxes would make it even more difficult for sinesses and labor groups.

hospitals to remain financially solvent, said James Koppel, Historically, local hospitals have not entered the HMO
vice president of the Council of Hospital Corporations, a business, which became dominated by independent com
Twin Cities hospital trade group. He said the premium panies in the 1970s. Instead, the hospitals have entered the
tax likely would be passed on to hospitals in the form of insurance business in recent years by developing preferred
lower reimbursements. provider organizations.

Healthcare leaders plan a massive lobbying effort this The four largest systems-Health One, HealthEast,.
spring to block the governor's budget proposals. Fairview and LifeSpan-are attempting to steal market

Of the 10,000 licensed hospital beds in the seven-county share from each other and the other hospitals in the area.
metropolitan area, about 7,000 are in service, the Council "It's a tight market; there's nothing left," Mr. Koppel.
of Hospital Corps. said. Inpatient census is averaging 47% said.
of licensed beds. The community also has 'an oversupply He8/th One. The corporate boards of Health Central and
of physicians, plus six HMOs aggressi- -------------- Health One were expected to vote this
vely competing for patients. About 70% of licensed beds month on the merger under the Health

Of the 35 hospitals in the area, only In th m t 0 rta One banner. The newly merged organi-
nine have no ties to a system. Since e e r po I n area zation was expected to begin operations
1980, four hospitals have switched are now in service. later this month.
from the acute care business to an- By combining forces, the two sys-
other service, such as psychiatric care, tems created a larger group whose six
and one has closed. local hospitals account for 20.6% of the

The creation of larger networks of inpatient acute care admissions in the
hospitals means HMOs will "narrow seven-county region, more than any
down their choices of providers," Health other system, Mr. Wegmiller said.
One's Mr. Wegmiller said. '"They won't The new Health One also will be the
any longer buy from everybody." dominant provider of several subsets

In addition to creating networks to of care, including obstetrics, beha-
. serve HMO enrollees, the systems are vioral medicine and emergency ser-

being formed to improve access to cap- vices, he said.
ital to finance diversification into such But G.M. "Gus" Donhowe, Fair-
services as home care and outpatient view's chief executive officer, said
surgery, Mr. Koppel said. Hospitals gaining market share by merging ex-
are seeking relationships with other isting systems' is not as important as
facilities that offer services they lack. demonstrating the ability to increase
For example, primary care hospitals market share. ''The jury is still out" on
are forming links with tertiary care fa- whether the new Health One will
cilities, as is the case in the merger of achieve that growth, he said.
Health Central and Health One. A top priority for the new system,

The formation of "competitive alli- Mr. Wegrniller said, is boosting mar-
ances" of providers allows participants ket share in four categories, including
to combine their resources to reduce behavioral medicine. He declined to re-
administrative costs, said James Ken- Rlchllrd S. B18I, veal the other categories the system ex-
ney, executive director of the Minne- Health One's executive vice president peets to promote extensively this year.
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The affiliation with Methodist Hospital

would serve to give lifeSpan a presence
in the western suburbs, its executives say.

Iowa, Minnesota, North Dakota, South Dakota and Wiscon
sin through acquisitions, affiliations, management contracts
and agreements with physician groups, Mr. Wegmiller said.

In 1985, Health One had $5.2 million in net income on
$162.7 million in gross revenues, and Health Central had
$6.4 million in net income on $140.2 million in gross reve
nues. Net income figures for 1986 were not available.

This year, the new system expects net revenue to in
crease to $323 million, compared with the combined

total of $310 million for the two systems last year.
HealthEast. Three systems that o.,.lTled five primary care

St. Paul hospitals formed HealthEast last November in an
effort to dominate the eastern metropolitan market.

The new system was formed by Baptist Hospital Fund
and Health Resources, which each owns two hospitals. and
Bethesda Lutheran Medical Center. Together, the three
groups offer a broad range of care, including a total of 502
long-term care beds, two surgery centers, home care and
housing for the elderly.

The three groups retained their assets, but the sys
tem's corporate office coordinates all strategic planning and
approves all budgets.

HealthEast controls more than 40% of all inpatient ad
Continued on page 73

Wintry Minneapolis area is an HMO hotbed
By Neil McLaughlin

While experts are cautious in ex
plaining it, there's no doubt that
managed care-and health mainte
nance organizations in particular
have taken Minnesota's Twin Cities
by storm.

"I think the honest answer is that
nobody really knows for sure what
made the brew here gel as rapidly as
it did," said John G. Anderson, vice
president of Paul Ellwood & Associ
ates, an Excelsior, Minn., consulting
firm.

Nevertheless, Mr. Anderson and
other observers do not lack theories
about why the wintry region became
an HMO hotbed.

Some 42% of the area's residents
are enrolled in an HMO, and mar
ket penetration rapidly is ap
proaching 50%, Mr. Anderson
said. Only about 10% of the na
tion's 237.2 million citizens are en
rolled in HMOs, according to fig
ures supplied by InterStudy, a
research organization also based
in Excelsior.

While HMOs trace their roots to
other times and places, the notion
of prepaid medical care became
especially popular in Minnesota
during the 1970s. And while other
areas of the country-parts of
Florida and California, for exam
ple-have achieved or are achiev
ing similar levels of HMO penetra
tion, none have gotten there as
rapidly as the Twin Cities.

·'What's astounding about the
Twin Cities is how fast it's (the
HMO phenomenon) happened here,"
Mr. Anderson said, adding that most
of the growth has occurred in just
one decade.

Mr. Ander
son attributed
the growth
partly to an
"atypical" med
ical community.
Many of the
area's physic
ians already
were members
of mu Itispe- Mr. Anderson
cialty group
practices or independent specialty
practices when HMOs arrived, he
said.

The group practices laid the
groundwork for HMO structures and
spurred "fairly aggressive competi
tion in the marketplace very early,"
Mr. Anderson said.

In addition, the Twin Cities are
home to Group Health Plan of Min
nesota, which was founded in
1957. Group Health was an old
line, cooperative medical plan sim
ilar to those that became popular
among farmers and blue-collar
workers in the late 1920s and
1930s.

The presence of Group Health
Plan exposed area residents to the
concept of prepaid healthcare, and
this served to pave the way for the
newer plans that fol1owed, Mr.
Anderson said.

A "very sleepy" Blue Cross plan
that didn't realize the enrol1ment
threat posed by emerging HMOs
also contributed to the rapid growth,
he said.

Another important factor, Mr.
Anderson said, was that the HMOs
found friends in the corporate
world. The Minneapolis-St. Paul
area ranks behind only New York
and Pittsburgh as a headquarters

site for Fortune 500 companies.
Among the corporate giants located
there are Control Data Corp., Gen
eral Mills, Honeywell, Minnesota
Mining & Manufacturing Co. and
Pillsbury Co. Many of these and
other firms encouraged employee:,
to enroll in HMOs, Mr. Anderson
said.

The Twin Cities also are home:
Paul M. Ellwood, M.D., a leader in 0··..•
the HMO field and founder of In- ' .
terStudy as well as the consulting .
firm that bears his name. Several
people who worked with Dr. EI1-
wood at InterStudv later became
managers of larger- HMO plans in
the area.

Four HMOs now dominate that
market. The largest is Physician,.:
Health Plan of Minnesota. Minneap
olis, a spin-off of the county medical
society. The plan has 330.758 enrol
lees stateV\<ide, according to Inter
Study's latest HMO census report.
That makes it the biggest in Minne
sota and the North-Central United
States.

Another dominant HMO i"
SHARE Health Plan. Bloomington.
Minn., which has 145,649 enrollee,.:.
SHARE and Physicians Health Plan
are managed by United HealthCare
Corp.• Minnetonka. Minn.

Group Health Plan, Bloomington.
has 209,198 enrollees and continue"
to be a major force in the market.

MedCenters Health Plan, an af
filiate of American MedCenter".
Minneapolis, has 238,033 enrollee,.:.
American MedCenters was acquired
last year by Partners National
Health Plans, a joint venture of
Aetna Life Insurance Co., Hartford.
Conn., and Voluntary Hospitals of
America. Irving, Texas. -
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Medical Center East
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Washoe Medical Center
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West Virginia University Hospitals, Inc.
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Bronson Methodist Hospital
Kalamazoo, Michigan

Catholic Healthcare West
Burlingame, California

Virginia Mason Medical Center
Seattle, Washington

East Alabama Medical Center
Opelika, Alabama

United Communities Medical Services
Yuba City, California

Kaufman, Hall,&: Associates, Inc.
Suite 330

One Northfield Plaza
Northfield, IL 60093

312-441-8780
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Continuedfrom page 66
missions in the eastern metropolitan market, Mr. Reiling
said. It is forming a joint venture with physicians to con
tract with HMOs and is reviewing whether to create ter
tiary care services at its hospitals or form a link with an
other facility.

Rather than create its own HMO or PPO, the system
wants to build St. Paul's dominant integrated delivery
system that insurers interested in serving the market will
have to use, Mr. Reiling said.

LifeSpan. Like HealthEast, LifeSpan doesn't control the __
assets of its five affiliate hospitals but serves as strate
gic planner for all. LifeSpan president Gordon Sprenger
also serves as president of the flagship 774-bed Abbott
Northwestern Hospital.

Abbott's six-block Minneapolis campus also is the home of
Minneapolis Children's Medical Center and 48-bed Sister
Kenny Institute, a rehabilitation hospital. The newest affili
ate, Cambridge Memorial, is located outside the metropoli
tan area, as is one other affiliate, 54-bed Stevens Commu
nity Memorial Hospital, Morris, Minn.

The pending affiliation with Methodist Hospital would
give LifeSpan a presence. in the western, suburbs, M!.
Reiling said. "We're working out the details and remam

The merger with St. Mary's Hospital
will OOost business at Fairview Riverside,
where finances have been lagging lately.

very encouraged the affiliation will occur," he said. Life
Span also has initiated preliminary talks with St. Paul
hospitals to gain affiliates in the eastern half of the mar·
keto

In addition to forming a system of metropolitan hospitals,
LifeSpan is leading the new VHA partnership that expects
to launch a PPO later this year. The system already oper
ates Select Care, the largest local PPO, available to 50,000
residents.

F81rvlew. Formed in 1973, Fairview was one of the na
tion's first not-for-profit systems. The Lutheran sys
tem's Fairview Riverside Hospital, located on the west
bank of the Mississippi River just outside downtown
Minneapolis, is next to 300-bed St. Mary's Hospital and
already shares many services with the Catholic facility.
The two facilities expect to conclude consolidation talks
this spring. Both sponsoring groups would retain their
ownership stakes.

But Fairview has no plans to add facilities beyond the
merger with St. Mary's. "We have no overwhelming need
to merge," said Mr. Donhowe, who recently was promoted
to chief executive officer. "We can put networks together
without a merger," he said of the primary care system's re
ferral arrangements with tertiary hospitals, including the
independent 380-bed North Memorial Medical Center, Rob
binsdale, Minn.

Mr. Donhowe is being groomed to replace Carl N. Platou
as president when Mr. Platou retires in about two years.

Last year, admissions at Fairview's four metropolitan
facilities were virtually unchanged from 1985, although
patient days dropped 1.3%. Mr. Donhowe believes the
merger with St. Mary's will help boost business ~t Riv
erside, which has not been performing as well finanCially as
Fairview's three south suburban facilities.

The entire Fairview system, which includes three other
Minnesota hospitals, one in Iowa and one in Wisconsin,
has about 1,400 active beds. •
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Tuesday, March 17, 1987
Minneapolis Star & Tribune

Group Health will
help pay for baby's-
marrow transplant

:By Gordon Slovut
StaffWriter

Officials of Group Health Inc. have
changed their minds and agreed to
pay S100.000 toward a bone marrow
trclnsplant for l4-month-01d Jeremy
Carle of Elk Rl\'er, Minn.

They denied coverage earlier this
year on the ground that bone marrow
transplant!> for neuroblastoma, a rare
and usually lethal form of cancer, are
experimental.

IMichael and Janet Carle, Jeremy's
,: parents. were to take their protest to

~
he health plan's appeals board last
ighl, but Group Health rq>resenta
ives proposed last Friday to pay the

first SI00,000 of Jerem,-'s bill at Uni
versity of Minnesota Hospital even if
he receives a bone marrow trans
plant.

Michael Carle, who .had hoped
Group Health would cover the entire
bill. notified Group Health yesterday
that he is accepting its offer. He said
uni"'ersity representatives have told
him that Medicaid should cover
most of the remaining COSL He and
his \\ife have to contribute 56,800 for
Jeremy to be eligible for Medicaid
coverage. but officials of Group
Health and University Hospital have
said they will help them come up
with the money, Carle said.

Geofle Halvorson, Group Health
president. said the reversal doesn't
set a precedent on covera,e for ex
perimental treatments because the

health maintenance orpnizaUon iI
merely letting the Carles decide how
the money should be spent. He said I
that Group Health was wIDing .all
along to pay S100,000 for the treat
ment of Jeremy's cancer, butthal its
policy against paying (or MeX{lerimen
tal procedures" caused difJicultics
with the Carles.

, .• I
Halvorson said the money would'
have been used for conventional
treatment of neuroblastoma, which
consists of chemotherapy, radiation
and surgical removal of the tumor
that doctors believe is very dose to
one of Jeremy's kidneys. Conven
tional anticancer treatment ~r neue
roblastoma stops short of d~troying
all of the patient's bone awrow,
leaving open the possibility that
some cancer cells remain hidden in
iL

The medical treatment propOsed for
Jeremy would destroy as much of his
own bone marrow as possible, leav
ing him without the strength to fight
off infections unless the marrow is
replaced. Doctors plan to seed mar·
row from his sister, Melissa, 1, in the
cavities in Jeremy's bones to restore
his resistance to disease. The .rost of
bone marrow transplants at the uni
versity ranged from 560,000 to
5300,000 last year, depending on the
extent of complications. Most were

I in the $125,000 to $130,000 range.
University doctors say Jeremy's
chance of surviving with convention
al therapy is 10 percent. The bone
marrow transplant would boost his
chances of survival to 33 to 45 per
cent.

"This doesn't mean we are loing to
cover transplants that are still experi·
mental," Halvorson said. He said it
does mean that in special cases
Group Health may allow parents to
decide to select experimental therapy
for pvely ill children if two criteria
are met: If Group Health doctors
agree that the treatment is wise and if
Group Health's liability doesn't ex·
ceed what it would have to pay for
conventional treatment.

Halvorson said the decision, worked
out at a meeting of two Group
Health officials, two University Hos
pital officials and the Carles, could
let a pattern for all HMOs as a way
to handle a vexing problem.

Jeremy, who has been receiving che
motherapy since his illness was diag-
nosed last December. is scheduled to
undergo surgery for removal of the
tumor Thursday at Minneapolis
Children's Health Center. The bone
marrow transplant, if it is done, will
be performed later at University
Hospital.

Carle is a S25,OOO-a-year social work
er at the Anoka state hospital. He
also works part-time evenings as a
chemical dependency counselor in
Brooklyn Center.
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,HealthOne, Health
Central consolidate
medical operations
By Karl J. Karlson
Staff Writer

Two major medical businesses
Monday announced their consolida
tion into one not-for-profit health
care provider,
HealthOne
Corp.

The new cor
poration merges
HealthOne
Corp. and
Health Central,
and the com
bined operation
now owns or
manages more
than two dozen
medical facili- Wegmilier
ties in the Upper Midwest.

HealthOne was formed in 1983
_by the merger of Metropolitan

Medical Center in Minneapolis and
United Hospitals of St. Paul.

Health Central owned Mercy
Medical Center in Coon Rapids,
Unity Medical Center in Fridley,
River Falls Area Hospital in River
Falls, Wis., and three outstate Min
nesota hospitals.

"We plan to be a more efficient
medical provider," said Jim Mof
fet, vice president of communica
tions for the new organization.

Moffet said no layoffs are
planned among its 8,000 employ
ees, but the total staff may be re
duced through attrition. Nearly
1,500 physicians are affiliated with
the org~tion.

Moffet said the new structure
may allow some of its small, rural
area hospitals to survive. He also
said that because of the diversity
of its components, patients can
more readily be transferred to
receive specialty care under the
merger.

President and chief executive of
ficer of the new organization is
Donald Wegmiller, who was presi
dent of Health Central.

Richard Blair, executive vice
president and chief administrative
officer, said in a release that "we
aim to improve the quality and
scope of local health care. We Will
develop a coordinated referral sys
tem for patients in outlying com
munities that need special services
they can receive at our metropoli
tan centers."

The hospitals in the new organi
zation account for 21 percent of
hospital admissions in the Twin
Cities.

Besides the hospitals it owns, the
new business manages hospitals in
Hibbing, Monticello and Granite
Falls in Minnesota; Mt. Pleasant,
Mich.; Vermillion, S.D.; Mason
City, Iowa; IpsWich, S.D.; Manhat
tan, Kan.; Watertown, S.D.; and St.
Croix Falls, Wis.

Other hospitals affiliated with
the new business are Children's
Hospital in St. Paul, Golden Valley
Medical Center in Golden Valley
and Northwest Medical Center in
Thief River Falls.
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MINUTES

Board of Governors

The University of Minnesota Hospital and Clinic

March 25, 1987

CALL TO ORDER:

Chairman Robert Latz called the March 25, 1987 meeting of the Board of
Governors to order at 1:35 P.M. in 555 Diehl Hall •

.ArrENDANCE :

,
Present:

Absent:

Leonard Bienias
David Brown, M.D.
Shelley Chou, M.D.
Phyllis Ellis
Donald Gilmore
Gregory Hart
Robert Latz
Barbara O'Grady
Neal Vanselow, M.D.

Al Hanser
George Heenan
Kris Johnson
David Lilly
Jerry Meilahn
James Moller, M.D.
Robert Nickoloff

,

APPROVAL OF THE MINUTES:

The Board of Governors seconded and passed a motion to approve the minutes of
the February 25, 1987 meeting as written.

CHAIRMAN'S REPORT:

Chairman Robert Latz introduced Ms. Barbara Muesing, Secretary to the Board of
Regents,Ms. Lauren Brockway from AFSME, Dr. Wong, a neurosurgeon from China,
and Mr. Dan Rode from UMHC's Financial Accounting Office.
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HOSPITAL DIREctOR.' S REPOR.T:

Mr. Greg Hart noted that Board members should have received invitations to the
opening of the Heart Lung Institute on April 10, 1987 and the Rocco Altobelli
Soiree on April 5, 1987, an event held on an annual basis to benefit the
transplant assistance fund.

Mr. Hart also reported that the tunnel connecting the parking ramp and the
University Hospital is now open. The opening day was marked by a reception
for employees.

The Pediatrics Search Committee, Mr. Hart reported, is now interviewing
candidates and expects a recommendation to be made in late April. The
Neurology Search Committee will be interviewing candidates in late April and
early May. Two other Hospital management searches are in progress; one for a
Director of the Operating Rooms and one for an Associate Hospital Director.
Dr. Vanselow noted the Hospital Director Search Committee is working toward
identifying recommended candidates by mid-May.

LEGISLATIVE UPDATE:

Following some general comments on activities in the current legislative
session, Mr. Vic Vikmanis highlighted two budgetary issues relevant to the
hospital and overviewed the major capital budget requests that have been made.

The University budget presentations are now complete in the House and Senate.
The Governor has recommended that the $75 million University specials be
reduced by $3 million. The hospital's county papers program has been
considered for reduction as part of that cutback. Secondly, it has been
suggested that the hospital's $13.8 million educational offset be paid in
monthly increments, rather than in a lump sum at the beginning of the fiscal
year. This would effectively reduce the appropriation by the approximate
$600,000 earned in interest income.

Mr. Vikmanis also made mention of the Basic Sciences and Mayo remodelling
project requests and the electrical and air conditioning upgrades for the
Health Sciences. A group of legislators had recently been over to the Health
Sciences for a tour of the facilities. In conclusion, Mr. Vikmanis
distributed a summary of all bills currently under consideration that have
some relationship to the hospital.

PLANBING AIm DEVELOPHERT COMMITTEE REPOR.T:

Mr. Hart presented the Planning and Development Committee report in the
absence of Chairman Kristine Johnson. Proposed changes in the Purchasing
Policies were discussed in detail by the Committee and endorsed. The majority
of the recommended changes were procedural only and have little or no impact
on Hospital policy.

The Board seconded and passed a motion to approve the changes to the
Purchasing Policy and Procedure manual as submitted.

3.
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JOINT CONFEllENCE COMHI1."I'EE REPORT:

Ms. Phyllis Ellis gave the report in the absence of Chairman George Heenan.
The Committee had discussed the End Stage Renal Disease Program. Medicare
regulations require that changes in the policies or procedures for the Program
be submitted for approval by the Board of Governors on an annual basis. The
changes recommended this year were very minor in nature. The Jo~~t Conference
Committee had, with one modification, endorsed the policies as submitted. The
Board of Governors seconded and passed a motion approving the policies as
submitted.

Ms. Ellis also reported that the Joint Conference Committee has reviewed the
proposed changes to the Medical Staff Bylaws and Rules and Regulations. Dr.
Moller commented that the changes were minor and several of the changes were
prompted by changes in Joint Commission standards. The Board of Governors
seconded and passed a motion to approve the modifications as submitted.

Secondly, Ms. Ellis and Dr. Moller reviewed a series of changes to the
applications for medical and dental staff appointment and reappointment.
Following a brief discussion, the Board passed a motion to approve the changes
as recommended.

FINANCE COHMI1."I'EE REPORT:

Ms. Barbara O'Grady and Mr. Fearing highlighted a number of statistics that
were reflective of a continued higher than expected census. Admissions are
10.2% over budget year-to-date. Patient days are 9% above budget for the same
period. The length of stay is 8.3 days, just as expected. Through February,
there have been 161,973 outpatient clinic visits, 11.7% more than expected.

Year-to-date, the statement of operations shows revenues exceeding expenses by
$2,475,730, a variance of $9,848,677.

Ms. O'Grady and Mr. Fearing also reviewed the 1987-88 operating budget for
informational purposes. Highlights of that budget include a 2.9% price
increase, bringing estimated gross patient charges to $249,617,800; an average
increase in costs of 7%, increasing operating costs to $239,297,000. Cash
flow from operations for the coming fiscal year is being budgeted at
$1,299,300.

Following a review of the objectives and assumptions applied in developing the
budget, Mr. Fearing responded to questions. The budget will be brought to the
Board of Governors again on April 22, 1987 for approval.

ADJOURNMENT :

There being no further business, the March 25, 1987 meeting of the Board of
Governors adjourned at 3:00 P.M.

Respectfully submitted,

f~~L
Kay F. Fuecker
Board of Governors Office
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MINUTES
Planning and Development Committee

April 13 t 1987

CALL TO ORDER
Committee Chairmant Ms. B. Kristine Johnson t called the April 13 t 1987 meeting
of the Planning and Development Committee to order at 12:17 p.m. in Room 8-106
in the University Hospital.

Attendance: Present

Absent

B. Kristine Johnson t Chair
Leonard Bienias
S. Albert Hanse r
Greg Hart
William Jacott t M.D.
Peter Lynch t M.D.

Clint Hewit t
Geoff Kaufmann
Ted Thompsont M.D.

Staff Marge Carey
Cliff Fearing
Nancy Janda

(.,
Mark Koenig
John LaBree t M.D.
Lisa McDonald

Guest William Herrick
St eve Grygar

MEETING SCHEDULE
Future Planning and Development meetings will be scheduled two months in
advance. The next two meetings are scheduled for FridaYt May 1St from 12:00
p.m. - 2:00 p.m. and Thursday, June lIt from 1:00 p.m. - 3:00 p.m. Notices
will be mailed out.

APPROVAL OF MINUTES
The minutes of the March 9 t 1987 meeting were approved as distributed.

CAPITAL BUDGET
Mr. Koenig reviewed the recurring capital expenditures budget of $6,717 t OOO
for 1987-88 which is funded from current year capital. The requested amount
is consistent with projections from the 1982 t eight-year feasibility study.
Dr. Lynch moved and Mr. Bienias seconded the motion for approval of the
capital budget. The budget will be reviewed by the Finance Committee and
forwardedCto the Board.

Mr. Koenig also presented the five-year capital expense projections funded
from prior year capital and bond proceeds. Items included in the capital
expense projections will be presented to the committee throughout the year on
an item-by-item basis.

5.



MAIN FRAHE COMPUTER REPLACEMENT
Mr. Hart updated the committee on the status of the laboratory and financial
information systems upgrade. The main frame system replacement under consid
eration will help drive those systems. Mr. Herrick reviewed the current
system and concluded that the capacity of the production system needed to be
expanded in order to assist in delivery of care, to provide rapid and accurate
information communication, and to support comprehensive data analysis in order
to position the institution appropriately in the evolving market place. In
order to meet these objectives Mr. Herrick, in conjunction with Joseph Cogan
Associates, specialists in computer capacity planning, recommended:

1. Replacement of the Production A9F
processor with a Burroughs (UNISYS)
A15F processor

2. Replacement of the Disk System with
state-of-the-art thin film disk drive units

3. Upgrading the communication systems with a
new network processor (CP2000) architecture
available with the A15 series

Total

Estimated Cost

921,314

205,270
$4,314,828

Mr. Herrick noted that these costs may be lowered slightly since the current
A9F processor and the disk drive have some residual value when they are tr~ded

in.

Mr. Herrick concluded that the system should meet the hospital's needs for the
next three years until the patient system is up. The Main Frame Computer
Replacement Project will be on next month's agenda as an action item at which
time financial alternatives will be reviewed.

HMO UPDATE
Mr. Grygar reviewed HMO inpatient discharge and charge trends for the last
four years. Discharges of 2,226 patients for the first 9 months of 86/87 are
up +29.9% along with charges which are up +14.9%. Outpatient information is
unavailable.

The hospital is currently talking with industry, Minnesota State Employees
Union, as well as updating and implementing HMO contracts.

HIBBING AFFILIATION AGREEMENT
Mr. Hart discussed the Hibbing Affiliation Agreement which has resulted in an
increase of one patient/day. Hibbing is currently looking at UMHC expanding
their services.

UKCA REPORT ~

Dr. Lynch reported on UMCA's talks with PHP and the three areas they are ....,
working on which are: 1) improving specialist to specialist communication, 2)
faster payment, and 3) approval handling of patients.

6.
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UMCA is trying to increase the professional fees received from the Indian
Health Service. Also ill1CA is working with the More HMO in Virginia and the
Hibbing Hospital.

OTHER BUSINESS
Mr. Hart reported that the Minnesota Heart Lung Institute opening on 4-10-87
was successful.

ADJOURNMENT
The Planning and Development Committee adjourned at 1:54 p.m.

Respectfully submitted,

X,u;1<- .tt '/;1(1)#laij
Lisa G. McDonald
Assistant Director
Planning and Marketing
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UNIVERSITY OF MINNESOTA
TWIN CITIES

The University of Minnesota Hospital and Clinic
Harvard Street at East River Road
Minneapolis, Minnesota 55455

April 12, 1987

TO:

FROM:

SUBJECT:

Board Oft~nors
Greg Har
Interim H tal Director

Mainframe Computer Replacement

Attached is a proposal and recommendation for replacement of our mainframe
computer hardware. This is the third planned major capital expenditure for
computer replacement this fiscal year; the Board earlier approved replacement
of our laboratory computer and purchase of hardware and software for our
financial systems applications.

This item will be briefly reviewed for your information this month. It was
reviewed by the Planning and Development Committee on April 13, 1987 and will J.
be reviewed by the Finance Committee on April 22, 1987. Both Committees will
be asked to endorse the mainframe replacement in May. The full Board of
Governors will be asked to approve the acquisition on May 27, 1987.

Thank you for your attention to the proposal; we look forward to our
discussion next week.

GH/kj

attachment
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BURROUGHS PRODUCTION MAINFRAME REPlACEMENT

INTRODUCTION

The University of Minnesota Hospital and Clinic (UMHC) has been developing its
computer support system over the past seventeen years. Every four to five
years the data processing needs of the organization have been extensively
reviewed, and a strategic plan for computer support has been developed and
approved.

The current strategic plan was prepared in 1984 with assistance from Ernst &
Whinney healthcare consultant staff. In accord with the plan, mainframe
computer capacity was expanded in January, 1985. Our staff has been
proceeding with implementation of new applications and replacement or
upgrading of existing applications.

UMHC's current computer network is displayed on Attachment A. The mainframe
systems include two Burroughs A9F processors and a large disk storage system.
One of the processors and its related disk system are designated as the
"production" system. Six other computer systems, 50 micro computers, and 475
on-line devices (terminals and printers) are currently connected to it. The
second processor, originally designed to be used for software development and
testing, is now also used to do a significant amount of "production" batch
processing.

Use of computer support to assist in delivery of care, to provide rapid and
accurate information communication, and to support comprehensive data analysis
in order to position the institution appropriately in the evolving marketplace
has significantly exceeded the 1984 projections. The need to expand the
capacity of the production system, as forecast in the 1984 strategic plan, has
become reality.

CURRENT "PRODUCTION SYSTEM" UTILIZATION AND PERFORMANCE

A. Processor Utilization

When the production processor was installed in 1985, overall utilization
was 50-55%. Currently, utilization is in excess of 70% of capacity with
peaks ranging from 80 to 100% (see Attachment B).

When processor utilization exceeds 65-70%, performance of any computer
system begins to degrade.

B. Batch Processing Time

Batch processing work should be completed between midnight and 7 a.m.
daily -- the hours during which the on-line workload demand is minimal.
The present production processor and related disk system do not have the
capacity or speed to complete the current volume of batch work during
these hours. Consequently, those batch applications which do not require
direct access to the production data base have been shifted to the
development/testing processor raising its utilization to over 90% during
day-time hours (see Attachment C).

9.



Even with the transfer of batch work, the daily cycles rema~n~ng on the
production system are frequently not completed by 7 a.m. Therefore, they
must be completed during peak periods of processor utilization and .. ~
compete with on-line transactions from the nursing units and clinics. ~

c. On-line Response Time

The primary computer industry measurement for this aspect of performance
is the average response time for 90% of transactions occurring each hour.
The current UMHC hourly averages are equal to or greater than 4 seconds
for all 24 hours of the day and are equal to or exceed 5 seconds for at
least 14 hours of each day with peaks of 7-9 seconds during the heaviest
hours.

D. Disk Storage System

The disk units currently being utilized to support our Burroughs
configuration were originally installed in 1981. These disk units have
become the cause for more than 90% of our unscheduled downtime. Recent
performance records indicate an average of 8-12 disk failures per month.
These failures account for 350-400 hours of restricted disk access and
3-1/2 to 4 hours of complete system downtime. This rate of failure is a
clear indication that the disk system is worn out and must be replaced.

RECOKKENDATIONS

In May, 1986, the Information Services Department initiated a detailed
analysis of the hardware resources and performance. The project focused on
three components: mainframe processing, disk storage, and data communication.
The following service goals were developed and approved by the Hospital's
administrative staff:

Reduce or eliminate downtime caused by preventive maintenance, power
failures, and hardware failures.

Reduce length of downtime periods caused by software problems and
recovery processing time required after system failure.

Provide 3 second average response time for 90% of on-line
transactions during all 24 hours of each day.

Provide capability for access to multiple computers by users from
one terminal.

Alternatives for each of the three components (processor, disk, and data
communications) were developed based on the service goals. Then different
combinations of the component alternatives were evaluated to identify the best
total solution. Consulting assistance for evaluation of current system
performance and for computer simulation of various alternative combinations
was obtained from Joseph & Cogan Associates, specialists in computer capacity
planning. Based on the analysis and simulations, the following
recommendations are made:

10.



1. Replace the production A9F processor with a Burroughs (UNISYS) A15F
processor.

Rationale:

Will provide the additional speed and capacity required to
eliminate batch processing during day-time hours.

Will provide processor capacity necessary to reduce 90%
response time levels to 3 seconds or less.

Will provide adequate capacity to handle projected workload for
the next 3-5 years.

2. Replace existing disk drive units with new state-of-the-art thin film
disk drive units.

Rationale:

Will eliminate frequent down-times due to disk system failures.

Will enable faster and more effective data communication
between the disk system and the processor, therefore,
decreasing batch processing time and reducing on-line response
time.

Will reduce data base backup and recovery time.

3. Upgrade data communication system by taking advantage of the new network
processor (CP2000) architecture available with the A15 series.

Rationale:

Will enable increase in on-line data transmission speed
required to reduce 90% response time average to 3 seconds or
less.

Will provide an architecture which will facilitate access to
multiple computers from a single terminal.

ESTIMATED COST

A15F Computer and Operating Software

Disk System Replacement

Communications System Upgrade

TOTAL

$3,188,244

921,314

205,270

$4,314,828

11.



COMPATIBILITY WITH 3-5 YEAR PLANS

The major new computer application planned during the next 3 years is the
acquisition and installation of a Patient Care Information/Order Entry System
(PCI/OE). Installation of this system will also require replacement of the
Admissions/Discharge/Transfer System and have a direct influence on the
replacement of the Patient Accounting System. The hardware replacement
recommendations includec n this proposal are intended to meet the immediate
needs for additional pre ssing resources and to place UMHC in a position
which will allow the Patlcnt Care Information/Order Entry System to be
installed on either Burroughs or IBM hardware without major disruption to
computer system operation. Each of the hardware alternatives have been
reviewed for future impact.

A. Alternative I

Burroughs Based Patient Care Information/Order Entry System Selected.
(Burroughs based Patient Accounting and A/D/T systems would also then be
selected. )

1. Proposed new hardware would continue to be the "production" system.

2. "Development/Testing" A9F processor would have to be replaced with a
second Al5 processor and pairen with the recommended A15F.

3. Use of the IBM system, currencly being installed, would continue to
grow slowly with the addition, primarily, of new financial
applications.

See Attachment D for graphic display of projected systems utilization.

B. Alternative II

IBM Based Patient Care Information/Order Entry System Selected. (IBM
based Patient Accounting and A/D/T system would also be selected.)

1. IBM system currently being installed would have to be upgraded to a
30XX system in 2-3 years, prior to actual implementation of PCI/OE
system.

This upgraded IBM system would become the Hospital's mainframe
computer system.

2. All Burroughs based
upgraded IBM system
the PCI/OE system.
at the end of the 2

mainframe systems would be transferred to the
during the 2 years following implementation of
All Burroughs equipment would be sold during or
year period.

See Attachment E for graphic display of projected systems utilization.

12.



FINANCING

Several financing alternatives are available: lease/purchase through the
vendor or a third party, borrowing from the University equipment loan fund, or
direct purchase with UMHC reserve funds. The alternative used will be the one
which is determined to be the least costly at the time the acquisition
contracts are written.

13
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MINUTES

Joint Conference Committee
Board of Governors

Apri 1 8, 1987

ATTENDANCE: Present:

Absent:

Staff:

Guests:

George Heenan, Chair
Patricia Ferrieri, M.D.
Donald Gilmore
Greg Hart
Michael Popkin, M.D.
Bruce Work, M.D.

Phy11 i sEll i s
James H. Moller, M.D.

Nancy Janda
Geoff Kaufmann
Barbara Tebbitt

A1 Dees
Loi sKelly
f1ary Sumpmann

I. APPROVAL OF MINUTES

Minutes of the March 11, 1987 meeting were approved as submitted.

I I. COMPREHENSIVE CANCER CARE PROGRAM

Ms. Tebbitt introduced t1s. Mary Sumpmann, Coordinator of the
Comprehensive Cancer Care Program, and provided the Committee with
a brief background on the development of the Comprehensive Cancer
Care Program.

Ms. Sumpmann then outlined the components, status, and plans for
the Comprehensive Cancer Care Program. She reviewed a work plan
with reference to home health services, the communication and
resource center, multi-disciplinary clinics, the Masonic day
hospital, teaching and counseling support services, consideration
of hospice development, rehabilitation and restorative services,
prevention, detection and screening activities, and other
activities related to the program. The coordination of research
efforts as they relate to cancer was also discussed.

The committee thanked Ms. Sumpmann for her informative report.
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Joint Conference Committee
Minutes- Continued

III. SEVERITY INDEXING

Mr. Al Dees presented a proposed and revised severity indexing
position paper. The Committee endorsed the paper, and recommended
that it be brought to the full Board of Governors for their
approval at the next meeting.

IV. MEDICAL AND DENTAL STAFF CREDENTIALING PROCESS

Mr. Hart indicated that the Board of Governors had asked for
further information on the process used for initial appointment
and credentialing of members of the medical staff. He and Lois
Kelly reviewed a flow chart of the credentialing process, and
discussed the verification and background check process that is
used relative to each applicant.

The Joint Conference Committee asked that this information also be
shared with the full Board of Governors.

v. CLINICAL CHIEFS REPORT

Dr. Bruce Work reported on recent meetings of the Clinical Chiefs,
noting that the Ambulatory Care Management Council has presented
an interim report which will be discussed by the Clinical Chiefs
further in the coming weeks.

VI. ADJ OURNMENT

There being no other business, the meeting adjourned at
approximately 6:45 p.m.

---/
Gregory W. Hart

GH:jmp
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UNIVERSITY OF MINNESOTA
TWIN CITIES

The University of Minnesota Hospital and Clinic
Harvard Street at East River Road
Minneapolis, Minnesota 55455

April 14, 1987

TO:

FROM:

REGARDING:

Members Ioth 'Board of Governors

Greg Har
Interim H tal Director

An Overview of the Credentialling Process

,
Over the past several months, a variety of questions have arisen regarding the
process applied in credentialling medical and dental staff. Additionally, the
Board of Governors 1986 self-evaluation survey indicated a desire on the part
of four members of the Board to have a more in-depth understanding of the
process, particularly with regard to the verification of information reported
on an application for staff membership.

The attached diagram was reviewed in detail by the Joint Conference Committee
in early April and will be summarized for informational purposes at the April
22, 1987 Board of Governors meeting.

Thank you.

GH/kf
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Cl inical Deparbrent

Professor and Head
Clinical Department

FLOW CHART - CREDENTIALING PROCESS

search Conni ttee
selection of new faculty

Review of search Coomittee reccmnendations and q,Jal ifications

Approval of faculty appointJrent

Approval of appl ication for appointment
and requests for clinical privileges

Chief of Staff Revietl of appl ication for appointrent,req,Jests for cl inical privileges, and
associated OOclJTSltation

Approval of 1:aTl>Orary clinical privileges

Director Medical
Staff S=rvices

Review of application for appointne1t, req,Jests
for elinical privil eges and associated docunentati00

Verify q,Jalifications

Req.Jest additional informatioo when necessary
(Attach1e1t A)

Credential s
Connittee

RevietI of app1icatioos for appoin1ment, req,Jests for c1i nical privileges ana
associated OOclJTSltation

Report and Reccmnendations

Approval of applications and clinical privileges
(Attachnent B)

Medical Staff
Haspi tal Courx:: i1

Joint Conference
Connittee

Board of Govemors

Approval of Report and Reccmnendations
(Attach1e1t C)

Approval of Report and Reccmnendations

Final Approval

22.



Attachment A

DIRECTOR MEDICAL STAFF SERVICES

Verify each of the following:

Current and Valid Minnesota License
Current and Valid Drug Enforcement Agency Registration
Professional Liability Coverage
Foreign !'1edical Graduates

Visa Status
Educational Commission for Foreign Medical Graduates
Certification

Board Certification
University of Minnesota Faculty Appointment

Required responses - Letters requesting pertinent information from
each of the following:

Medi cal School
Post Graduate Education
Hospital Affiliations

Hospital Administrator, Chief of Staff, Chief of Service
Private Practice Associations
Military Clinical Experience
Professional Liability Experience
American Medical Association Physicians Profile

Preparation of appointment documents

Maintain credentials files

Serve as staff person to the Chief of Staff, Chairman of
Credentials Ca-mittee and Medical Staff-Hospital Council

23.



Attachment B

CREDENTIALS COMMITTEE

Examine the evidence of the character, professional competence,
qualifications and ethical standing of the applicant and determine
through information contained in references given by the applicant
and from other sources available to the committee, including
appraisal from the clinical department in which privileges are
sought, whether the applicant has established and meets all of the
necessary qualifications for the category of staff membership and
clinical privileges requested. Review of specific recommendations
from the Chief of Clinical Service for approving or disapproving
the application and for delineating the applicant1s clinical
privileges.

Transmit report and recommendations to the Medical Staff-Hospital
Council.

24.
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Attachment C

MEDICAL STAFF-HOSPITAL COUNCIL

Discharge the medical staff's accountability to the Board through
reports and recommendations for the appointment and delineation of
clinical privileges of applicants to the Medical and Dental Staff.

25.
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UNIVERSITY OF MINNESOTA
TWIN CITIES

The University of Minnesota Hospital and Clinic
Harvard Street at East River Road
Minneapolis, Minnesota 55455

April 15, 1987

Board of GovernorsMembers of

FR0I1: Greg Har
Interim UJJ~~

TO:

REGARDING: Severity Indexing Position Paper

In December, 1986 Mr. Al Dees presented an overview of severity indexing
systems to the Joint Conference Committee. The Committee discussed the
historical development of these systems, compared and contrasted the VariOUG

J
"

indexing systems and discussed their application, particularly in the areas of .
utilization review and reimbursement. At the conclusion of this discussion,
the Joint Conference Committee recommended that a position paper be developed
outlining the fundamentals of these indexing systems. The Committee asked
that the paper highlight the limitations of the systems in their current stage
of development.

The Joint Conference Committee reviewed and revised the paper at each of the
last three meetings. It was endorsed by the Committee on April 8, 1987 and is
being presented for your approval on April 22, 1987.

Thank you.

GH/kff
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COMPARING THE PERFORMANCE OF HOSPITAlS AND PHYSICIM4S
UNIVERSITY OF MINNESOTA HOSPITAL AND CLINIC POSITION STATEMENT
April 1987

During the past five years, analysis of the performance of hospitals relative
to the appropriateness, efficiency and quality of care rendered has expanded
from internal assessment conducted by medical and administrative staff members
of individual hospitals to external comparison by payors, governmental
agencies and public interest groups. The validity of these external
comparisons is directly dependent on the existence and availability of data
elements which can be used for the appropriate categorization of patients and
for accurate indications of efficiency and quality.

Initial comparison efforts have been focused on efficiency utilizing charges
and length of stay as indicators. The prospective payment systems implemented
by Medicare, Minnesota Medicaid and Blue Cross of Minnesota are currently
concentrated entirely on this performance factor. During the past year,
however, interest has shifted to the identification and implementation of
systems for comparison of quality differences.

The University of Minnesota Hospital and Clinic (Ut1HC) supports the
development and utilization of efficiency and quality comparison systems.
However, it believes that:
A. Severity of illness must be one of the factors utilized to categorize

patients before accurate and reliable efficiency or quality comparisons
can be made. This includes a belief that payors utilizing prospective
payment syste~s must add severity to their pay~ent determination logic to
improve the accuracy and fairness of reimbursement.

B. Currently available severity measurement systems require significant
testing and refinement before they can be relied upon to provide the
categorization specificity necessary for valid efficiency and quality
comparisons.

C. Morbidity and mortality rates are not sufficient indicators for accurate,
reliable comparisons of quality even when severity is used as a major
factor for categorizing patients into comparison groups. Significant
research is necessary to identify and test more appropriate, broadly
applicable quality indicators.

D. Physicians should provide the initiative and leadership for the
development and testing of severity systems and for the identification and
testing of additional efficiency and quality indicators. Primary
direction should not be left to payors and public interest groups.

E. Severity measurement systems and efficiency and quality indicators should
be validated through tests for reasonableness by groups of physicians as
well as through standard statistical tests for accuracy and reliability.

27.



F. Any quality indicators should be tested rigorously and proven to be ~
accurate and reliable at the hospital level before being utilized to
compare the quality of care rendered by individual physicians. Further,
it should not be assumed that indicators which are found to be valid for
hospital comparisons will also be valid for individual physician
comparisons.

UMHC believes it has a responsibility to be a major participant in the
development and testing of comparison tools and will, therefore:
A. Continue to participate in the development and testing of multiple

severity based grouping systems.

UMHC is presently an alpha test site for the new Computerized Severity
Index system developed by Susan Horn, PhD., and is participating in the
testing and application of the MEDICGRPS system being conducted by Blue
Cross of Minnesota.

B. Provide input into the search for broadly applicable quality indicators
through identification and analysis of quality assessment efforts already
being conducted by physicians internally and in cooperation with other
healthcare centers.

C. Participate in efforts sponsored by hospital organizations, community
groups and payors to develop and test quality measurement systems.

28.
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MEMBERS
PRESEHT:

STAFF:

CALL TO ORDER.:

MINUTES:

2/25/87
FINANCIAL
STATEMENTS:

Minutes
Meeting of the

Board of Governors Finance Committee
The University of Minnesota Hospital and Clinic

March 25, 1987

Carol Campbell
Edward Ciriacy, M.D.
Clifford Fearing
Gregory Hart
William Krivit, M.D.
Barbara O'Grady
Vic Vikmanis

Kay Fuecker
Nels Larson
Dan Rode
Barbara Tebbitt

The meeting of the Finance Committee was called to order by
Ms. Barbara O'Grady at 10:40 A.M. in the Dale Shepherd Room
of the Campus Club.

A motion was made and passed to change the minutes on page
four, last line of the resolution - to delete the second
word "to". With that change made, the minutes of the
February 25, 1987 Finance meeting were approved as written.

Mr. Cliff Fearing reported that inpatient census for
February exceeded projections by 19%. Patient census
variance is 10.2% above budget. The average daily census
for February was 420, the year-to-date average daily census
of 420. Outpatient census is running 12% above budget.

The Hospital shows total revenues over expense of $2,475,730
for a favorable variance of $9,848,677. Patient care
charges through February totaled $154,426,815 and were 16.3%
above budget. Routine revenue was 9.3% above budget and re
flected our favorable patient day variance. Ancillary
revenue was approximately $17,899,800 (19.4%) above budget
and reflects (1) the favorable variance in both admissions
and clinic visits; and (2) the utilization of ancillary
services per patient being higher than anticipated. In
patient ancillary revenue has averaged $6,646 per admission
compared to the budgeted average of $6,199 per admission.
Outpatient revenue per clinic visit has averaged $169 com
pared to the budgeted average of $153.

Operating expenditures through February were approximately
$9,130,100 (6.6%) above budgeted levels. The overall un-
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favorable variance continues to relate to the increase in
demand for patient services and was seen primarily in in
creased personnel costs and patient care supplies.

Accounts receivable, Mr. Fearing noted, totaled $73,955,056
and represented 111.1 days of revenue outstanding. The
over-all increase of 1.7 days occurred primarily in the
Minnesota Medical Assistance, Medicare/ESRD, and Blue
Cross/AWARE categories.

ACCOUNTS
RECElVABLE:

PRIHARY CARE
NETWORK:

PRELIMINARY RE
VIEW OF 1987-88
UMHC OPERATING
BUDGET

Mr. Dan Rode summarized the present status of the accounts
receivable and informed the committee that he and his staff
are working with various payors to enhance the turn around
time for payments. Mr. Rode expects that with the efforts
the hospital is putting on receivables that the hospital
should see the beginning of a decline in receivable levels
by the end of the fiscal year.

Mr. Greg Hart reported that he will be meeting with
Whitehead and Associates in the next week to formalize a
contingency plan for monitoring enrollment and company
financial performance each month. The need for an
additional investor will also be discussed at the meeting
with Whitehead and Associates. The January-March
enrollment figures show PCN is meeting their enrollment
projections for this time period.

Mr. Cliff Fearing reported that the budget is for discussion
today and will be submitted for endorsement next month. Mr.
Fearing noted several factors in the budget. Admissions
are projected at 18,350 and 154,450 patient days. These
projections reflect a slight decline in demand because of
the general HMO/PPO influence on competition as well as
continued emphasis on same-day surgery admissions and
efforts to reduce low-acuity patient days. The hospital
anticipates continued growth in bone marrow transplants,
organ transplants, cardiology and cariovascular surgery, as
well as increased ancillary utilization in conjunction with
the AIDS Treatment Evaluation Unit.

Proposed salary figures include the addition of 17 positions
for next year. Thirteen are in clinical areas, 2 in
computer support areas, and 2 for the operation of the park-
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ing ramp. Mr. Hart reported that salary increases for 1987
88 will be in the range of 2.5% to 3%. Other increases to
salaries for market place adjustments, comparable worth and
performance increases will also be about 3%, bringing the
total pay plan increases to around 6%.

Mr. Fearing noted that a 2.9% over-all increase in charges
for the hospital has been recommended to fund next year's
budget. Mr. Fearing also reported that a bill has been
proposed in the legislature to make the hospital liable for
sales tax, which it has not been in the past. These costs
have not been included in the budget at this time.

Mr. Fearing reported that the designated Board reserves will
be discussed in the near future.

ADJOURNHEHT : There being no further business, the meeting was adjourned
at 11: 55 A.M.

Respectfully submitted,

r,~~
Kay F. Fuecker
Recording Secretary
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UNIVERSITY OF MINNESOTA
TWIN CITIES

University Hospitals and Clinics
420 Delaware Street S.E.
Minneapolis, Minnesota 55455

April 22. 1987

TO: Board of Governors Finance Committee

FROM: Clifford P. Fearing
Senior Associate Director

SUBJECT: Report of Operations for the Period
July 1. 1986 through March 31. 1987

The Hospital's operations through the month of March continued to
reflect both inpatient admissions and outpatient visit activity
that were above budgeted levels. In addition. we continued to ..'"\
experience ancillary service utilization that w~s higher than ~
anticipated. To highlight our position:

Inpa~ien~ Census: For the month of March. inpatient admissions
totaled 1.739 or 332 above budgeted admissions of 1.407. Our
overall average length of stay for the month was 8.1 days.
Patient days for March totaled 13.706 and were 2.255 days above
budget. The increase in admission levels was primarily in the
areas of Gynecology. Medicine. Pediatrics. and Surgery.

To recap our year-to-date inpatient census:

1985-86
Actual

Admissions 13:000
Avg.Lnth.of Stay 8.4
Patient Days 107.721
Percent Occupancy 65.7
Avg.Dai1y Census 393.1

1986-87

~~~.&.!!
12.686

8.3
105.126

63.9
383.7

1986-87
Actual
14:170

8.3
115.809

71.9
422.7

Variance
---1:484

o
10.683

8.0
39.0

%
Variance
---11:-7-

0.0
10.2
12.5
10.2

Ou~pa~ien~ Census: Clinic visits for the month of March totaled
20.974 or 3.369 (19.1%) above budgeted visits of 17.605. The
increase in activity was experienced in nearly all clinic areas
with the largest increases occurring in Medicine. Otolaryngology.
Emergency Services. and Urology.
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To recap our year-to-date outpatient census:

1985 - 86 1986-87 1986-87 %
Actual ~~.!!~~! Actual Variance Variance

163-;318
------ -20-;322 ---12:'5-Clinic Visits 162.625 182.947

CUHCC Visits 30.580 28.051 35.280 7.229 25.8
HHA Visits 6.652 11.171 7.305 -3. 866 -34.6

Financial Operations: The Hospital's Statement of Operations
shows total revenues over expense of $ 2.958.845. a favorable
variance of $ 11.654.741.

Patient care charges through March totaled $175.681.516 and were
17.8% above budget. Routine revenue was 10.6% above budget and
reflected our favorable patient day variance. Ancillary revenue
was approximately $21.734.100 (21.0%) above budget and reflected
(1) the favorable variance in both admissions and clinic visits;
and (2) the utilization of ancillary services per patient being
higher than anticipated. Inpatient ancillary revenue has
averaged $6.649 per admission compared to the budgeted average of
$6.199 per admission. Outpatient revenue per clinic visit has
averaged $170 compared to the budgeted average of $153.

Operating expenditures through March totaled $166.891.300 and
were approximately $ 10.291.400 (6.6%) above budgeted levels.
The overall unfavorable variance continued to relate to the
increase in demand for patient services and was seen primarily in
increased personnel costs (salaries and fringe benefits) and
patient care supplies (drugs. blood. medical supplies).

Accounts Receivable: The balance in patient accounts receivable
as of March 31. 1987 totaled $73.806.328 and represented 107.0
days of revenue outstanding. The overall decrease in our patient
receivables in March of 4.1 days occurred primarily in the
commercial insurance. Medicare. Medical Assistance categories.
and in older accounts in general.

Conclusion: The Hospital's overall operating position continues
to be positive and above budgeted levels. Both inpatient and
outpatient census levels remain above budget. We continue to
monitor our demand for service closely and make those operating
changes that are necessary and appropriate.
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UNIVERSITY OF MINNESOTA HOSPITAL & CLINIC

EXECUTIVE SUMMARY OF FINANCIAL ACTIVITY

FOR THE PERIOD JULY 1. 1986 TO HARCH 31. 1987

Variance
Over/-Under Variance

Budgeted Actual Budget %
----- ------ ------ -----

Patient Care Charges $149.124.716 $175.681.516 $26,556,800 17.8%

Deductions frOlll Charges -23.210,046 -27,352.410 -4,142,364 -17.8%

Other Operating Rev~nue 3,987.802 4,071,239 83,437 2.1%
-------- -------- -------

Total Operating Revenue 129,902,472 152.400,345 22,497.873 17.3%

Total Expenditures -156,599.901 -166.891,271 -10,291.370 -6.6%
--------- ------- ------

Net Operating Revenue -26,697,429 -14,490,926 12,206,503 0.0%

Non-Operating Revenue
and Expenses 18,001,533 17,449,771 -551,762 -3.1%

--------- ------- ------
Revenue Over Expense $-8,695.896 $2,958,845 $11,654.741 (1)

========== ========== ==========
(1) Variance equals 7.9 % of total budgeted revenue.

Variance
Over/-Under Variance

Budgeted Actual Budget %
---- ------ ------

Admissions 12,686 14,170 1,484 11.7%

Patient Days 105,126 115,809 10,683 10.2%

Average Daily Census 383.7 422.7 39.0 10.2%

Average Length of Stay 8.3 8.3 0.0 0.0%

Percentage Occupancy 63.9% 71.9% 8.0% 12.5%

Outpatient Clinic Visits 162,625 182,947 20,322 12.5%

J
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April 15, 1987

TO: Board of Governors

FROM: Clifford P. Fearing
Senior Associate Director

SUBJECT: 1987-88 Operating Budget

The University of Minnesota Hospital and Clinic
Harvard Street at East River Road
Minneapolis. Minnesota 55455

At the March, 1987 meeting we provided for your review Operating Budget
schedules for the 1987-88 fiscal year. There were questions raised at that
time about the projected changes in salary costs for the budget year. As a
supplement to the budget packet you received last month, we are providing
for you this month, a reconciliation of the change in salary costs from
1986-87 to 1987-88.

We will again review the Operating Budget with you and answer any questions
regarding the budget at the April 22, 1987 meeting. We will be asking for
your endorsement of the 1987-88 Operating Budget at that time.

CPF:th
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Uni vers i ty of t·1i nnesota Hospi ta1 and Cl in ic
Fiscal Year 1987-88
Budgeted Salary Change

Pay pl ans:

• Non-step/non-student classification:
average of 4.5% to be divided between
across-the-board and merit-based
progression increases

• Student classes (2.0%)

• Bargaining units, GSN's, CR~JA's,
Pharmacists, Rad. techs

- July 1, 1987 3.0%
across-the-board

- Step increases

• Pay equity

• Market p'ace range adjustments

Total pay pl ans

Volume (17 FTE's)

Extra workday

Vacation/timeback

Total Change

Change

$1,746,500

55,500

1,478,100

340,200

500,000

1,175,000

$5,795,300

450,000

333,600

(274,800)

$6,304,100

%
Change

6.12%

6.65%
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April 13, 1987

The University of Minnesota Hospital and Clinic
Harvard Street at East River Road
Minneapolis, Minnesota 55455

TO:

FROM:

SUBJECT:

Members of~e Board of Governors

Greg Hart
Interim Ho tal Director

Capital Budget

Attached is a proposed Capital Budget for 1987-88. Also included is a
schedule projecting major capital expenditures for the next five years.

We will review the projections in general and focus on the 1987-88 capital
budget at our April meeting. The budget presented to the Board of Governors
last month assumed the capital expenditures as outlined in the capital budget,
thus the capital budget being submitted is consistent with the Hospital's
overall financial plan for next year. Most importantly, the $6,717,000 of
recurring capital expenditures, to be financed from 1987-88 year cash flow,
can be financed with the recommended 2.9% price increase.

The annual capital budget was endorsed by the Planning and Development
Committee on April 13. Your endorsement of the annual capital budget is also
requested this month along with the Hospital's operating budget. As usual,
major capital expenditures will be brought forward during the year for
project-specific approval.

We will be happy to answer any questions you may have next week.

/kj

attachments
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1987-1988 Capital Budget

Recurring capital expenditures 1987-1988 (funded from current year capital)

Minor remodeling carried forward
from previous year

Intermediate sized projects

Minor remodeling projects

Ambulatory Care equipment

Cardio-Respiratory equipment

Laboratory equipment

Nursing and patient care equipment

Operating Room equipment

Radiology equipment

Heart Cath equipment

Information Systems equipment

Misc. department equipment

TOTAL

321,000

670,000

450,000

350,000

612,000

498,000

380,000

610,000

862,000

350,000

1,044,000

570,000

6,717,000

38.
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Five Year Capital -~pense Projections

('

1988

I. Major Capital Expenditures
(funded from prior year
capital)

Clinic space expansion 500,000
and completion

Masonic patient care unit 500,000

A-15 computer 4,315,000

MRI #2 remodel 1,000,000

MRI #2 equipment 2,300,000

Principle on debt 1,264,800
for lithotripter, A9
computer and peripherals,
CT scanner

Lithotripter II

1989

1,134,000

1,000,000

1990

628,000

1991

207,000

1992

58,000

Computer upgrade

Replace CT scanner

Replace linear accelerator

TOTAL

II. Capital Expenditures from
Bond Proceeds

Mayo renovation design
QIIU construction

9,879,800

7,1~O,uuu

2,000,000

2,134,000 2,628,000

2,000,000

1,500,000

3,707,000

2,000,000

2,058,000

w
~.

*Projected expenditures for Mayo renovation b~yond 1908 arc currently ~eili~

developed in the Long-Range Facility Improvement Plan. The long-range plan will be
presented to the Board when complete.



UNIVERSITY OF MINNESOTA
TWIN CITIES

The University of Minnesota Hospital and Clinic
Harvard Street at East River Road
Minneapolis, Minnesota 55455

April 14, 1987

TO:

FROM:

SUBJECT:

Board of Governors

Clifford P. Fearing
Senior Associate Director

Bad Debts - Third Quarter, 1986-87

The total amount recommended for bad debt for Hospital and Clinic accounts
receivable during the third quarter of 1986-87 is $796,754.53, represented
by 1413 accounts. Bad debt recoveries during the period amounted to
$12,551.42, leaving a net charge-off of $784,203.11.

Total bad debts of the Third Quarter of this fiscal year in the amount of
$796,754.53, or 1.34% of gross charges. This compares to a budgeted level
of bad debts of 1.33% ($665,561.00).

A statistical summary is attached with a detailed description of losses over:),
$2,000 and recoveries over $200 for each of the months in the third quarter. '
We have also included additional reports with a break down of bad debts by
residence and by admitting clinical service for the quarter and
year-to-date.

Year-to-date bad debts have amounted to $1,794,723.04, represented by 3940
accounts. Recoveries during these three quarters amounted to $34,915.26,
leaving a net charge-off of $1,759,807.78.

Total bad debts year-to-date for the fiscal year in the amount of
$1,794,723.04, or 1.02% of gross charges. This compares to a budgeted level
of bad debts of 1.33% ($1,978,538.00).

Statistical summaries of year to date figures are also attached.

attachments

CPF:ksl
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BAD IEBT STA'l'IS'l'Ia;

JAt«JARY 1987 11IIOGI IWOI 1987

mmL
Less '!ban I of Ifore '!ban lof mmL lof

IHPATIENr $2000 Accounts $2000 Accounts AIDJRr ACalJN1'S
Medicare (610) Non-Recoverable $ -- -- $ -- -- $
Bad Debt (701) Write-Offs 72,675.86 156 316,202.43 32 388,878.29 188
Total 72,675.86 156 316,202.43 32 388,878.29 188
Recoveries (3,420.37) 13 000.00) 0 (3,420.37) 13
Net Total $ 69,255.49 156* $ 316,202.43 32* $ 385,457.92 188*

Wl"PATIERr
Medicare (610) Non-Recoverable $ 5,159.77 17 $ 223,380.57 4 $ 228,540.34 21
Bad Debt (701) Write-Offs 139,871.32 1185 34,407.12 8 174,278.44 1193
Total 145,031.09 1202 257,787.69 12 402,818.78 1214
Recoveries (4,562.04) 70 (4,569.01) 1 (9,131.05) 71
Net Total $ 140,469.05 1202* $ 253,218~68 12* $ 393,687.73 1214*

IHPATIENr All> Wl"PATIENr
m.rAL $ 209,724.54 1358* $ 569,421.11 44* S 179,145.65 1402*

IB)ICARE BAD IEIJl"S
Inpatient (710) $ 4,371.22 6 $ 0.00 0 $ 4,371.22 6
OUtpatient (710) ,686.24 5 .00 0 686.24 5
Total 5,057.46 11 0.00 0 5,057.46 11
Recoveries (000.00) 0 (000.00) 0 (000.00) 0
Net Total S 5,057.46 11* $ 000.00 0 $ 5,057.46 11*

rorAL l£l' BAD IEBT $ 214,782.00 1369* L569,421.11 44* $ 784,203.11 1413*

NOTE: More than $2,000 amount includes legal settlements totaling $23,564.88

+::0 IX>LIARS IDlG:'.l'ED $ 665,561.00
.......
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IJlIVERSITY IF IllllE!lTIIIlII!PlTlI. IIIl a.1.le

IlIII IlE8T STATISTICS

.IlIUIJRY 1917 TIRlBt IIlIDl 1.1
TOTII.

lE1iS TIIIl 'IF II. - 'IF 11.- 'IF ~- 'IF 111,.+ 'IF TOTII. 'IF "II. ACIDJI1S 1199 II:ClIJn'S 119'J9 ImUIT1I n,9'J9 II:ClIJn'S ACIDJI1S IIOJff II:CllMS
IIIIATIENT
-.lir_ llilll b-browll'lbll ••• • ••• • ••• • .... • .... • ••• •
Bid Dtllt 11111 lritriffs '1,293.1'.1 3'.1 ....916.S '.13 tJl,466.11 24 1'.I3,4~91 25 t222,141.2 7 tJIII,l7L2lJ 181

Totil '1,293.19 3'.1 1","6.S '.13 tJl,466.11 24 '93,4~" 25 t222,741.2 1 tJIII, 171. 29 181
Iltrowerill '11".251 7 112,27'5. 621 :I 111,••511 I ••• • I.. • I13,4lI.371 13

----
-.t Jot~1 '1,1".94 3'.1' tJa,64I. 94 '.13' S2'.1,465.61 24 • m,4~" 25' t222,741.2 7 • '315,457. '.12 181 •

lIJJ1IAT lENT
-.lir_ (r.11l lion broweribll 1213. '.12 r. 11,_'.12 1 13,,".'.13 3 12,I13.r.3 I t22I, :176.94 3 S228, 541. 34 21
Bid Dtbt mil llI'itHlffs S28, r.29.94 133 '93,&49 341 '11,311.19 12 S21,S4.115 7 113,142.27 I '174,211." 1IlJ3

---- -----
Johl t28,M3.llr. 13'.1 ''.15, 161.41 341 121,126.12 15 ta,." 1 1234,419.21 4 t412,II1. 71 1214
Iltrowerill 111,13'.1.311 51 1t3,42U61 12 ••• • IM,S'1'1I 1 .... • In, 131.151 11

-----
III!t Jot~1 121,114." 13'.1 • nl,m.75 341 • 121,126.12 15 • III, 7'.19.47 I' t234,419.21 4. SJ'J3, £>17. 73 1214 •

IfIlATlENT IIIl lII1JlATlEIfT TDTII. t28,153.42 171. I1J1,37L69 "I' 6,4'.12.43 3'.1' .1Iz,m31 33' 1457,167.73 11 • 1779, 145. r.5 1412 •

IDltAIE lAD IEITS
IntIIt itnl mil ••• • 12,57t.e2 5 II,••• 1 ••• • ... • 14,371.22 r.
...tlNtitllt mil ""'. 2 t537.26 3 .... • .... • ... • sr.ar.. 24 5

----
Tot~1 ""'. 2 13,111." 1 II,••• I ... • ... • 15,157.46 II
IItc:over ill .... • ••• • .... • ... • ... • ... •----
lit! TDt~1 "".. 2. •3,1.... 1 • II,••• I • .... •• ... •• 15,157.46 II •

JOTII. lET IlIII lOT

IllAAS IU&1Bl

S2'.1,"" ea. 1133,"7.11 "9 • 152,2CJ2.43 ... '112,m31 33' M57.167.73 II • t7M,2I3.11

tr.65,SI••

1413 •

+::>
N

• lilt 'ot~1 of II:t'IIWIts do III Inrllllt rICOWI'illl.
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BAD IEB'l' STATIS'l'IQ;

JULY 1986 '11IlOJGII IWO 1987

".l'OmL
less '!'ban I of More '!'ban lof "lU.rAL lof

IRPATIBRl' $2000 Accounts $2000 Accounts AIDJNr AaDJNl'S
Medicare (610) Non-Recoverable $ - - $ -- - $
Bad Debt (701) Write-Offs 151,927.85 394 621,843.67 69 773,771.52 463
Total 151,927.85 394 621,843.67 69 773,771.52 463
Recoveries (7,074.20) 40 (6,765.64) 2 (13,839.84) 42
Net Total $ 144,853.65 394* $ 615,078.03 69* $ 759,931. 68 .463*

00l'PM'IERl'
Medicare (610) Non-Recoverable $ 14,858.41 45 $ 559,241.03 15 $ 574,099.44 60
Bad Debt (701) Write-Offs 328,488.95 3370 104,424.42 20 432,913.37 3390
Total 343,347.36 3415 663,665.45 35 1,007,012.81 3450
Recoveries (12,635.11) 325 (8,440.31) 2 (21,075.42) 327
Net Total $ 330,712.25 3415* $ 655,225.14 35* $ 985,937.39 3450*

IRPATIBRl' All) 00l'PATIBRl'
"lOrAL $ 475,565.90 3809* $1,270,303.17 104* $1, 745,869.07 3913*

MmICARB BAD IEIJl'S
Inpatient (710) $ 8,505.22 16 $ 4,187.27 1 $ 12,692.49 17
OUtpatient (710) 1,246.22 10 .00 0 1,246.22 10
Total 9,751.44 26 4,187.27 1 13,938.71 27
Recoveries COOO.OO) 0 COOO.OO) 0 COOO.OO) 0
Net Total $ 9,751.44 26* $ 4,187.27 1 $ 13,938.71 27*

rorAL lET BAD IEB1' $ 485,317.34 3835* $1,274,490~j 105* $1,759,807.78 3940*

NJl'E: More than $2,000 aroount includes legal sett1errents b .l9 $44,027.62

(Jl OOLLARS vnm V $1,978,538.00 VN.
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lrllVERSITY fF 11INNESTlWl tllSPJT~ IIW D.IIIC

BAIl lOT STATISTICS

AU 1986 THIWiH IfIlDi 1981
TOT~

LESS TIWI IfF II. - IfF II'" - IfF 12lIII - IIF lit,'" + IfF TOT~ IIF
II. AClDt4TS 1m IaXlJjTS 11m IQD.JITS 19,m ~CIIlJlTS AClDt4TS IMUT OOlltlTS

llIlATJENT ----- --- ---- --- ------- ---- --- -----
llItIic_ 1£>111 Iloll-Iel:ove...ble .... I .... I .... t ..... I .... I .... I

Bid o.tJt 17t1l lIritr-llffs ",45t." 12'1 192,564. 59 22£> 154,919.22 J'J I2«i, 1£>1.51 52 "1£>,£>1£>.11 11 In3,m.52 463

----- ------ - - ------- ------ ----
Totil ",45t." 12'1 192,564.59 22£> 154,919.22 39 t215, Ilil.51 52 "11i,£>1£>.11 11 In3,m.52 463

Iec:ovl!r1ft lIli41.4li1 21 115, 426. 2" 12 .1',••511 I ISIi, 11i5.1i41 2 I•• I III J, 839.841 42

------ ------ ---- ------ ------
Net Tohl 1J,8IIi.5I 12'1 - 181,138.35 2<:Ii - 153,918.12 39- 1198,~1.er. 52- "1£>,1i11i.11 11 - 115CJ,9J1.1i8 463 t

lJJTlitll lENT
IlItIlcMe 1£>181 Iloll-Ilecovl!rilble IliSI.12 11 15,941.75 22 18,264.94 Ii IJIi,II1.11 8 1523,IJI. JJ 1 1514,199. 44 68
&111 Debt 17111 WrIte-Offs 183,.?'lI. 12 2518 saa,es9.81 821 131, 138. 9£> 6 154,818.42 I£> 149,546." 4 "32,913.31 339i

----- ------- ------- --------- ---_..._--- -----------
lotol 183,941. 84 2535 1214,lNl.62 849 145,483.91 31 191,989.1<: 24 1512,1i11i. JJ II 11,1117,112.81 3451
llecOVl!I'l1!5 11J,889.951 112 118,145. Iii) 153 ..... , 118, 441. 311 2 ..... , 1121,'75. 421 327

------- --------- ------- --------- ----------- ----------
Net Tot.1 181,151.89 2535 t t.?tS,25r.. 4Ii 849' "S, 483. 91 31 • 182,548.81 24 - 1512, Ii7£>. JJ II • 1985,937. J9 3451 t

IWAIIENI AND lUlPATJEHT TOTAL 183,8511.47 2Iir.4 t IZ92,394.61 1875 • 199,312.62 71 • 1288,'r.iI.1i7 71i I 1989,352.51 28 I 11,745,8£>9.17 3913 •

IOIl:A1IE &Ali ~8TS
I',oallent 11111 ..... I 1Ii,715.22 15 11,811." I ",187.27 I ..... , 112,£>92.49 17
Outoot lent 1711) "81.12 5 1964.51 5 .... , ..... t .... , 11,246.22 II

------------ ----------- ------------- ------------ --------- ------------
lotill 1281.72 S 17,£>£'9.12 21 11,811•• I ",187.27 I ..... , $\3,938.71 27
Ileco.er les .... I ..... I ..... , ..... I ..... , ..... I

-------- ---------- ------- ------ ----------- -----------
Net Tolol 1281.72 S t 17.bli9.72 21' 11,8111." I • '4,187.27 I I W.N • t 113,938.11 d'

TOIIl. NET ~ DEBT

IKlLUlRS 1Ul6HED

184,141.19 21i1i9 • 1.,1£>4.53 1895 • 11'1,112.62 71 • 1285,137.94 71' 1989,352.51 28. 11,7S9,8117.78

11,978,538."

J94I •

U1
W

t Net tot.l of i1CL'Ounts do not IlltlUde rl'COVlrIK.



THIRD QUARTER FISCAL YEAR - 1987
and YEAR-TO-DATE BAD DEBTS

BY STATE

STATE THIRD THIRD YEAR- YEAR-
QUARTER QUARTE~ TO-DATE TO-OAT)
NUMBER AMOUNT NUMBER AMOUNT

Alabama $ 7 $ 399.9:
Alaska 1 15.79 3 67.8'
Arizona 7 573.24 25 17,889.0:
Arkansas 3 643.2:
California 6 290.48 36 5,918.8'
Colorado 3 455.72 23 2,163.C
Connecticut 1 15.0(
Delaware
District of Columbia 2 37.71
Florida 6 1,427.21 18 17,869.01

Georgia 6 4,966.4-
Hawai i
Idaho 2 237.3
Illinois 4 484.97 18 l~547.8
Indiana 4 573.81 11 598.0
Iowa 7 3,797.81 20 ,.;~Kansas 3
Kentucky 1
Louisiana 4 1,408.91 4 1,408.9
Maine 2 347.50 2 347.5
Maryl and 8 2,209.3
Massachusetts 5 258.9
Michigan 5 1, 549. 9~ 8 1,816.5
Minnesota 1236 644,649.6 3,333 1,346,705.5
Mississippi 1 128.70 2 301. 5
Missouri 2 1,577.01 4 1,893.5
Montana 2 371.77 6 887.8
Nebraska 1 178.40 4 40,547.4
Nevada 1 22.2
New Hampshi re
New Jersey
New Mexico 1 123.2
New York 5 1,013.05 21 2,754.3
North Carolina 1 1,000.00 2 1,098.°
North Dakota 18 11,940.93 65 37,912.8
Ohio 6 1,122.65 9 4,992.9
Oklahoma 2 207.S
Oregon 2 1,147.65 2 1,147.6
Pennsyl vania 1 72.50 1 72.5
Puerto Rico
Rhode Island 2 20,432.19 2 20,432.
South Carol ina 2 70,.J.South Dakota 41 7,411. 34 103
Tennessee 4 532.77 7 628.
Texas .6 86,482.80 15 99,839.
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(, STATE THIRD THIRD YEAR- YEAR-
QUARTER QUARTE~ TO-DATE TO-DAT1NUMBER AMOUNT NUMBER AMOUNT

Utah 1 120. :
Vermont
Virginia 1 60.00 1 60. (
Washington 1 41.42 2 68. I
West Virginia
Wisconsin 30 6,562.04 128 28,044. l

Wyoming 1 1,037.36 1 1,037. :
Unidentified 19 16,198.~

TOTAL 1,413 $ 796.754.53 3.940 $ 1.794.723.(

I.These figures do not include recoveries to bad debt.
2.The Minnesota figures include not only Minnesota bad debts, but also includes somE
group bad debt, including Medicare and Legal categories.
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THIRD QUARTER FISCAL YEAR - 1987
and YEAR TO DATE BAD DEBTS

BY ADMITTING SERVICE

ADMITTING SERVICE THIRD THIRD YEAR- YEAR-
QUARTER QUARTE~ TO-DATE TO-DAT1NUMBER AMOUNT NUMBER AMOUNT

Anesthesiology $ $
Clinical Research 2 236.82 2 236.82
Dentistry 1 19.68 2 29.61
Dermatology 2 714.81 2 714.81
Family Practice 1 517.88
GYN 3 5,591. 95 9 12,383.72
GYN Oncology 10 41,524.46 33 52,689.94
Lab. Medicine &Pathology
Medicine - Blue 4 603.18 7 4,693.42

-Green 3 1,358.32 13 10,888.09
-Masonic(Onc) 4 1,170.02 18 7,023.00
-Purple 2 23,632.44 3 25,846.43
-Red A 3 1,897.70 10 13,407.27
-Red B 1 47.80 2 250.50
-Rose A 1 429.58 4 832> 00
-Rose B
-White A 4 1,245.09 15 5,1: ..j
-White B 6 1,001. 84 17 11,784 ".
-Yellow A 8 2,557.86 10 2,615 .
-Yell ow B 2 8,234.09 3 8,26';.09

Neurology 9 18,113.67 14 34,993.36
Neuro-epilepsy 3 1,720.89
Neurosurgery 11 9,601. 63 24 17,074.57
New Born - General 2 003.82 6 7,405.85
Obstetrics - General 4 2,551. 50 8 3,041.22

- Midwife 1 994.53 1 994.53
Opthalmology 6 5,227.04 13 6,987.64
Orthopaedic Surgery 7 4,783.32 31 15,604.91
Otolaryngology 8 7,082.45 16 11,020.58
Pediatrics -General 14 69,557.31 31 95,249.76

-Neurology 5 2,210.27 7 2,475.93
-Neurosurgery 1 125.00
-Opthalmology 1 2,600.61 7 5,655.08
-Orthopaedic 2 4,224.91
-Otolaryngology 1 1,487.58 1 1,487.58
-Surgery Green 2 859.74 3 879.74
-Surgery Orange 3 1,863.17
-Surgery Transpl 2 85,548.47 2 85,548.47
-Urology 1 11.61

Physical Med. &Rehab. 1 96.50 3 208.24
Psychiatry - Child 11 1,734.05

- Adult 11 14,096.94 22 31,646.63

J
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G ADMITTING SERVICE THIRD THIRD YEAR- YEAR-
QUARTER QUARTEI\ TO-DATE TO-DATEINUMBER AMOUNT NUMBER AMOUNT

Radiology
Surgery - B1 ue 10 7,025.14 24 61,035.62

- Orange 3 4,003.30 10 7,560.45
- Purp1 e 6 4,702.80 11 58,374.10
- Red 4 4,540.14 12 16,275.50
- White 4 15,613.95 11 19,450.29

Therapeutic Radiology
Urology 6 10,899.74 14 18,014.15
Unknown 20 30,533.42 53 118,393.03
Outpatient 1,219 403,505.02 3,460 1,008,259.03

TOTAL 1.413 $ 796.754.53 3,940 $ 1,794,723.04

I.These figures do not include recoveries to bad debt.

•
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"HOSPITAL! PHYSICIAN RELATIONSHI PS: ~

Corporate-Cooperative-Competitive?"

HOSPITAL
TRUSTEE XIV

CONFERENCE

RADISSON HOTEL ST. PAUL
11 EAST KELLOGG BOULEVARD
ST. PAUL

Minnesota Hospital Trustee Conference
Sponsored by:
Metro Hospital Trustee Council

TUESDAY, MAY 5, 1987 •
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TUESDAY, MAY 5, 1987

Conference Objective:
The Twin City metropolitan health care system con
tinues to experience dramatic change. Our dynamic
competitive environment requires us to question all
past traditions, relationships and structures that
influence the hospital and the medical staff.

Hospital trustees need to be knowledgeable of how
the changes taking place will affect their medical
staff. They will then be in a position to reassess the
current relationship between their organization and
medical staff, set the policy direction for future initia
tives, and evaluate the diverse options that exist for
new relationships.

The hospital corporation that is not reassessing and
adjusting relationships with the medical staff will
become increasingly vulnerable in the marketplace.
Current competitive pressures can present multiple
new opportunities for hospitals to relate with the
medical staff. Many examples exist on how physicianl
hospital relationships have been changed and en
""nced.

This conference will examine current and future
initiatives that are evolving between hospitals and
medical staff. The goal of the conference is to clarify
the central issues to be considered by trustees in
making decisions that will affect hospital physician
relationships.

PROGRAM

"Hospital/Physician Relationships:
Corporate-Cooperative-Competitive?"

8:00 a.m. Registration and Continental Breakfast

8:30 a.m. Welcome and Introduction
Barbara Klemme and ,. Stanley Hill
Co-Presidents,
Metro Hospital Trustee Council

8:45 a.m. "Restructuring the
Hospitall Physician Relationship"

Arthur Caplan, Ph.D., Director
Biomedical Ethics Center
University of Minnesota

9:30 a.m. "Competitive Model: Winners and
Losers in the Free Marketplace"

Steven Carter, Chief Executive Officer
Minnesota Medical Association

10:00 a.m. Break

10:15 a.m. "Cooperative Model:
Together but Separate"

Richard YaDeau, M.D., President
Hospital Health Plan Corporation

10:45 a.m. "Corporate Model:
An Integrated Delivery System"

Michael Myers, Executive Director
and CEO
St. Mary's Hospital, Rochester

11:15 a.m. Questions and Discussion

12:00 noon Lunch

1:00 p.m.

2:30 p.m.

2:45 p.m.

........ '0·

I
1)0... "10........

e~,l'a~ces
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AI' day IO~

par"'lng

Case Studies

Break

"Selecting a Mutually Desirable
Relationship:
A Governance Responsibility"

William Fifer, M.D., President
Clayton, Fifer, & Associates

3:30 p.m. Adjourn

Conference Committee Members
Robert E. Christenson, Chairman
Vernon Hoium
Geoffrey Kaufmann
Barbara Klemme
LuVerne Molberg, Staff
Pat Pardun, Coordinator
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Arthur Caplan, Ph.D.

~ -thur Caplan, Ph.D., will be the director of the
,medical Ethics Center at the University of Min

nesota effective june 1, 1987. Presently, he is the
associate director of The Hastings Center: Institute of
Society, Ethics and life Sciences, Hastings-on-Hudson,
New York.

Steven Carter

Steven Carter is the chief executive officer of the
Minnesota Medical Association. Previously, Mr. Carter
was a health care consultant in Kansas, New Mexico
and Washington, D.C.

Richard E. YaDeau, M.D.

Richard E. YaDeau, M.D., is president of Hospital

General Information

Health Plan Corporation, Washington, D.C. Dr. YaDeau
has presented programs for the staffs of community 0....
hospitals throughout the country.

Michael J. Myers

Michael j. Myers is executive director and CEO of Saint
Mary's Hospital, Rochester, Minnesota. Mr. Myers is
an attorney and was the regional legal counsel for
Sister of Mercy Health Corporation and St. joseph
Mercy Hospital of Dubuque, Iowa.

William R. Fifer, M.D., F.A.C.P.

William R. Fifer, M.D., president of Clayton, Fifer and
Associates, is an author, lecturer and consultant to
hospitals and professional associations nation-wide.
Dr. Fifer is board certified in Internal Medicine and
spent 15 years in a multispecialty group practice.

Who Should Attend: The Conference is recommended to all trustees, physicians, chief executive officers, and key
hospital administrative staff. Community leaders representing health public policy, government, planning, business, .
labor, third party payers, health professionals and health service organizations are also welcome to attend.

Registration Fee: $95.00 for the first registration and $75.00 for each additional registration from the same institution.
Fee includes continental breakfast, luncheon, coffee breaks and conference materials. This fee is refundable in case
of cancellation up to 5 working days prior to the conference. Substitutions may be made anytime.

Hotel: Radisson Hotel St. Paul (612-292-1900). The hotel is located on the corner of Kellogg Boulevard and Wabasr .J....
Tl.,e conference rate for overnight accommodations is $60. Out of town registrants will be sent hotel reservat'

ds upon receipt of their registration.

Clock Hours: Four clock hours have been approved for Nursing Home Administrators.

CMES: The Office of Continuing Medical Education, University of Minnesota Medical School, designates this
continuing medical education activity for 5.25 credit hours in Category 1 of the Physician's Recognition Award of
the American Medical Association.

For Further Information: Pat Pardun
Conference Coordinator
Minnesota Hospital Trustee Conference
2550 University Avenue West, Suite 221 North
St. Paul, Minnesota 55114
(612) 641·1121

HOSPITAL
TRUSTEE XIV

CONFERENCE

Registration Form
CUT HERE.------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------CUT HERE

PLEASE CALL KAY FUECKER

TO BE REGISTERED AT 626-62220
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SKY KING
Getting critically ill children

to University Hospital is
no ord inary endeavor

by Dominic P. Papatola
photography by Greg Helgeson

EBRUARY 26, 3:45 P.M. - Irs STRAM "~HAT SUCH SMAll DEVICES
can jolt so many people into such rap:. action on such short notice.
But they can, and they do.

The devices are pocket pagers, and. >- :;'eir insistent beeping splits the
calm of what might otherwise have been "1 ordinary day, the on-call doctor
and nurse wearing them react immediateiv. Within 30 minutes, they must

get from wherever they are to 4E, the Children's Special Care Unit (CSCU). Minutes after
th.." "rrive, they will be rushed to SI. Paul's Holman Fiekl, where they will board a specially
e ed airplane to fly to South Dakota and tend to a critically ill child.

E
VERY afHER DAY, ON THE AVERAGE, A SIMILAR SCENARIO IS REPEAT
ed for the University of Minnesota Hospital's Pediatric Transport Unit. Three doc
tors, eight nurses, and a few million doUars' worth of aviation and medical technology
are on hand 24 hours a day to transport criticallv ill children from hospitals and
clinics throughout the region - and the country - to the university hospital. The

hospital's ability to reach these children on short notice often means the difference between
life and death.

The hospital has been in the business of transporting patients via air since 1971. It was
one of the first hospitals in the country to develop an air ambulance service and, in the fall
of 1983. sought to include helicopter transports in its program. Because of the expense of
developing and maintaining such a program, the university partnered with Abbott-Northwest
ern Hospital in 1984. That summer, St. Paul R':lrnsey Medical Center joined the consortium,
which came to be known as Critical Care Services (CCS). The transport program was chris
tened Lifelink III.

In June of 1986, the university hospital committed personnel and funds toward a full-time,
special unit specifically designed for the transport of critically ill children.

Half of the university's air transports are pediatric or neonatal cases.
Transports to the hospital may be run by ground ambulance, helicopter, or airplane, de

pending on distance and the severity of the child's condition. And while these transports
can be crucial. even lifesaving, they are not cheap. An average helicopter transport costs about
$2.000 (figured at a $600 lift-off fee. and a $6-per-mile charge); an average fixed-wing trans
port runs $2.500 (mileage is a comparatively paltry $2.75-per-mile, but fixed-wing transports
travel greater distances). Lifelink III alSQ perfonns ground ambulance transports at an aver
age cost of $750 a trip. According to hospital administrator Mary Ellen Wells, insurance sel
dom covers the entire cost of a transport, and the hospital eats a percentage of the costs
from most runs, '

4:15 p.m. - The transport team boards the Ufelink squad from a garage in the emergency
room and heads lor Holman Field.

During the 15-minute ride, Dr. Joe Stenzel and nurse Rosemary Vanco discuss the pa
tient, 7-month-old Derek Bissonette, whose family lives on the Pine Ridge Indian Reservation
in southwestern South Dakota. He was brought in to the Pine Ridge hospital with a viral
infection that developed into an empyema - a sac at pus - which is growing rapidly, pushing
against his left lung and making it increasingly difficult lor him to breathe.

The team arrives at the airport at 4:30, and is met by pilot Mike Andersen and a Ufelink
III paramedic, Mike Hill, who will accompany the team. The King Air is refueling. Ufelink
has two fixed-wing crafts and, betMen them, this will be its sixth run at the day. Mike Ander
sen tells the team that, because at a snowstorm in Pine Ridge, they will fly to Rapid City
instead, While some 90 miles further west than their destination, the Rapid City airport is
t lit, and will be better able to deal with the storm conditions. The transport team will
t ground ambulance to Pine Ridge, pick Derek up, and take him to Rapid City lor the
flignt back.

Anticipating a long haul (trips to Pine Ridge seem particularly prone to the whim of Mur
phy's Law), Joe runs into the flight center and hits up the vending machine lor a buck-and·

12 Co '1 W I I'l "'C' 1 T r E)" R E A~O E'R .,

A II iIIfimt rides ill a special /Jrmsport ifICUba/Dr for the air trip

a-half worth of Snicker bars.
Just before 5 p.m., the team climbs into the compact, double-prop King Air, taxis to the

runway, takes off, and banks into the western sky.

e ;~~e~.~;~:~~~~ ~;e~~,~in~r;;e~a~~~?;r,th,eAD,n.. a:
bon WIth helicopter, iixe<!·wmg. and ground support servu:es. Unlike trae:' 0·'. .
bulance services, CCS does only hospital-to-hospital runs, and specializes, ,
care.

Lifelink III - with its two planes, four pilots (with combined flying time of owr _
hours), and a horde cif nurses, paramediCS, and other support staff - runs the fixed-wing
flights, and provides ground transportation from hospital to airport and back again. For its
helicopter runs, CCS leases a four-man flight staff and a $1.7 million helicopter (also sta
tioned at Holman Field) from Air Transports, a Denver-based air ambulance company.

CCS breaks even on ground and fixed-wing runs. The helicopter program. like most of
the 150 helicopter-transport programs in the country, loses money - about $900,000 a year.
Each hospital's contribution to erase that deficit is figured partially on the number of trans·
ports it receives (as a result, the university's annual contribution is roughly $350,000).

6:25 p.m. - Winter, the pilots say, is the smoothest time at the year to fly. No patches of
thuriderstorms, whose air-pressure antics can tum a routine flight ir to a Disneyland ride
gone haywire. The sun's summertime heat bounces back off the ef rth, helping to create
still more pockets of "bumpy air," More than once, the medical staff IllS suffered an attack
of the mid-air ~ueasies. But winter - sweet, cold, srnooltl-aired w' ter - allows the team
to perform almost any procedure onboard.

Tonight, the King Air cruises smoothly at 24.000 feet.
Passing through a ~re pocket of rough air, the King Air makes a sudden, single bounce.

rousing the medical team from a collective doze. Looking out the windows, they see the
plane's wing tips - and little else. Visibility fuzzes out aIIer a couple hundred feet in any
direction. Someone makes a halfhearted joke about "all the other planes out there,"

The plane is stilfabout a half hour out of Rapid Cily. The snowstorm below is getting
worse, and talk in the cabin turns to the unpleasant possibility of an overnight stay.

Mike Hill sits in the copilot's seat. He is on the radio. When he signs off, he turns around
to relay the report to Joe and Rosemary. The Pine Ridge clinic doesn't think an ambulance
will be able to negotiate the roads on Ii trip from Rapid City. They do, however, think Derek
is stable enough to transport.

They will load him, his mother, and a nurse up in a Ford Bronco, and drive to Rapid City.
While this will save the team more than two hours of transportation time, It also means they
will face a 9lkninute wait in Rapid City.

F
OR THE PAST FOUR YEARS, DOCTORS MIKE SHANNON. JOE STENZEL,
and Marie Steiner have done the bulk of the hospital's pediatric transports. All three
are graduates of the university medical school now engaged in further study in areas
such as pediatric oncology (the study of tumors) and hematology (the study of blood·
related diseases), pediatric critical care, and public health. Shannon, the transport

coordinator since June 1986. is on call an average of 22 days a month. Stenzel and Steiner
split the rest of the days while they pursue other research.

Although there are no legal or professional guidelines to qualify a physician to dlSJair. s·
ports, all three have taken pediatric advanced life support coursework, an intensifl
ing program in resuscitation of infants and children. Each started doing tran
voluntary basis while in pediatric residency. Four years' experience has taught them, •. 'e
all to expect the unexpected.

"I don't think there are any such things as 'typical' runs," says Shannon, "because you
have to be ready for anything that comes up at any time" A transport, for instance, may
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Nunes at the Child_'s Special Can U"it at U of M Hospital .. MicluJel Seifert for Oft X-nzy i" a 1lJtIgOfI. At 18
_ths of age, MicluJel's Q tJrz1lSport vetemll.

be what Shannon calls a "swoop and scoop" operation, where the team flies in, spends an
hour stabilizing the patient and switching over IVs, then loads him up and flies back. Other
transports, however, may involve five or six hours of ground time, trying to stabilize a child
enough to make the trip to the hospital as safe and uneventful as possible.

There are special standards for the transport nurses as well. They must, for example, have
at least a year of work on the cscu. They participate in an orientation and training program
taught by a transport physician and the Life1ink III staff. After training, they will make three
runs with a transport nurse before they are allowed to "solo" with the team. Aq:ording to

rdinator Ruthie Pallow, the transport nurses must be more independent and assertive on
; than when they are.on CSCU because of the lack of support staff. The nurses are also

~ .amily's primary link to the 'Tansport team.
Regardless of the urgency of the particular transport, runs are carried out quickly and calmly.

There is little of the frenzy that old TV shows like E1JIl!Tlff!1ICY! would suggest. Instead, runs
are quietly efficient; one might be tempted III call them dull. But what appears routine is
actually a symbiosis built on mutual understanding and trust between doctor, nurse, para
medic. and pilot. "Everyone on the team's a professional:' says Stenzel, "and unless every
one on the team is intact, you can't do the job:'

7:15 p,m. - In a blustery snowstorm, the King Air lands at the regional airpon in Rapid
City. and taxis up to the Westjel Air Center, a haven for private pilots. There are about 4
inches of snow on the ground already, and there is no sign that the storm will let up any
time soon. Facing a 9O-minute walt until their patient arrives, the team pursues the only
logical course of action - that 01 finding a restaurant.

One hour and a round of "vernburgers" (some of the greasiest half-pounders in the Mid
west) later, the team waits in the Air Center's lounge.

As Cosby turns into Family TIeS and then Cheers. Rosemary asks about the possibility
of an overnight stay. Mike Andersen assures her that Derek will be here in plenty of time,
As long as they take off within an hour or two, the storm shouldn't be a problem.

Joe is stretched out on the floor, having forgone Cosby for a few minutes of sleep. A trans
pon physician learns lD grab short stretches of sleep whenever he can. Joe slept four hours
last night.

A
N EXEMPLARY SAFETY RECORD OF THE HELICOPTER AND FlXED
wing crafts justifies the transport team's implicit faith in the pilots. And although
fear is not an emotion easily salved by safety statistics, the transport team manages
to keep it tucked away in the back of their minds. "Of course I think about it:' says
nurse Rosemary Vaneo. "But there are risks with any job. I don't think you could

do it if you stopped to think about it ahead of time." Helicopter runs, which originate from
a heliport atop the new university hospital building, are the worst for Steiner, who lilrens
it to stepping off a building. When the helicopter takes off, she says, "I don't look ... I can't
look."

But the worry is passed dawn to their families.
Steiner's father "loves planes and thinks it's incredibly neat. But my mother worries a lot:'
Stenzel says his wife hates transport duty: "She can hear the helicopter go right over our -

house, landing and taking off, She says she only worries a little bit, but I have no idea:' A
father of three children, he approaches transport duty more fatalistically and says of his family
and those of his colleagues: "They can worry, but they really don't have that much to say
about it, because we're all too independent [for them] to do anything about it."

8:50 p.m. - The Bronco arrives from the rwervation. While Derek Is being bundled up,
Andersen and Hill unload gear from the plane. The transponteam always brings the same

ln or eight Items on each trip, including a drug box, IV pumps, and a portIIble EKG
,Uor (which will monitor Derek's hean rate). .

Derek, talhered to an IV, Is carried into the Air Center's lounge by his mother, Virginia.

WED N E S 0 A Y, MAR C H 1 8.. _ 1. 98,7 .
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A IlUrw tolIows. The chlId ilIIgil*I8Ild cry
ing with a heart-rendlng, plaintive Int_ity
thai Is pien:ing. "1CIOII88 Vnginia Isll88llld,
Joe 8Ild RoaemaJy bagin their~
Pfl)C8durw. Roaernary'" a large syringe
of Derek's IV aolulion, 8Ild Ioada It Into a
pump thai wiY be UMd on the trip back. She
takes his vital signs 8Ild comforts Virginia
while 88lcing quMllons. WIth tiny electrode
patches, Mike attaehM DenIk 10 the EKG
machine.

Meanwhile, Joe consult8 with the nurse
from the IM«V8lion '-P/tBl. They look at
two XofIIYS. The fi1818tIClWII the~ two
days ago, a barely dIICemIble thin line over
the left 8lde 01 Den!k's rib cage. An X-nty tak·
en IlU1ier tDday 8tIClWII the i1flIctian hM grown
to encompau eImClIIl all 01 the left 8lde 01
the boy's rib cage. A tube wiU have to be In
ser1ed in the boYs chest to drain the 8lIC 01
pus, but Joe .-xl I'tc.mIrydecide thillJIOC&
dura can wait until they gel beck to the ho8p~

tal. Within 13 mlnuleI, DenIk end his mother
IIIe ready to be Ioeded cno the plene.

A
N ON-<:ALL PERIOD FOR THE
tIaD8port physician is generally
three lD four days. On oa:asioII, 0IIe
cIodor dIa'y be 011 call for 10 days or
longer. SbaDnoa 0IlCle spent nearly

three weeks 011 c:aII, doing 12 traD8port nms.
Being on call meas being attadled IiIre a

Siamese twin III a poc:Rt pager and being
within 20 lD 30 JDinutes from the hoapital24
hours a day. Irs not a oormaI way III live.
When the beeper goes oIf, it lriQers a Pav
lovian rush of adrenaIin. When the beeper is
quiet, there's still an UIIIIerIyiDgsa-. almost
a feeling of impeadiDg doom.

Wearing a transport beeper wreaks bawc,
e'YeD 011 life's simplest routiDea. Going out
with friends~ takiag aepanIe ClIJS, stay
ing within the 2O-miauIr! radius, and perbaps

changing out of touch-football togs in the back of an ambulance. Getting a haircut means
risking the possibility of having to run out with a baIf-sbeared bead. E-ven taking a shower
must be scheduled (usually between 5 a.m and 7 a.m., when transport caDs are statistically
least likely to- be made). "You never know when your caDs are going to be:' Shannon says.
"It disrupts your sleep cycle, your eating cYcles. and it can cm!I'Whelm you at times. I've
done as many as five transports in a 31-hour period.... You have to plaD your life such that
you can't plaD on anything:'

9:15 p.m. - The snow keeps falling, and plows make continual~ to keep the airpon's
single runway clear. Mike Andersen takes Virginia out to the plane, and buckles her into
the copilot's seat. A few minutes later, Mike and Rosemary follow with Derek. AI 9:21, the
hatch is ctosed,and the plane starts Its taxi.

The interior 01 the King Air, a plane that might otherwise be UMd tor corporate travel,
has been entirely refitted for use as an air ambulance. The 8lr8lcher where Derek lies is
locked on the right side 01 the cabin, which is equipped with eleclric:aI outlets, oxygen valves,
a respirator, and other medical equipment. Across the narrow aisle IIIe thrw seats that face
the stretcher. The seating configuration allows Joe, Rosemary,.oo Mike to work on Derek
withoulleaving their seats. In the right rear 01 the cabin Is a makeshift hold, where the team's
medical gear is stowed in flight. Next to the hold and facing forward Is a spare seat. The
cabin Is tight - standing upright is wishful thinking - but the plethora of medical gear
is jammed in efficiently, with everything practically at arm's reach.

Cecophony builds as the King Air's engines throttle up. 8etMen the rapid beeping of
the EKG machine, the screaming child, and the din of the craft, the team must practically
shout to be heard. Amid the million-and-one distractions, the team workB In a harmony bom
of repetition and trust. Rosemary attaches Derat< to the Dinamapp, a device that will con
stantly monitor his bfood pressure and pulse rate. Still agltatad and In pain, Derek rails when
Rosemary tries to put an oxygen mm on him. After a few minutes of coaxing, she aban
dons the mask and simply places the hose above his face.

AI 9:35, the King Air takes off into !tie snowy night. Fifteen minutes later, the scene shifts
as the transport settles into routine. Rosemary, Joe, and Mike begin filling out paperwork.
Derek, soothed by the plane's vibrations, sleeps.

T
HE PEDIATRIC TRANSPORT PROGRAM HAS MADE A PRONOUNCED
difference in the care of aitically ill children throughout the region. Steiner esti·
mates that one-third of the children flown in since July 1986 would have died if
the university's advanced facilities hadn't been available.

Karen Rietmann is the mother of 18-month-old transport veteran Michael Seifert.
Michael's first trip to the university hospital came two days after his birth, and since then
be bas been the star attraction on a baIf-dozen transports from the family home in Red Wmg.
"I've seen them save Michael more than once," she says. "They make you feel1ike there's
hope. I just feel that they're calm, in control, and in charge:' She cannot overemphasize the
importance of the transport team. "It means Michael's life," she says. "He wouldn't be here
if it hadn't been for [the transport team's] knowledge and expertise:'

The statistics are telling, but the transport doctors maintain that much of the credit goes
III awareness and good judgment on the part of the physicians who refer patients for trans
port. The referring physicians, say Stenzel, "have an incredible responsibility compared to
us. We can fly in with all the equipment you'd ever care to use. We have it at our disposal
... and we're familiar with it because [aitical care is] the only thing we do every day. But
this [8 aiticaDy ill child] is something they don't see erery day, and.when they do, they're
ezpected to respoad." BeCwse cbiIdren don't'iIel that sick that often. Shannon adds, many
hospitals don't have the university's expertise to deal with a aitical illness. The transport.
srstem is an "extension of our inlI:n8ive care writ going III their boapitaI:'
.Mary Ellen Wells, the uni-my hospital administrato-r in c:barRe of transport programs,

says "the ability to quickly deliver bigh-expertise people who can begin caring for a patient
(andi"wd Oil M:lt page)
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ing ambulance. Virginia, a litUe shaIc8n by the intense happenings at the put lI8IIllnIl hours
is helped in as _II.
~ siren-screaming minutes Ial8r, the tJan8pOIt is compIelB, and DenIk is on the CSCU

Mom will stay here tonight, until the holIpital can make other arrangements. Rosemary takes
her off to a waiting room while a medical team PJIlpares to insert the chest tube. It's a sur·
prisingly bloodless procedure: a puncture, a prod; and the swift, forceful insertion of a tube
between the rib cage and lung of the sedated boy. The procedure is designed to drain the
pus from the empyema. But the infection has d8IIllloped to the ,ooent that the procedure
can only be partially successful. The next day, Derek undergoes surgery to remcMI the em·
pyema. The surgery is successful, and after a day nlCO\/IIring on the CSCU, he is trans
f8rl'ed to the regular pediatrics waR!. Two days later, Derek is able to return home with a
continued program of antibiotics. He'll be fine. •

Domini/: l' ElJpatD/a spml 111m! IIlelW 1m aUl witll 1M U"ivmity ofMi""esola 's Prdiatrit; Tn",s
port Unil, dMrUcg wild Ii_ 1M lUIil rruuie 15 ItuJlSpor/ nIIIS.

11:30 p.m. - The King Air lands in 51. Paul, where there is no snow. The fuel truck waits"
to service the plane for a s_nth run. The team unloads Derek and brings him to the wait·

SKY KING
(amlinued from pm;iolI5 page) .
immediately gives that patient a greater chance of survival, and a better chance to make
a full recovery:'

The transport physicians often view their job as a necessary and beneficial hassle. There's
a smattering of glamour, a hint of adventure, and a constant expecting of the unexpected.
They do what they do because of the challenge, and because it saves lives. They are troubled
by the image of the deistic physician. They're not gods. They're just extremely competent
people.

"It's not a matter of OUT doing OUT job right," says Stenzel. "I've had two kids die, and
those were the worst transports I've ever been on. I'd done everything I rould think of, and
they still died anyway.... Part of it is what we do [to save a child's life], but not all of it.
You have to believe that, because when one dies, you can't blame yourself. You go back out
again:'

64.
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Pioneer of open-heart surgery criticizes Jarvik-7

Dr. C. L-.....

By Gordon Slo\,ut
SlaffWriter

Dr. C. Wahon Lillehei, a pioneer of
open-heart surgery, said Friday that
he believes it is unwise to use the
Jarvik-7 artificial heart in ailing heart
patients awaiting human heart trans
plants.

He said that ul>in~ the device as a
bridge to human hean transplants
subjects already weak patients to the
shock of two major operations in a
short time.

"The Jarvik is not very effective and
it is poorly desi~cd," Lillehei said
during an interview at the dedication
of the University of Minnesola Heart
and LUIli Institute. In 1955, Lillehei

Lillehei
Cootiaued from PAle IB

mission for the Jarvik-7 operation,
may have suffered a stroke before
receiving his artificial heart.

Lillehei said the 50 percent one-year
survival rate for patients who re
ceived Jarvik-7's as a bridge to traQ$-
plant is unsatil>factory. University of
Minnesola surgeons have a 92 per
cent one-year survival rate with heart
transplant \liltients, some of whom
were hdpc:d with amst devices. be
said.

developed a pump oxygenator that
made open-heart and ultimately
beart-transplant surgery possible.

He criticized the Jarvi"-?'s tendency
in the past to "throw off blood clots"
unless the patient ili given anticoagu
lants.

"You don't have a permanent solu
lion as long as the patient is tethert:d
to a machine," Lillehei said, referring
to &ir compressors that power the
Jarvlk-7.

He !>aid pallents with tubes running
from the Jarvik or any other artificial
heart to a power source are in danger
of developing a dangerous infection
because of tbe openin&S in their skin.

Dr. Stuart Jamieson, director of the
Minnesola Heart and Lung Institute,
said he thinks the "bridge to trans
plant problem" may be solved by
using the hearts of elderly pa*nu
who die from other causes.

"We could leave it in for two or three
months (time for the patient to re
cover from the transplant sU[Jery)
and then replace it with a perfect
heart," Jamieson said.

He pointed out that artificial pace
makers, which control the heart r.lte,
did not help patients live normally
until they were provided with im
plantable power sources.

Lillehei said he favors the use of
ventricular assist devices as bridges
to transplant. They are connected to
arteries and veins and do not require
opening the chest or removing the
heart. They help the weakened heart
pump oxygenated blood to the rest of
the body. .

University Hospital transplant sur
geons, who have not yet used an
implantable artificial heart, have
kept \lilllents' as long as 10 days on
the assist devices while a suitable
human heart was sought.

The Jarvik-7 has been used as a
bridge to transplant on three patients
at Abbott Northwestern Hospital in
Ml\lneapolis, t\\<o of whom received
human hearb. The first died last fall,
months after receiving her heart
transplant.· The second is alive and
doing well at home.

The third, Christopher Larson, 15, of
Eisdale, Wis., receiveJ a mini-Jarvia.
7 in a five-hour operation that ended
at 3 a.m. Wednesday. Larson was
reported to be in criucal and "un
changed" conditiun y,:slerday alier
noon ill an intensive care unit at
Abbott Northwestern. Doctors sus
pect that Larson, who was very c10~

to death when hiS parents gave per-

LiU'!bei continued on page 128

en
(.TI

He said the use of elderly people's
Lillehei said he is confident that a bearu has been successful in Canada.
fully implantable artificial beart with
none of the Jarvik-7's problems will
be devc:loped and that researchers
wiU work out a way to successfully
use xenografh, hearts taken from ani-
mal:., as a substitute for buman
hearts
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U doctors prefer assist devices to artificial hearts

By Delorea Lutz
SWfWriter

Paticou who receive temporary
anificial beans before human hean
transplanu are likely to die sooner
than those whose failing beans are
only belped by a machine, accord
ing to a pioneering University hean
surgeon.

Only 50 percent of the anificial
hean patients survived for more
than a year after their transplants,
compared to 92 percent of hean
transplant patients who did not
have anificial hearts, Dr. C. Walton
Lillehei said at a campus news
conference Friday.

Artificial heans such as the Jar
vit·7 have been u5ed elsewhere as a
"bridM,e to tr.lDSplant," keeping pa
llents alive long enough to find
suitable donor heans.

But doctors at University Hospi
tal have used a different approach,
connecting patients to external ma
chines that help their ailin, heans
pump blood.

The machines - called len ven
tricular assist devices - are the
wave of the future, Lillehei said. A
tube is insened into the femoral
artery, and the patient's blood is
circulated with the aid of the
LVAD's pump.

The survival rittes show that the
LVAD is wperior 10 the Jarvik-7,

Photo/Vela 80udIy

Dr. C. WMltun Lillehei, whu perfurmed the "'urld's first upen-beMrt uperMtiuII in /954, spub .lit M "Mmpus ne"'s
conference fridMY abouttbe use ofutificiJd hearts.

species, such as baboons, will solve
some of the donor shonage prob
lems in the future.

until you have a satislactory (do
nor) situation," he said.

Lillehei also said organ trans
plants using donors from other

-You might take any hean that is
available - even from someone
who is 60 or 70 years old - and
leave it in for two or three months

Assist devices used as pridge to transplant
ensure higher rate ofheart patient survival

he said.
..A big operation like pUlling in

an anificial h~.tn as a bridge is not
very sound judgment, because a big
operation like that - followed in
two or three days by another big
operation - is prellY shocking to
the system," Lillehei said.

An aniflcial hean might be viable
if it were permanent, perfected and
had a seU<ontained power source,
he said. "To put in an anificial
hean would be fine if you could
leave it in," said Lillehei, the
University surgeon who performed
the world's first open-hc:an opera
tion in J954.

Surgeons al Abboll-Nonhwestem
Hospital 10 Minneapolis have im
planted three Jarvik-7 heans. Two
female patients later had hean
transplants, and one died. The third
patient, a 15-year-old boy, had his
implant last week.

At the University, the LVAD has
been used to help patients awaiting
transplant for as long as JO days,
said Dr. Stuan Jamieson, director
of the University's Hean and Lung
Institute. The University's 95-per
cent, one-year hean transplant sur
vival rate includes these patients.

In the future, the problem might
be solved by using the healthy
heans of elderly people as tempo
rary measures until the right young
donors are found, accordmg to
Jamieson. This has already been
done successfully in Canada.

0'\
0'\ (.., (.., (..,
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Heart surgeons, patients celebrate. years of progress
By Oelor.8 Lutz

StaffWriter

Until 33 years ago, children born
with bean defects didn't have a
chanct.

But Michael Shaw and Pamela
Schmidt Staeherski were in the
ript place at the ript time. They
were young patients at University
HOiPltal in 1954, when a team of
pioneering sUJ'BCons made medical
bi5Iory by repair"iJli the children's
bcuU.

Holes in the heart once posed a
touah problem for .surgeons. The
defccu would not be hard to repair,
IWJCODS thoupt, if they could just
ICC what they were doing.. But a
beaUDI bean is filled with blood,
makio& sUfJCry inside it impossible.

At &be University, doctors came

CT'l.......

up with a daring solution. Drawing
on the example of a pregnant
woman and her fetus, they con
nected the patient to the circulation
of a healthy person, whose heart
and lungs took over the job of
pumping and adding oxygen to the
patient's blood.

With the hean temporarily out of
commission, surgeons could spend
hours inside the organ making the
necessary repairs.

The world's first open-hean oper:
ation was successful, but the 11
month-old patient died of pneumo
nia II days later, said Dr. Herben
Warden, a member of the surgical
team who now is a cardiothoracic
surgeon at West Virginia University
Medical Center in Morgantown.

Shaw and Stacherski were the
first open-hean patients to survive.
Shaw, 43, and Slacherski, 38, re
newed their acquaintance with the

doctors Friday at festivities for
mally opening the University's
Hean and Lung Institute.

Shaw, who had a ~blue baby"
defect called tetrology of fallot,
now is a Hutchinson, Minn., musi
cian and father of four. Stacherski,
who lives in Andover, Minn., and
has one son, was born with a
ventricular septal defect - a hole
between the hean's pumping cham
bers.
~Children born with large holes

in the inner wall of the hean often
had hean failure in infancy. few
lived to age 21," said Dr. C. Walton
Lillehei, the surgeon who per
formed the world's first open-hean
surgery using cross-circulation be
tween a patient and a healthy
person. He still teaches at the
University and is a consultant to
local medical technology firms.

The next medical breakthrough

was a pump oxygenator, a machine
that substituted for the patient's
own hean and lungs. The Universi
ty's Dr. Clarence Dennis, now
professor emeritus at the Slate
University of New York-Stony
Brook. invented the machine in
1951. Its early use was unsuccessful
unlll Lillehei improved the device
in 1955.

With the bubble oxygenator,
open-hean surgery soon became
commonplace. Around the world,
surgeons now perform 1,000 open
heart operations a day, Lillehei
said.

The surgeons remember a lot of
stress during those early operations,
but 150 laboratory experiments
with dogs had convinced them that
their techniques would work.
~We were confident, becau~' we

had done it so many times," War
den said. ~We had no trepidation

that it would work."
Developing similar 5urgery thes«:

days would be much slower and
more complicated, he said, because
the U.S. food and Drug Adminis
tration now overs«:es the devel
opment of new techniques.

The surgeons' early success also
provoked some unexpected stresses
for their youthful patients. Shaw,
who was I0 when he had his
operation, recalls that he became
something of a celebrity when his
mother got involved in fund rais
ing.

"I remember when they staned
making a big deal out of me," Shaw
told Warden. ~My mom would talk
at meetings for the Hean fund, and
I remember standing there with a
(red plastic Hean fund) heart in
my hand."



UNIVERSITY OF MINNESOTA HOSPITAL AND CLINIC
BUDGET LETTER
1987-88 BUDGET

The 1987-88 Budget has been developed with the following set of
assumptions:

• Medicare Prospective Payment System epPS)

Assumptions affecting UMHC payments include the following:

- A 1.15% payment rate increase on the hospital portion of
the DRG rate effective July 1, 1987.

- A 2.0% payment rate increase on the federal portion of
the DRG rate effective October 1, 1987.

- The blend of PPS rates of 25% hospital specific/75%
federal that become effective February 1987 will continue
through the 1987-88 fiscal year.

- A reduction in the indirect medical education factor from
8.1% to 4.0% effective July 1, 1987.

- No change in the present level of payments for direct
medical education.

- Capital costs would continue to be reduced by 3.5% through
September 30, 1997 and will be reduced by 7.0% beginning
October 1, 1987.

• Medical Assistance (Medicaid) and General Assistance
Medlcal Care (GANC)

Payments will continue to be made based on the 36 diagnostic
categories set up by the State Depart~ent of Human Services (DHS)
and the payment rates will increase by 2.4% effective July 1,
1987. The 2.4% increase is the current proposal contained in the
Governor's budget. In addition, we are assu~ing that the current
GAMC ratable reduction rates will continue through the 1987-88
fiscal year.



1987-88 Budget
Page two

• Blue Cross and Blue Shield of Minnesota "AWARE" Program

\~e are assuming that the current payment levels in place for the
calendar 1987 contract will continue through the 1987-88.fiscal
year. We are also recognizing that effective December 1986 Blue
Cross is no longer paying our clinic service fees and that t~is

will reduce our reimbursement by approximately $420,000 for the
1987-88 fiscal year.

• 1986-87 Budget Base

In projecting the 1987-88 fiscal year budget elements, the current
experience in each category was used as the starting point to
determine expected 1987-88 results. As described below and shown
in the attached schedules, forecast admissions, patient days,
clinic visits, expenses, revenues, and revenue deductions have
been made based on current year experience. Current year
experience has then been adjusted for changes in projected volume,
mix and intensity of services, and new and also pending
reimbursement regulations. The following are general descriptions
of how the major elements in the 1987-88 budget were projected:

Demand Analysis

For the 1986-87 fiscal year we had developed a budget of 16,950
admissions and 138,790 patient days. Using our actual
experience through January, 1987 we are projecting 18,500
admissions and 154,450 patient days. While the increase in
admission levels occurred throughout the majority of clinical
service areas, Medicine, Pediatrics, Surgery and Urology
experienced the greatest increase.

The 1987-88 census projections reflect a slight decline in
demand because of the general HMO/PPO influence on competition
as well as continued emphasis on same-day surgery admissions
and efforts to reduce low-acuity patient days. Inpatient
census for 1987-88 has been budgeted at 18,350 admissions and
153,000 patient days.

Schedules I, II and III summarize the demand forecasts for
1986-87 and 1987-88.
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- Ancillary Service Utilization

While the 1987-88 budget for ancillary service revenue reflects
the projected decline in inpatient admission levels,.it also
reflects a slightly higher average utilization level due to
changes in the mix of our patient population. In The 1987-88
budget year we anticipate continued growth in the areas of bone
~arrow transplants, organ transplants, cardiology and cardio
vascular surgery. Patients in these clinical areas typically
utilize ancillary services at a level higher than the overall
average. In addition we anticipate increased ancillary
utilization in conjunction with the AIDS Treatment Evaluation
Unit.

- Deductions from Charges

Schedule IV is a su~nary of the expected deductions from
revenue for fiscal years 1986-87 and 1987-88. The fiscal 1987
88 projection is based on current experience as well as pending
legislative and regulatory changes relating to the Medicare and
Medicaid programs.

- Other Operating Revenue

Schedule V is a summary of projected operating revenues from
sources other than patient care. The increase in other
operating revenue projected for the 1987-88 fiscal year is due
primarily to the opening of the new parking ramp in January
1987 and reflecting a full year of operations in 1987-88.

- Full-Time Equivalent Summary

Schedule VI is a summary of the projected full-time equivalent
(FTE) changes for the 1987-88 fiscal year. We are currently
projecting FTEs for 1986-87 to average 3,780.0. Projected
changes for the 1987-88 fiscal year include the addition of:
(1) 13.0 FTEs to expand or enhance clinical programs; (2) 2.0
FTEs associated with the new parking ramp where the cost is
offset with other operating revenue; (3) 2.0 FTEs necessary for
Computer Support. With these changes the projected FTEs for
1987-88 average 3,797. Management is continuing to examine the
departmental needs identified and will be evaluating those
requested changes.
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- Expenditure Summary

Schedule VII is a comparative summary of expenditures projected
for 1986-87and budgeted for 1987-88. The expenditure levels
have been determined using January, 1987 year-to-dateOactual
experience as a basis for projection. Although pay plans for
employees have not been finalized, we have incorporated salary
and wage increases that appear consistent with those in the
community. The following inflationary assumptions were used in
projecting 1987-88:

Salaries:
July 1, 1987 Across the Board
Step Increases (Bargaining Units, GSN's

Pharmacists, Rad. Tech, CRNA's)
Merit Based Progression Increases

(Increase to equal 1.5% of the
base for non-step/non-student
classifications.)

Comparable Worth
Market Place Range Adjustments

Fri nge Benefits
Academic/Resident Contract
Physician Compensation
Other Contract
Util i ti es
Insurance
Campus G &A
Drugs
Blood
Medical Supplies
Food
Laundry and Linen
Rental
Maintenance
General Supplies &Expense

Inflation %

3.0%
1.1%

0.8%

0.5%
1.3%

6.7%

7.3%
3.3%
4.3%
5.0%
3.9%

48.0%
4.0%
8.4%
2.4%
3.8%
4.0%
2.6%
3.0%
7.3%
4.5%

Depreciation and interest expense recognize a full year of cost
for the addition of the parking ramp and the tunnel linking the
parking ramp to Unit J.
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- Non-Operating Revenue

Schedule VIII is a summary of expected appropriations and other
non-patient revenues for fiscal years 1986-87 and 1987-88. The
projection for inflationary increases on the appropriations is
4.0%. We are also assuming that in the 1987-88 fiscal year the
appropriations will no longer earn interest income for the
Hospital. The appropriations will be received by the Hospital
on a monthly basis rather than being received in total on July
1. This change reduces our revenues by approximately $540,000
in the budget year.

• Fiscal Year 1987-88 Price and Revenue Increases

The price increase planned for 1987-88 is 2.9% and results in an
increase in patient charges of approximately $7,035,000 and brings
total patient charges to S249 a617,800. The Comparative Statement
of Operations and Operating Cash Flow on Schedule IX summarizes
our projected position for the 1987-88 fiscal year.

• Capital Expenditures

Capital expenditures that will be provided fro~ operating cash
flows in 1987-88 for re-occurring equipment replacement and minor
remodeling will be $6,717,000. Major capital projects such as the
second MRI unit, Psychiatry renovation and other Mayo remodeling
will be presented separately to the Board of Governors when their
planning has been finalized. Funding for the major capital
projects will be from Unit J savings or Hospital reserves.

J



UNIVERSITY OF MINNESOTA HOSPITAL & CLINIC
FOR FISCAL YEARS 1986-87 AND 1987-88
COMPARATIVE DEMAND ANALYSIS
INPATIENT ADMISSIONS

SCHEDULE I

1986-87 1986-87 1987-88 ..
PLANNED PROJECTION BUDGET

ADMISSIONS BUDGET
---------- ------------ ------------ ------------
CLINICAL RESEARCH 287 442 445

DENTISTRY 64 67 66

DERMATOLOGY 39 16 16

FAMILY PRACTICE 29 24 24

GYNECOLOGY 1.332 1.394 1.374

MEDICINE 3.186 3.634 3.683

NEUROLOGY 609 397 356

C NEUROSURGERY 911 841 829

NEWBORN 333 360 354

NUCLEAR MEDICINE 3 6 6

OBSTETRICS 534 608 599

OPHTHALMOLOGY 980 971 956

ORTHOPAEDICS 1.000 1.034 1.068

OTOLARYNGOLOGY 498 462 455

PEDIATRICS 2.918 3.242 3.206

PM & R 225 162 160

PSYCHIATRY - ADULT 711 773 762

PSYCHIATRY - CHILD 74 64 63

RADIATION THERAPY 3 0 0

SURGERY 2.464 2.914 2.903

C UROLOGY 750 1.089 1.025

------------ ------------ ------------
TOTAL 16.950 18.500 18.350

------------ ------------ ------------



UNIVERSITY OF MINNESOTA HOSPITAL & CLINIC
FOR FISCAL YEARS 1986-87 AND 1987-88
COMPARATIVE DEMAND ANALYSIS
PATIENT DAYS

SCHEDULE II

1986-87 1986-87 1987-88
PLANNED PROJECTION BUDGET

PATIENT DAYS BUDGET
------------ ------------ ------------ ------------
CLINICAL RESEARCH 1.642 2.237 2.254

DENTISTRY 108 121 119

DERMATOLOGY 353 206 206

FAMILY PRACTI CE 58 149 149

GYNECOLOGY 5.812 5.982 5.903

MEDICINE 26.837 31.363 31.771

NEUROLOGY 6.786 3.394 2.527

NEUROSURGERY 6.280 6.047 5.967

NEWBORN 1.062 1.115 1.098

NUCLEAR MEDICINE 5 6 6

OBSTETRICS 2.398 2.623 2.586

OPHTHALMOLOGY 3.532 3.006 2.963

ORTHOPAEDICS 5.864 7.022 7.259

OTOLARYNGOLOGY 1.874 1.938 1.910

PEDIATRICS 28.837 34.412 34.079

PM & R 4.582 3.560 3.519

PSYCHIATRY - ADULT 14.499 17.139 16.908

PSYCHIATRY - CHILD 2.602 2.173 2.141

RADIATION THERAPY 7 0 0

SURGERY 22.104 27.824 27.742

UROLOGY 3.548 4.133 3.893

------------ ------------ ------------
TOTAL 138.790 154.450 153.000

------------ ------------ ------------



UNIVERSITY OF MINNESOTA HOSPITAL & CLINIC
FOR FISCAL YEARS 1986-87 AND 1987-88
COMPARATIVE DEMAND ANALYSIS
CLINIC VISITS

SCHEDULE I I I

1986-87 1986-87 1987-88
PLANNED PROJECTION BUDGET

AMBULATORY CARE BUDGET
--------------- ---------- ---------- ----------

CLINIC VISITS 188.165 213.679 218.739

EMERGENCY ROOM VISITS 14.365 16.212 16.212

THERAPEUTIC RADIOLOGY VISITS 17.070 16.917 16.917

AMBULATORY SURGERY VI SITS 3.000 3.792 3.792

---------- --------- ---------
TOTAL 222.600 250.600 255.660

---------- ---------- --------

COMMUNITY UNIVERSITY
HEALTH CARE CENTER

HOME HEALTH

37.600 48.000



University of Minnesota Hospital & Clinic
Deductions from Charges
For Fiscal Years 1986-87 and 1987-88

1986-87
Planned
Budget

1986-87
Projection

Schedule IV

1987-88
Budget

Medicare/Medical Assistance

Blue Cross AWARE

GAMC Rateable Reduction

Billing Adjustments:

Laboratory Medicine

Medical Assistance Holdback

Prompt Payment Discount

Late Charges

All Other Billing Adj.

Employee Benefits

Provision for Uncollectables

Other Contractual Adjustments:

Clinical Research Center

Charitable Care

Kidney Acquisition

Negotiated Contracts

HMO Contracts

O.B. Spec~als/Group Health

All Other Contract Adj.

Total

$12.560.500 $15.643.800 $21.955.300

329.400 447.000 475.400

3.306.000 4.626.800 4.911.400

3.862.600 2.988.200 3.178.600

213.400 326.600 347.400

81.200 112.000 119.200

613.200 578.100 614.900

48.400 35.500 37.800

2.644.100 3.113.900 3.312.300

694.000 940.000 955.000

420.000 625.200 663.800

1.774.200 2.263.500 2.407.700

206.400 479.400 509.900

600.000 378.700 752.900

11.900 12.000 12.800

104.800 180.100 191.600

$31.037.200 $36.286.800 $45.301.400
=========== =========== ===========



University of Minnesota Hospital & Clinic
Other Operating Revenue Summary
For Fiscal Years 1986-87 and 1987-88

.S.c hed ul e V

1986-87
Planned 1986-87 1987-88

Budget Projection Budget
------------ ------------ ------------

Food Services $1.165.100 $1.361.300 $1.348.500

Parking Services 452.400 206.000 500.000

Department Non-Patient 99.900 102.900 78.700

CUHCC Grants 1.023.100 1.007.900 1.066.700

Reference Lab Income 1.486.100 1.484.300 1.543.700

Pro Fees--Net Revenue 1.119.800 1.288.800 1.352.600

Donations to Operations 0 25.000 0
from Restricted Funds

---------- ---------- ----------

Total $5.346.400 $5.476.200 $5.890.200
---------- ---------- -------------------- ---------- ----------



University of Minnesota Hospital & Clinic
Full-time Equivalent (FTE) Summary
For Fiscal Years 1986-87 and 1987-88

1986-87 Projected FTE's

Projected Changes:

Clinical Programs:

Operating Rooms
Laboratories
Radiology
Outpatient Clinics

Revenue Offsets:

Parking Ramp

Computer Support

1987-88 Budgeted FTE's

4.5
4.5
2.0
2.0

Schedule VI

3.780.0

13.0

2.0

2.0

3.797.0
------------------

J
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University of Minnesota Hospital & Clinic
Expenditure Summary: 1986-87 Projection vs 1987-88 Budget
For Fiscal Years 1986-87 and 1987-88

~,;
Schedule VI I

n

Expenditures

1986-87
Planned
Budget

1986-87
Projection

Percent
Variance Variance

1987-88
Budget

Increasel
(Decrease)

Percent
Change

Salaries $ 87.879.400 $ 94.771.200 $ 6,891,800 7.8% $ 101.075,300 $ 6.304,100 6.7%

Fringe Benefits

Academic Contracts

Resident Contracts

Physician Compensation

17.115.800

1.875.700

4.685.500

2.208.200

17.760.800

1,868,100

4,632.200

2,490.800

645.000

-7,600

-53.300

282,600

3.8%

-0.4%

-1.1%

12.8%

19,139.500

1.960.300

5,533,100

2,683,300

1.378,700

92.200

900.900

192,500

7.8%

4.9%

19.4%

7.7%

Total Salary. F.B. & Fees

Laundry & Linen

$ 113.764.600

$ 2.079.600

$ 121,523.100

$ 2.070,100

$

$

7.758,500

-9.500

6.8% $ 130,391.500

-0.5% $ 2,106.000

$

$

8.868,400

35.900

7.3%

1. 7%

Raw Food

Drugs

Blood & Blood Derivatives

Medical Supplies

Utili tiea

Insurance

Rental

Maintenance & Repair

Communications

Net Loss on Disposal of Assets

Campus Administration Expense

Depreciation

Interest

General Supplies & Expense

1.392.200

13.975.900

4.880.400

11.136.100

3.055.900

2.832.400

2.335.200

3.349.300

1.312.800

o

6.222.500

14.103.400

14.001.200

14.177 .500

1,651,700

16,612.000

5,612.400

13.408,100

4,220,300

2,058,300

2.781.300

3.540,200

1,412,100

10,000

6,222,500

16,283,800

9,674.100

16,542.100

259.500

2,636.100

732,000

2.272,000

1.164.400

-77 4,100

446.100

190,900

99,300

10,000

o

2,180,400

-4,327,100

2,364,600

18.6%

18.9%

15.0%

20.4%

38.1%

-27.3%

19.1%

5.7%

7.6%

0.0%

15.5%

-30.9%

16.7%

1,688,200

20,236.500

5,853.500

13,939,600

4,254,600

1.007,900

2,902.200

4,252,100

1,475.700

o

6,471,400

16,693,600

10,428,000

17,596,200

36,500

3,624,500

241,100

531,500

34,300

-1.050,400

120,900

711,900

63,600

-10,000

248,900

409,800

753,900

1,054,100

2.2%

21.8%

4.3%

4.0%

0.8%

-51.0%

4.3%

20.1%

4.5%

4.0%

2.5%

7.8%

6.4%

============= ========

Total Supplies & P.xpense

Total Expenditures

$ 94.854.400

$ 208.619.000

$ 102,099.000

$ 223.622,100

$ 7,244,600

$ 15,003,100

7.6% $ 108,905.500

7.2% $ 239.297.000
==============

$ 6,806,500

$ 15.674.900

6.7%

7.0%



University of Minnesota Hospital & Clinic
Non-Operating Revenue Summary
For Fiscal Years 1986-87 and 1987-88

1986-87
Planned
Budget

1986-87
Projection

o-chedule VIII

1987-88
Budget

Appropriations

Interest Income

Shared Services

Interest Income on Debt
Service Reserve Fund

Total

$13.63~.900

364.300

$23.776.600
----------------------

374.700

$22.839.300
----------------------

5.517.900

382.500

~
1.808 .... 00

$22.122.700
----------------------



Univ~rsity of Minnesota Hospital & Clinic
Summary Statement of Operations and Operating Cash Flow
For Fiscal Years 1986-87 and 1987-88

1986-87
Budget

1986-87
Projection

SCHEDULE IX

1987-88
Budget

Gross Patient Charges

Deductions from Charges

Other Operating Revenue

Total Revenue from Operations

Expenditures

$199.263.700

31.037.200

$234.668.400

36.286.800

5.476.200· .

$203.857.800

$249.617.800

Salaries
Fringe Benefits
Contract Compensation
Medical Supplies. Drugs. Blood
Campus Administration Expense
Depreciation
Interest
General Supplies & Expense

Total Expenditures

Net Revenue from Operations

)tal Non-Operating Revenue

Revenue Over/{Under) Expenses

Add Non-Cash Outlays:
Depreciation
Campus Administration Expense
K.E. Utilities
Increase in Accrued Interest
Increase in Accrued Expense
Increase in 3rd Party Payable
Decrease in Accrued Revenue

Total Funds Provided

Funds Applied
Increase in Accounts Receivable
Increase in Prepaid Expense
Increase in Inventories
Transfer to Reserves - 3rd Party
Capital Obligations: .

Principal Payment on Fixed-Rate Bonds
Recurring Equipment and Renovation
Parking Ramp Sinking Fund

Reserve for Accrued Interest

Total Funds Applied

Total Cash Available from Operations

$ 87.879.400 $ 94.771.200 $101.075.300
17.115.800 17.760.800 19.139.500
8.769.400 8.991.100 10.176.700

29.992.400 35.632.500 40.029.600
6.222.500 6.222.500 6.471.400

14.103.400 16.283.800 16.693.600
14.001.200 9.674.100 10.428.000
30.534.900 34.286.100 35.282.900

----------- ----------- ------------
$208.619.000 $223.622.100 $239.297.000

$-35.046.100 $-19.764.300 $-29.090.400

$ 23.776.600 $ 22.839.300 $ 22.122.700
------------ ----------- ------------

$-11.269.500 $ 3.075.000 $ -6.967.700

$ 14.103.400 $ 16.283.800 $ 16.693.600
6.122.500 6.122.500 6.371.400

136.300 137.100 139.000
2.039.200 1.856.900 -26.500
1.196.000 1.852.500 2.079.700

227.700 290.200 300.000
142.600 307.200 179.800

----------- ------------ ------------
$ 12.698.200 $ 29.925.200 $ 18.769.300

$ 435.900 $ 12.807.800 $ 2.797.400
285.500 -267.300 43.300
308.500 607.200 575.700
227.700 290.200 300.000

2.550.000 2.550.000 2.722.500
4.108.500 6.411.900 6.717.000

60.300 76.200 76.200
4.721.800 4.264.400 4.237.900

------------ ------------ ------------
$ 12.698.200 $ 26.740.400 $ 17.470.000

$ 0 $ 3.184.800 $ 1.299.300
------------ ------------ ============------------ ------------



Board of Governors

Resolution

The Board of Governors of the University of Minnesota Hospital

and Clinic recommend to the Board of Regents of the University of

Minnesota an increase in Hospital patient charges an average of 2.9%

on July 1, 1987 to support operating expenditures of $239,300,000 and

reoccurring equipment and remodeling costs of $6,717,000 during the

period July 1, 1987 to June 30, 1988.
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UNIVERSITY OF MINNESOTA
TWIN CITIES

The University of Minnesota Hospital and Clinic
Harvard Street at East River Road
Minneapolis. Minnesota 55455

March 20, 1987

TO: Board of Governors

FROM: Greg Hart
Interim Hospital Director

SUBJECT: 1987-88 Operating Budget for University of Minnesota
Hospital and Clinic

Enclosed for your review are the operating budget schedules for the 1987-88
fiscal year. These budget projections are the results of the Hospital
budget process which has involved all levels of management preparing a
projection of activity, costs, reserve, revenue deductions and capital
needs required to operate University Hospital and Clinic in fiscal year
1987-88. The annual equipment and renovation budget will be presented to .'~

the Planning and Development in their April 1987 meeting and will be ~

presented to the Finance Committee on April 22, 1987.

The amount of funding for the capital budget is consistent with our long
range financial planning at a total of $6,717,000. This does not include
major capital projects which will be presented separately to the Board of
Governors and funded from sources other than 1986-87 operating funds.

The attached schedules provide a fairly detailed description of the
projected operating budget outcomes for 1987-88. The highlights of the
operating budget are a 2.9% price increase, bringing estimated gross
patient charges to $249,617,800; an average increase in costs of 7.0%,
increasing operating costs to $239,297,000. Cash flows from operations for
1987-88 are expected to be $1,299,300. This cash flow position will
provide the resources necessary to fund principal and interest payments on
our outstanding debt and provide $6,717,000 for equipment and renovation.

We believe this budget is consistent with our budget objectives and
incorporates all known variables that will impact UMHC in fiscal 1987-88.

HEALTH SCIENCES
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UNIVERSITY OF MINNESOTA HOSPITAL AND CLINIC

BUDGET LETTER
1987-88 BUDGET

The 1987-88 Budget has been developed with the following set of
assumptions:

• ~ledicare Prospective Payment System (PPS)

Assumptions affecting UMHC payments include the following:

- A 1.15% payment rate increase on the hospital portion of
the DRG rate effective July 1, 1987.

- A 2.0% payment rate increase on the federal portion of
the DRG rate effective October 1, 1987.

- The blend of PPS rates of 25% hospital specific/75%
federal that become effective February 1987 will continue
through the 1987-88 fiscal year.

- A reduction in the indirect medical education factor from
8.1% to 4.0% effective July 1, 1987.

- No change in the present level of payments for direct
medical education.

- Capital costs would continue to be reduced by 3.5% through
September 30, 1987 and will be reduced by 7.0% beginning
October 1, 1987.

• Medical Assistance (Medicaid) and General Assistance
Medlcal Care (GAMG)

Payments will continue to be made based on the 36 diagnostic
categories set up by the State Department of Human Services (DHS)
and the payment rates will increase by 2.4% effective July 1,
1987. The 2.4% increase is the current proposal contained in the
Governor's budget. In addition, we are assuming that the current
GAMC ratable reduction rates will continue through the 1987-88
fiscal year.



1987-88 Budget
Page two

• Blue Cross and Blue Shield of Minnesota "AWARE" Program

We are assuming that the current payment levels in place for the
calendar 1987 contract will continue through the 1987-88 fiscal
year. We are also recognizing that effective December 1986 Blue
Cross is no longer paying our clinic service fees and that this
will reduce our reimbursement by approximately $420,000 for the
1987-88 fiscal year.

• 1986-87 Budget Base

In projecting the 1987-88 fiscal year budget elements, the current
experience in each category was used as the starting point to
determine expected 1987-88 results. As described below and shown
in the attached schedules, forecast admissions, patient days,
clinic visits, expenses, revenues, and revenue deductions have
been made based on current year experience. Current year
experience has then been adjusted for changes in projected volume,
mix and intensity of services, and new and also pending
reimbursement regulations. The following are general descriptions
of how the major elements in the 1987-88 budget were projected:

Demand Analysis

For the 1986-87 fiscal year we had developed a budget of 16,950
admissions and 138,790 patient days. Using our actual
experience through January, 1987 we are projecting 18,500
admissions and 154,450 patient days. While the increase in
admission levels occurred throughout the majority of clinical
service areas, Medicine, Pediatrics, Surgery and Urology
experienced the greatest increase.

The 1987-88 census projections reflect a slight decline in
demand because of the general HMO/PPO influence on competition
as well as continued emphasis on same-day surgery admissions
and efforts to reduce low-acuity patient days. Inpatient
census for 1987-88 has been budgeted at 18,350 admissions and
153,000 patient days.

Schedules I, II and III summarize the demand forecasts for
1986-87 and 1987-88.

J
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1987-88 Budget
Page three

- Ancillary Service Utilization

While the 1987-88 budget for ancillary service revenue reflects
the projected decline in inpatient admission levels, it also
reflects a slightly higher average utilization level due to
changes in the mix of our patient population. In The 1987-88
budget year we anticipate continued growth in the areas of bone
marrow transplants, organ transplants, cardiology and cardio
vascular surgery. Patients in these clinical areas typically
utilize ancillary services at a level higher than the overall
average. In addition we anticipate increased ancillary
utilization in conjunction with the AIDS Treatment Evaluation
Unit.

- Deductions from Charges

Schedule IV is a sur.mary of the expected deductions from
revenue for fiscal years 1986-87 and 1987-88. The fiscal 1987
88 projection is based on current experience as well as pending
legislative and regulatory changes relating to the Medicare and
Medicaid programs.

- Other Operating Revenue

Schedule V is a summary of projected operating revenues from
sources other than patient care. The increase in other
operating revenue projected for the 1987-88 fiscal year is due
primarily to the opening of the new parking ramp in January
1987 and reflecting a full year of operations in 1987-88.

- Full-Time Equivalent Summary

Schedule VI is a summary of the projected full-time equivalent
(FTE) changes for the 1987-88 fiscal year. We are currently
projecting FTEs for 1986-87 to average 3,780.0. Projected
changes for the 1987-88 fiscal year include the addition of:
(1) 13.0 FTEs to expand or enhance clinical programs; (2) 2.0
FTEs associated with the new parking ramp where the cost is
offset with other operating revenue; (3) 2.0 FTEs necessary for
Computer Support. With these changes the projected FTEs for
1987-88 average 3,797. Management is continuing to examine the
departmental needs identified and will be evaluating those
requested changes.



1987-88 Budget
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- Expenditure Summary

Schedule VII is a comparative summary of expenditures projected
for 1986-87and budgeted for 1987-88. The expenditure levels
have been determined using January, 1987 year-to-date actual
experience as a basis for projection. Although pay plans for
employees have not been finalized, we have incorporated salary
and wage increases that appear consistent with those in the
community. The following inflationary assumptions were used in
projecting 1987-88:

Salaries:
July 1, 1987 Across the Board
Step Increases (Bargaining Units, GSN's

Pharmacists, Rad. Tech, CRNA's)
Merit Based Progression Increases

(Increase to equal 1.5% of the
base for non-step/non-student
classifications.)

Comparable Worth
Market Place Range Adjustments

Fringe Benefits
Academic/Resident Contract
Physician Compensation
Other Contract
Util i ti es
Insurance
Campus G &A
Drugs
Blood
Medical Supplies
Food
Laundry and Linen
Rental
Maintenance
General Supplies &Expense

Inflation %

3.0%
1.1%

0.8%

0.5%
1.3%

6.7%

7.3%
3.3%
4.3%
5.0%
3.9%

48.0%
4.0%
8.4%
2.4%
3.8%
4.0%
2.6%
3.0%
7.3%
4.5%

Depreciation and interest expense recognize a full year of cost
for the addition of the parking ramp and the tunnel linking the
parking ramp to Unit J.
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- Non-Operating Revenue

Schedule VIII is a summary of expected appropriations and other
non-patient revenues for fiscal years 1986-87 and 1987-88. The
projection for inflationary increases on the appropriations is
4.0%. We are also assuming that in the 1987-88 fiscal year the
appropriations will no longer earn interest income for the
Hospital. The appropriations will be received by the Hospital
on a monthly basis rather than being received in total on July
1. This change reduces our revenues by approximately $540,000
in the budget year.

• Fiscal Year 1987-88 Price and Revenue Increases

The price increase planned for 1987-88 is 2.9% and results in an
increase in patient charges of approximately $7,035,000 and brings
total patient charges to $249,617,800. The Comparative Statement
of Operations and Operating Cash Flow on Schedule IX summarizes
our projected position for the 1987-88 fiscal year.

• Capital Expenditures

Capital expenditures that will be provided from operating cash
flows in 1987-88 for re-occurring equipment replacement and minor
remodeling will be $6,717,000. Major capital projects such as the
second MRI unit, Psychiatry renovation and other Mayo remodeling
will be presented separately to the Board of Governors when their
planning has been finalized. Funding for the major capital
projects will be from Unit J savings or Hospital reserves.



UNIVERSITY OF MINNESOTA HOSPITAL & CLINIC
FOR FISCAL YEARS 1986-87 AND 1987-88
COMPARATIVE DEMAND ANALYSIS
INPATIENT ADMISSIONS

SCHEDULE I

1986-87 1986-87 1987-88
PLANNED PROJECTION BUDGET

ADMISSIONS BUDGET
---------- ------------ ------------ ------------
CLINICAL RESEARCH 287 442 445

DENTISTRY 64 67 66

DERMATOLOGY 39 16 16

FAMILY PRACTICE 29 24 24

GYNECOLOGY 1,332 1,394 1,374

MEDICINE 3,186 3,634 3,683

NEUROLOGY 609 397 356

NEUROSURGERY 911 841 829

NEWBORN 233 360 354

NUCLEAR MEDICINE 3 6 6

OBSTETRICS 534 608 599

OPHTHALMOLOGY 980 971 956

ORTHOPAEDICS 1,000 1,034 1,068

OTOLARYNGOLOGY 498 462 455

PEDIATRICS 2,918 3,242 3,206

PM & R 225 162 160

PSYCHIATRY - ADULT 711 773 762

PSYCHIATRY - CHILD 74 64 63

RADIATION THERAPY 3 0 0

SURGERY 2,464 2,914 2,903

UROLOGY 750 1,089 1,025

------------ ------------ ------------
TOTAL 16,950 18,500 18,350

------------ ------------ ------------



UNIVERSITY OF MINNESOTA HOSPITAL & CLINIC
FOR FISCAL YEARS 1986-87 AND 1987-88
COMPARATIVE DEMAND ANALYSIS
PATIENT DAYS

SCHEDULE II

1986-87 1986-87 1987-88
PLANNED PROJECTION BUDGET

PATIENT DAYS BUDGET
------------ ------------ ------------ ------------
CLINICAL RESEARCH 1.642 2.237 2.254

DENTISTRY 108 121 119

DERMATOLOGY 353 206 206

FAMILY PRACTI CE 58 149 149

GYNECOLOGY 5.812 5.982 5.903

MEDICINE 26.837 31.363 31.771

NEUROLOGY 6.786 3.394 2.527

NEUROSURGERY 6.280 6.047 5.967

(, NEWBORN 1.062 1.115 1.098

NUCLEAR MEDICINE 5 6 6

OBSTETRICS 2.398 2.623 2.586

OPHTHALMOLOGY 3.532 3.006 2.963

ORTHOPAEDICS 5.864 7.022 7.259

OTOLARYNGOLOGY 1.874 1.938 1.910

PEDIATRICS 28.837 34.412 34.079

PM & R 4.582 3.560 3.519

PSYCHIATRY - ADULT 14.499 17.139 16.908

PSYCHIATRY - CHILD 2.602 2.173 2.141

RADIATION THERAPY 7 0 0

SURGERY 22.104 27.824 27.742

UROLOGY 3.548 4.133 3.893

(, ------------ ------------ ------------
TOTAL 138.790 154.450 153.000

------------ ------------ ------------



UNIVERSITY OF MINNESOTA HOSPITAL & CLINIC
FOR FISCAL YEARS 1986-87 AND 1987-88
COMPARATIVE DEMAND ANALYSIS
CLINIC VISITS

SCHEDULE III

1986-87 1986-87 1987-88
PLANNED PROJECTION BUDGET

AMBULATORY CARE BUDGET
--------------- ---------- ---------- ----------

CLINIC VI SITS 188,165 213,679 218,739

EMERGENCY ROOM VISITS 14,365 16,212 16,212

THERAPEUTIC RADIOLOGY VISITS 17.070 16,917 16,917

AMBULATORY SURGERY VI SITS 3.000 3,792 3,792

---------- --------- ---------
TOTAL 222,600 250,600 255.660

---------- ---------- ---------

~

COMMUNITY UNIVERSITY
HEALTH CARE CENTER 37,600 44,982 48,000

HOME HEALTH 14,881 9,683 9.269



University of Minnesota Hospital & Clinic
Deductions from Charges
For Fiscal Years 1986-87 and 1987-88

1986-87
Planned
Budget

1986-87
Projection

Schedule IV

1987-88
Budget

Medicare/Medical Assistance

Blue Cross AWARE

GAMC Rateable Reduction

Billing Adjustments:

Laboratory Medicine

Medical Assistance Holdback

Prompt Payment Discount

Late Charges

All Other Billing Adj.

Employee Benefits

Provision for Uncollectables

Other Contractual Adjustments:

Clinical Research Center

Charitable Care

Kidney Acquisition

Negotiated Contracts

HMO Contracts

O.B. Specials/Group Health

All Other Contract Adj.

Total

$12.560.500 $15.643.800 $21.955.300

3.567.100 3.536.000 4.855.400

329.400 447.000 475.400

3.306.000 4.626.800 4.911.400

3.862.600 2.988.200 3.178.600

213.400 326.600 347.400

81.200 112.000 119.200

613.200 578.100 614.900

48.400 35.500 37.800

2.644.100 3.113.900 3.312.300

694.000 940.000 955.000

420.000 625.200 663.800

1.774.200 2.263.500 2.407.700

206.400 479.400 509.900

600.000 378.700 752.900

11.900 12.000 12.800

104.800 180.100 191.600

$31.037.200 $36.286.800 $45.301.400
=========== =========== ===========



University of Minnesota Hospital & Clinic
Other Operating Revenue Summary
For Fiscal Years 1986-87 and 1987-88

Schedule V

1986-87
Planned 1986-87 1987-88
Budget Projection Budget

------------ ------------ ------------

Food Serv ic es $1.165.100 $1.361.300 $1.348.500

Parking Services 452.400 206.000 500.000

Department Non-Patient 99.900 102.900 78.700

CUHCC Grants 1.023.100 1.007.900 1.066.700

Reference Lab Income 1.486.100 1.484.300 1.543.700 J
Pro Fees--Net Revenue 1.119.800 1.288.800 1.352.600

Donations to Operations 0 25.000 0
from Restricted Funds

---------- ---------- ----------

Total $5.346.400 $5.476.200 $5.890.200
---------- ---------- -------------------- ---------- ----------



University of Minnesota Hospital & Clinic
Full-time Equivalent (FTE) Summary
For Fiscal Years 1986-87 and 1987-88

1986-87 Projected FTE's

Projected Changes:

Clinical Programs:

Operating Rooms
Laboratories
Radiology
Outpatient Clinics

Revenue Offsets:

Parking Ramp

Computer Support

1987-88 Budgeted FTE's

4.5
4.5
2.0
2.0

Schedule VI

3.780.0

13.0

2.0

2.0

3.797.0
------------------



University of ~esota Hospital & Clinic
Expenditu.e ~ummary: 1986-87 Projection vs 1987-88 Budget
For Fiscal Years 1986-87 and 1987-88

Schedule VII

Expenditures

1986-87
Planned
Budget

1986-87
Projection Variance

Percent
Variance

1987-88
Budget

Increase!
(Decrease)

Percent
Change

Salaries $ 87,879,400 $ 94,771,200 $ 6,891,800 7.8% $ 101,075,300 $ 6,304,100 6.7%

Fringe Benefits

Academic Contracts

Resident Contracts

Physician Compensation

17 ,115,800

1,875,700

4,685,500

2,208,200

17,760,800

1,868,100

4,632,200

2,490,800

645,000

-7,600

-53,300

282,600

3.8%

-0.4%

-1.1%

12.8%

19,139,500

1,960,300

5,533,100

2,683,300

1,378,700

92,200

900,900

192,500

7.8%

4.9%

19.4%

7.7%

Total Salary, F.B. & Fees $ 113,764,600 $ 121,523,100 $ 7,758,500

Laundry & Linen $ 2,079,600 $ 2,070,100 $ -9,500

6.8% $ 130,391,500 $ 8,868,400

-0.5% $ 2,106,000 $ 35,900

7.3%

1. 7%

Raw Food

Drugs

Blood & Blood Derivatives

Medical Supplies

Utilities

Insurance

Rental

Maintenance & Repair

Communications

Net Loss on Disposal of Assets

Campus Administration Expense

Depreciation

Interest

General Supplies & Expense

1,392,200

13,975,900

4,880,400

11,136,100

3,055,900

2,832,400

2,335,200

3,349,300

1,312,800

o

6,222,500

14,103,400

14,001,200

14,177,500

1,651,700

16,612,000

5,612,400

13,408,100

4,220,300

2,058,300

2,781,300

3,540,200

1,412,100

10,000

6,222,500

16,283,800

9,674,100

16,542,100

259,500

2,636,100

732,000

2,272,000

1,164,400

-774,100

446,100

190,900

99,300

10,000

o

2,180,400

-4,327,100

2,364,600

18.6%

18.9%

15.0%

20.4%

38.1%

-27.3%

19.1%

5.7%

7.6%

0.0%

15.5%

-30.9%

16.7%

1,688,200

20,236,500

5,853,500

13,939,600

4,254,600

1,007,900

2,902,200

4,252,100

1,475,700

o

6,471,400

16,693,600

10,428,000

17,596,200

36,500

3,624,500

241,100

531,500

34,300

-1,050,400

120,900

711,900

63,600

-10,000

248,900

409,800

753,900

1,054,100

2.2%

21.8%

4.3%

4.0%

0.8%

-51.0%

4.3%

20.1%

4.5%

4.0%

2.5%

7.8%

6.4%

Total Supplies & Expense $ 94,854,400 $ 102,099,000 $ 7,244,600 7.6% $ 108,905,500 $ 6,806,500 6.7%

============== ============== ============= ============== ============= ========

'-'
Total Expenditures

(.;
$ 208,619,000 $ 223,622,100 $ 15,003,100 ,.. $ 239,297,000 $ 15,674,900 7.0%

(.;



University of Minnesota Hospital & Clinic
Non-Operating Revenue Summary
For Fiscal Years 1986-87 and 1987-88

Schedule VIII

Appropriations

Interest Income

Shared Services

Interest Income on Debt
Service Reserve Fund

Total

1986-87
Planned 1986-87 1987-88
Budget Projection Budget

----------- ----------- -----------

$13.638.900 $13.859.900 $14.414.300

7.699.100 6.771.600 5.517.900

364.300 374.700 382.500

2.074.300 1.833.100 1.808.000

----------- ----------- -----------

$23.776.600 $22.839.300 $22.122.700
----------- ----------- ---------------------- ----------- -----------



University of Minnesota Hospital & Clinic
Summary Statement of Operations and Operating Cash Flow
For Fiscal Years 1986-87 and 1987-88

1986-87
Budget

1986-87
Projection

SCHEDULE IX

1987-88

___~~~~etO

Gross Patient Charges

Deductions from Charges

Other Operating Revenue

Total Revenue from Operations

Expend i tures

$199.263,700

31,037,200

5.346,400

$173.572.900

$234,668.400

36,286,800

5,476.200

$203.857,800

$249,617,800

45,301,400

5.890,200

$210.206,600

Salaries
Fringe Benefits
Contract Compensation
Medical Supplies. Drugs. Blood
Campus Administration Expense
Depreciation
Interest
General Supplies & Expense

Total Expenditures

Net Revenue from Operations

~~tal Non-Operating Revenue

Revenue Over/(Under) Expenses

Add Non-Cash Outlays:
Depreciation
Campus Administration Expense
K. E. Utilities
Increase in Accrued Interest
Increase in Accrued Expense
Increase in 3rd Party Payable
Decrease in Accrued Revenue

Total Funds Provided

Funds Applied
Increase in Accounts Receivable
Increase in Prepaid Expense
Increase in Inventories
Transfer to Reserves - 3rd Party
Capital Obligations: .

Principal Payment on Fixed-Rate Bonds
Recurring Equipment and Renovation
Parking Ramp Sinking Fund

Reserve for Accrued Interest

Total Funds Applied

Total Cash Available from Operations

$ 87.879,400 $ 94,771,200 $101.075,300
17,115,800 17 •760. 800 19,139,500
8,769.400 8.991,100 10,176.700

29,992.400 35,632.500 40.029,600
6,222.500 6,222,500 6,471,400

14,103,400 16.283,800 16,693.600
14.001.200 9,674,100 10.428.000
30,534,900 34,286,100 35,282.900

------------ ------------ -----------
$208,619,000 $223.622,100 $239.297,000

$-35.046,100 $-19.764.300 $-29.090,400

$ 23.776.600 $ 22.839.300
$_~~~:~~~~-J------------ -----------

$-11.269.500 $ 3.075,000 $ -6,967.700

$ 14,103.400 $ 16.283.800 $ 16,693,600
6.122,500 6.122,500 6,371.400

136,300 137.100 139.000
2.039.200 1,856,900 -26,500
1.196.000 1,852.500 2,079.700

227,700 290.200 300,000
142.600 307,200 179,800

----------- ------------ -----------
$ 12.698.200 $ 29.925.200 $ 18.769,300

$ 435,900 $ 12,807,800 $ 2,797,400
285.500 -267.300 43,300
308,500 607,200 575,700
227.700 290,200 300,000

2.550,000 2,550.000 2,722,500
4.108,500 6,411.900 6,717.000

60,300 76,200 76,200
4,721.800 4,264.400 4,237,900

------------ ------------
$~;_:~;~~~O$ 12,698,200 $ 26,740,400

$ 0 $ 3.184.800 $ 1,299,300
------------ ------------ ------------------------ ------------ ------------
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March 20, 1987

TO: Board of Governors
Finance Committee

The University of Minnesota Hospital and Clinic
Harvard Street at East River Road
Minneapolis. Minnesota 55455

c

FROM: Greg Hart
Interim Hospital Director

SUBJECT: 1987-88 Operating Budget for University of Minnesota
Hospital and Clinic

Enclosed for your review are the operating budget schedules for the 1987-88
fiscal year. These budget projections are the results of the Hospital
budget process which has involved all levels of management preparing a
projection of activity, costs, reserve, revenue deductions and capital
needs required to operate University Hospital and Clinic in fiscal year
1987-88. The annual equipment and renovation budget will be presented to
the Planning and Development in their April 1987 meeting and will be
presented to the Finance Committee on April 22, 1987.

The amount of funding for the capital budget is consistent with our long
range financial planning at a total of $6,717,000. This does not include
major capital projects which will be presented separately to the Board of
Governors and funded from sources other than 1986-87 operating funds.

The attached schedules provide a fairly detailed description of the
projected operating budget outcomes for 1987-88. The highlights of the
operating budget are a 2.9% price increase, bringing estimated gross
patient charges to $249,617,800; an average increase in costs of 7.0%,
increasing operating costs to $239,297,000. Cash flows from operations for
1987-88 are expected to be $1,299,300. This cash flow position will
provide the resources necessary to fund principal and interest payments on
our outstanding debt and provide $6,717,000 for equipment and renovation.

We believe this budget is consistent with our budget objectives and
incorporates all known variables that will impact UMHC in fiscal 1987-88.
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